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Pleasure

is

as

enthusiastic as ever about
opera, and is a regular subscriber at the
[tttrn°‘
Metropolitan
Opera
for all matinees, and
of Mayor and
bil. Home
very frequently slays down for
dVening
fW*" t W hen the Unitarian performances, which
brings her back to
her home in Norwalk at about
C"
Annual Musicalehalf past
lhc
one o clock in the
morning, quite a feat,
when one realizes that she is now
seventyiheri was a record at—
eight
years of age.
and a very few*
Every week during the opera season,
meeting Thursday1 since I returned to
Maine, she has writnual musicale was ten to me her own criticism of what she
;
hears.
Letters that 1 value most highly.
■
n of Mrs. CleniShe is most
discriminating, but always
tess, assisted by
just, and I have never yet heard her
i. alburn and Mrs. ; speak slightingly of
singers v.ho were
singing her old parts, but would always
well
of
speak
their
efforts.
vjre president, :

0f

Kare

__

1

business

Maude E.

1

[i.

t;

Miss

session in

Cary,

singers,

Barker,

was

as are many
very nervous

other great

immediately

to sing only with them; but Music
Hall was filled with an audience of old
time friends and admirers, and would not
be satisfied with that arrangement, and
took the matter into its own hands; giving her a personal ovation. One of the
Boston papers the next morning said:
“She will always be Annie Louise Cary
to our hearts, although to the later day
world as Mrs. Raymond; and it was their
own Annie Louise whom the vast
throng
in Music Hall welcomed
yesterday with
such acclaim, that the bronze Beethoven
looked down on a tumultuous sea of
handkerchiefs waving, on t’ e clapping of
hands, the call for Cary, Cary, emphasized by canes and
boots, till the hardest
hearted prima donna could not have resisted the appeal; and
so, after contributmg with her quartette all that a reason
able audience could have
expected, she
came back,
yielding to the tumult of anand
stood before an adoring house
p'ause,
with all the old grand
presence and enchantment, and sang that touching ballad,
‘They say I might marry the Laird if I
would.’’ There was a
touching significance in the
refrain, “But I will marry
my ain love,” that the house felt with a
thrill; for, better than all the wide fame
of the great prima
donna, one of the few
greatest the world has ever known, is the
beautiful fulfilment of the life of the
woman, in the peace and sweetness of her
married happiness.
Alter one of the most
triumphant and
respondent careers of the lyric stage,
she nas indeed married her ain
love, and
the wife, the friend, the
woman, is ar
as
was
the
great,
singer, with the work
at her feet
lo Annie Louise Cary is
given, not
only the matchless voice, the marvelous
power to charm, but the charm is enriched by the dignity, and nobleness of character, which the nation holds in honor,
ami which will ever ensure to Anuie
Louise Cary Raymond, the place of the
greatest lyric artiste, that America has
was
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also to their Cousin Betty. The David
family have many friends here.

THE CHURCHES

Prof. Sweetser’s accompaniments added a special charm to the program. Co-

First Parish (Unitarian) Church.
Wilson, minister. Preaching
service at 10.45 a.
m., Some Apostles of
Rev. A. E.

and fancy cakes were served during
the sociai hour that followed the musi'■
cale.
coa

Nature; IV,Gene

Stratton Porter. Church

school at noon
All cordially invited to
worship at this church.

FIVE CENTS

Rehearsing
With

for “Katcha-Koo”
an

ELLIS

odist

H. H. Carter has returned from
week's visit in Boston and
vicinity

With the arrival in town of the professional director, Miss M. M.

Heberling,

who represents the John B. Rogers Company, rehearsals will begin at once in the
afternoon for the young people. They
will then be classified into different

Methodist Church. People’s MethChurch, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
the
most
of
Joseph Ellis, one
highly pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; tele- groups. The rehearsal schedule will also
respected and prosperous farmers of Wal- phone, 213.11. Sunday morning preach- be arranged so that no time will be lost
ing, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening from the start. In the
do County, died at his home in South service
evening, the
at 7.30. Prayer
was
born 85 Thursday, evening at 7.30. meeting this, principal characters, the ladies and genBrooks, Feb. 26th. He
tlemen comprising the chorus and also
years ago, on the farm on which he died,
Last Sunday at the First Parish (Uni- the young ladies who will portray some
the son of Joseph and Mary A. (Ginn)
tarian) church the Laymen’s League had of the
Ellis. In 1873 he represented his district |
dances, will meet the director that
charge of the morning s. rvice. W. R. ;
parts may be given out and read over,
in the State Legislature, was a charter Howard of the
North (Congregational)
|
j
member of Frederick Ritchie Grange, a j church gave a flue address on "Church songs and music also practiced.
The
j
member of Marsh River Lodge, F. and A. Unity.” In common with the laymen’s j principal characters and the young peomovement
throughout the State Mr. ple are responding with muchenthusiasm
M. of Brooks, was justice of the peace
Howard gave his audience the impression
and all are waiting anxiously the initial
and held many positions of trust in his of its depeudableness as a whole and
also
j
home town. His wife, formerly Miss individually. He was brief, logical and rehearsal.
The play is Oriental and American,
Abbie Bicknell of Belfast, died some j in earnest in all he said. James H. Howes
I conducted the opening service, while the first scene being laid in India at the
years ago, and he is the last of his famj Charles S Bickford read the Scriptures private
temple of the Maharajah of Hunily. Three sons and one daughter sur- | and offered prayer.
vive him, Joseph E. Ellis of Brooks, Herga, and the second act at the home of
The regular services will be held at the | Mrs. Chattie-Gaddin in New York.
bert Ellis of Limon, Colu., Percy Ellis of
I Universalist church Sunday with serIn addition to the Oriental atmosphere
and
Mrs.
Alfreds
Ellis
Winona, Minn.,
I mon at 10.45 a. m. by Rev. William
Page, who cared for him in his last ill- Vaughan. The choir will have a special of the play, there is a splendid American
ness.
When Mr. Ellis was an infant his musical program.
The Sunday school { setting for the second act, which is inwill meet at noon.
tensely patriotic. The “Liberty Aflame”
parents’ home was burned and five of his
Ihe Boys’ Class in Carpentry will meet
brothers lost their lives in the lire.
His in the
the Allied Nations,
vestry Saturday afternoon at 3.30, episode, representing
in which a number of local young people
funeral was held at his late home Monday Wm.Vaughan, Jr.,instructor. The
Sewing
at 2 p. m. with Rev. T. H. Martin of Class, Busy Bees, will meet as usual Sat- will appear, is especially fine.
Ratherurday afternoon at 2.30. Much work is iue Brown will be
Brooks officiating.
America, the combeing done and interest shown. The Universalist League will meet Thursday af- manding figure in the episode.
WILLIAM A. WOOD.
ternoon with Mrs. Lilia Mixer. Every
ine Maharajah ot Hunga, one or the
woman interested in the church is
urged leading characters, will betaken by BartWilliam A. Wood died March 2nd at to come.
lett Whiting. Katcha-Koo, an East Inhis home, No. 94 Congress street, after a
North
Congregational
few days illness from the effects of a
Church. dian Fakir, will be portrayed by Carroll
Rev. A. C. Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26 t>. Parker.
Both are well known for
paralytic shock. He was born in NorthHigh street; telephone, 157-4. Morning their ability in “taking parts.”
about
67
port
years ago, the son of Alon- worship at
10.45, sermon by the pastor,
Dick and Harry, two young Amerizo J. and
Lucy J. (Lear) Wood, but the followed by Sacrament of the Lord’s Supwho are travelling in India, will be
greater part of his life had been spent in per. Church school at noon. Men’s Forum cans,
at 12.15. Stereopticon lecture at 7.30 p. taken
by Hillard buzzell and Albert
Belfast. For many years he was employm.
Strangers and visitors cordially wel- Morey.
They will play opposite Helen
ed in the local shoe factory and was con- comed at all the services.
sidered one of their best workmen and alMr. Leslie C. Follett was the speaker Wescott and Olive Morse, who represent
ways a trusty one.
His sudden death is at the forum last Sunday, taking as his Dolly and Prudence, two young Amerisubject, “Has the automobile as a pleasure can girls, also in India on a visit with
a severe blow to his family and a source
vehicle‘justified itself.” The topic was
of regret to many friends, who held him ably presented and proved of great inter- their mother, Mrs. Chattie-Gaddin, who
will be portrayed by Elizabeth Kittredge.
in high esteem.
Nov. 29, 1889, he mar- est to the men, as was evident from the
The cast will contain more than a hunried Miss Charlotte Abbie Bowen of this discussion which followed.
The picture-talk last Sunday proved to dred people.
city, who with the following children

JOSEPH

PERSONAL

Excellent Cast.

before the beginning of an opera, and has
Vuted to give $5 told that when the curtain went up she
often could not recall the slightest line
\urtbern China,
of what she had before her, but that as
j
nounced by the soon as she heard the first
note from the
,ber was a paper orchestra, it would all come back to her.
\unie Louise Cary, Madame Gersler, with whom she sang
several seasons, had the same trouble
irk R. Swreetser
and if, before the opera, they had occa- 1
the
winter
pending
sion to speak to her, they always called
earnest request, by her by the name of the character she
Prof. Sweet- I was to take in the opera.
irn.
For the past three or four years she !
began with this had motored from
Scarborough Beach,
s
daughters in ; where for many years she has spent her !
when the former summers, and has made me a call at my
During one trip she
atter thecontral- borne in Searsport.
got stalled at Bucksport where she spent I
ven by Miss Clara
two very pleasant days at the quaint old !
also a fine vocal- Robinson House,*liking it so well that i
lamed stveral se- she plans a return for a longer season.
nese lew rambling bits may give a I
musicians. The I
glimmering of her traits of character as 1
taken from Prof. a
woman, and 1 will now try and give an i
relv gives an ade- outline of her life and career as an artist.
I
Annie Louise Cary, the youngest child
as
a
merit
whole,
of Nelson Howard Cary, M. D., and
later read it in
| Maria Stockhridge Cary,
was
born in
1 | Wayne, Maine, Oct. 22, 1842, and lived
nis country for the there until the death of Mrs. Cary in ever produced.
.er triumphs in Sti.
18^.0, when the family moved to YarAfter having lived in New York for
and Warsaw, and ! mouth.
At about this time she entered years, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond moved to
1
nit of her career.
boarding school at Gorham. She came Norwalk, Conn., Mr. Raymond’s old
diss Nickels in two j naturally by her superior voice, as botii home.
He was an invalid for several
;i«i become greatly her father and mother were cultivated
years, and their life was quiet in consere to advance, and }
and
the
entire
vocalists,
family were pas- quence; but their lovely home on North
:
fast and sing for 1 sionately fond of music.
In this small A ve. filled with rare works of art, collectr^anize a concert.
| town there was little opportunity for ed during Mrs Raymond’s travel abroad,
Her ambition was great, and was seldom without a few
•man, Mr. George I progress.
guests, enjoyconcert through I her longing for musical instruction was ing their
hospitality.
Mr. Quimby ! keen.
ess.
It would be impossible to refer to the
remittee of one, to I
In I860, she spent the winter in Boston, I traits of this large hearted woman, and
of the early morn- 1
taking her first real vocal lessons, and also not note the many benefactions that she
and you can all J
singing in church. She made her home has conferred upon hundreds of worthy
was en ertained. !
with a married brother, but after a few causes, and also upon individuals; always
at trip many times,
months, unfortunately had to return to of a most practical character, for her
.ue of their experischool in Gorham, as her brother went New England bringing up has nude her a
I into the
be one of the best in the “Better Ameriarmy at the time of the Civil sound business woman.
bhe has investr lights were pre- |
War.
Her mind was made up as to what ed the many thousands of dollars accum- survive: Edna Lottie and Jesse Earl at ca” series and was greatly enjoyed by
BASKET BALL
rnch in awe of the
she would do with her voice, so she re
ulated during her operatic career, with home and Melvin Ray Franklin Wood, those who heard it. Next Sunday the
once put us at ease i
last talk in the course will be given, subturned again to Boston, where she secur- keen judgment; and the large income is now in Alabama.
One sister also surwas
just as much' ed another church
The Heal team of Bangor put up the
ject, “The Gains of the Common People
devoted to good works.
position.
vives, Harriet Ella, wife of Ephraim A.
when it. was time
during the last One Hundred Years, and best game seen for mans' seasons alShe also sang in thechorus or the HanFor many years after retiring to priii the stage,
Woods
of
Belfast. Mr. Wood was a mem- the New Plans for the Betterment of the
del and Hayden Society, and became vate
life, she was interested deeply in a
though the score would not indicate it
mg act of hers in I
thoroughly familiar with the oratorios in diet kitchen for the sick poor of New ber of Phoenix Lodge, F. & A. M. The Republic.” This will be a topic of special
evening. She Had which she was to
interest and ought to be heard by a large with Belfast’s credit to 24 baskets. They
the solo parts in York; and was directress of the same. funeral will take
sing
place at his late home number ot people. Everybody is
ason in some beau
the years to come with such distinction.
cordially left a fine impression here )by their genShe allowed nothing to interfere with her
Saturday at 2 p. m. with Rev. Charles invited to attend.
-veiling she wore a
At this time she did not think for a personal attention to the
tlemanly bearing and clean game. The
sad
many
cases; W. Martin of the
necklace. The ladies
The ladies of the Guild are very busy
Methodist church offimoment of opeia, for the reason that the and it was no unusual
score was 64 to 24 and the summary:
thing for her to be
tniring it/of course, New England
these
for
the
Chinadays
preparing
great
was
prejudice
strong in re- a member of a brilliant box party at the ciating,
k it off and put it on
Beltast.
Bangor.
town Fair which is to be held in the Argard to the stage, but looked forward to opera of an evening, and early the next
me, and let them wear
A large Trainor rf
mory Tuesday, March 15th.
lb Bresnahan
qualifying herself for oratorio and con- | morning, be at her post at the kitchen;
martin thomas.
ners of the program. I
! number of these willing workers met at White If
rb Vaughan
cert only.
She now realized that she perhaps fitting shoes to a poor woman.
Quimby arranged | must broaden her ideas as to musical
the home of Mrs. Norman Read last Mon- Soper c
c Getchell
art, Her loyalty to her native State of Maine
Martin Thomas died Sunday afternoon j
entertained at the and
i
and
will
meet
at
Ileal
rb
day evening,
they
again
If Norton
with her innate courage and strong lias never
wavered, and every summer at the Waldo County
Primrose Hill, and faith in
the
same
and
to
sew
where
Cook
lb
he
place this,Thursday,
rf Richards
:
Hospital,
herself, decided to go to Euroed season, when not abroad, has been spent
ceptiou given for her. for a term of
their
It
is
to
be
had
been
for
complete
plans.
hoped
several weeks for medical
Goals from floor: White 8; Trainor 8;
years for serious study.
at Scarborough Beach at a conservative
see her in her beauBeing without the necessary means for hotel, where she meets the same circle of treatment for cancer, with which he had all the ladies will plan to be present.
Soper 4; Cook 6; Heal 7 Norton 6; Richvith jewels, but she such
an undertaking, but with a fixed deards
friends.
She never fails to appreciate suffered several
1; Getchell 2; Bresnehan 3. Referee,
iole linen dress and
years.
He was born in
The First baptist Church. Rev.
termination as to going, she, in 1366, any attention that may be shown
Donahue. Scorer, Hooper. Timer, Maher;
her hearty, simple
through her own elforts. organized and and has always kept a warm spot in her Northport 6b years ago, the son of Daniel ; George C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13 thews. Time, two 13 and one 10 minute
| gave a concert in Music Hall.
heart for the Swedish people who were and Abigail Thomas, but nearly all of his Cedar; telephone, 123-11. The services periods.
from the Belfast
of worship on Sunday are at 10.45 and
Here began the career which is better kind to her during the first years of her life was spent in this
city, where he was 7.30. Bible school
interest some of known
at 12 o’clock.
Chriseven in her home State than the
singing in opera.”
The Belfast A. A. team held a busi1
employed as a gardener. One brother and tian Endeavor at 0.30
ly have been pres- years that precetded them.
Thursday at 7.30
hat those who did
ness meeting Saturday night following
In addition to Prof. Sweetser another one sister, Elbridge A. Thomas and Mrs. the mid-week service. The
is
public
Of her later private life Prof. Sweetser
-gotten her singimi;
the game with the Rice team of Bangor,
out-of-town artist was present, Miss Au- Hattie T. Carter, both of this
city, sur- heartily invited to attend.
H.inner.
says:
Pastor
Sauer’s
sermon
themes
next when Harold Stone resigned as
the young daughter of Mrs. Min- vive him.
manager,
His two wives are deceased.
gusta,
the large minded
“When Miss Cary retired she married
Sunday are as follows: morning, ‘Fishers and was succeeded
by Austin Vaughan.
while her associa- : Mr. Charles M. Raymond and for many nie Parker Talbot of Camden, and a tal- I he first was Carrie J. Dickey, whom he I of
and in the evening, “The Divine
Men,”
at artists were alHer two number Danses married Nov. 11, 1884, and who died Measure of Forgiveness.” Splendid chorus Norton, who has been one of the best
years lived at Hotel Berkley on Fifth ented violinist.
ii her lirm stand in
Avenue, New York, where they enjoyed Tziganes by Nachez and Orientale by March 5, 1886. His second wife was choir. Worship-inspiring solos. The or- and most courteous players on the team,
vs a first place,
an ideal
life among a large circle of Cesai Cui
dinance of the Lord’s Supper will be obMrs. Mary E. B.
were given a breathless attenStover, also deceased. served as a part of the morning worship. also resigned. The line-up will be IIolTses
by the hard work- friends.
and Matthews as forwards, Getchell cenHis
tion
and
were received with rounds of
funeral was held at 10 a. m. Tuesday*
rohestra and chorus,
She of course sang no more in public,
The engagements of the church for the
good warm dinners except occasionally for some charily; applause, both evincing the instant favor with Kev. Alfred C. Elliott officiating.
present week are as follows: Monday, ter, Vaughan and Smalley forwards.
luring the long trips but, with three other ladies, formed a nf the selections combined with the
Boys’ supper and Rangers’ meeting in the
easyrail.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
C. H. Rice Co. defeated Belfast A. A.
quartette, calling themselve. the Berkley natural grace of the girl. For the third
vestry. Tuesday, regular meeting of the
ts thought that she
WT. W. G in the small vestry.
Wednes- Saturday night by the score of 34 to 22.
Quartette, and for years sang together
-ore aloof from the
for their mutual pleasure; also going about number she gave what she termed her faAgain the Great Reaper has entered day afternoon, Ladies’Sewing Circle with Nason starred for the visitors and Norton
ie was
I Mrs. Fred Howard, 3 Belmont avenue.
perfectly in to the hospitals in New York and singing vorite selection, a Rreisler composition. our
grange and removed from our midst
-atters.
for the shut-ins, thus brightening the Miss Talbot will always have a cordial
Wednesday evening, in the vestry, the for Belfast. The summary:
our sister,
Rebecca Poland; therefore, choir rehearsal.
"f her work ib-fore hours for many.
B. A. A. (22)
Thursday, 7.30, the mid- C. H. R. Co. (34)
welcome in Belfast.
Once in a while she would visit the
be it
of her first choir efweek service.
“The Quickening of Life Dow, If 3
lb, Matthews 1
The
numbers
our
own
favorites inby
1-st.ival engagements, choir of Dr. Paxton’s church, and would
If, Vaughn
Resolved, That by the death of our sis- and Interest in the Church.” Questions: ; Getchell, rf 2
What Cahill, c 4
itered into with real sing a solo unexpectedly, to the great de- cluded a piano solo, By the Bjrookside, ter, Union Harvest Grange has lost an Why I Believe in Evangelism.
c, Getchell
light o the congregation.
Type of Evangelism do I Believe in Most. Elliott, If
John Orth, by Miss Edith M. Davidsou, honored member.
If, Norton 7
'ore and more in deShe had experienced all of the bril- who
If, Smalley 2
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt Pleasant Recollections of Revival Meet- Nason, rb 8
responded with a charming encore;
'*
as
of
been
Revival
to
the
two
feted
Belfast gained
than glad to lend a liancy
operatic life; had
ings. What Will Bring a
points on fouls.
to the bereaved family.
of the opera of Samson and De- sympathy
nger and less experi- few others have been; and had made synopsis
Referee, Donahue.
Resolved, That in remembrance of our Church. Do We Want a Revival of Re- j
hosts of friends throughout the musical lilah, by Mrs. S. C. Pattee; a Victrola sisier our charter be
the
to
Boys’
ligion
Today. Delegates
The Searsport High won from Castine
draped in mourning
business woman and world; but she chose to withdraw while record from the same opera; also the
days; that a copy of these resolutions Conference will be present.
Normal school 73 to 15 in a rather onesolo( 30
1
from
the
she wants and how she stood at the very highest point in her
boys
•Friday
following
be
morning
aced
on
our
p
records; a copy be sent
“My Heart at Thy Dear Voice,” by Mrs.
sided game in Union hall, Saturday. The
•e years ago I was a
career.
What a void it caused, and what j
to the bereaved family, and a copy to The the church will leave for the Boys’ Con- !
who also at the insistent apference at Portland, accompanied by their summary:
rty, and one morning beautiful memories we have of the bright Wescott,
Journal for publication.
to market with her. faced woman, who had the gift of draw- plause, rendered “Janet’s Choice,” one
Scoutmaster and Sunday school teacher, Searsport
W. J. WENTWORTH
Castine
ied when I saw how ing all listeners to herself, and making of Cary’s favorites.
George H. Robertson: Harold Kelley, Jackson, If 16 (D
Mrs. Melvin O.
Belle M. « entworth,
rb, Race
William
David
friends.
Russell
secured the best of them
Peavey,
Annie L. Clement
Hoxie,
Whittum, rf 10
lb, Jellison
Dickey sang O! Rest in the Lord, from
ew all of the choice
She remained firm in her determination
Committee on Resolutions Cook, Mark bhibles, Wight Robbins, Closson, c 8
c, Danforth 1
the last piece Prof. Sweetser had
vav
Melvin Wood.
home we passed to sing only in private; but did yield once, Elijah,
Raymond Young will Lowell, lb 1
If, Gonzales 1(1)
as assistant to Mr.
where many Italian when she was urged very strongly to ever heard sung by Cary. She also rePoor’s Mills. The Victrola enter- accompany the group
Curtis, rb 1
rf, Harmon a
^ fne children
Flora sponded with that old time
Robertson.
a
at
concert
tendered
Mrs
sing
flocked
Referee, Hall.
favorite, tainment given at the hall last week was
e told them stories in
Friday evening in the vestry Mr. Fos
Barry, an old musical friend living in When You and I Were Young, Maggie.
a
success.
The proceeds were 126. ter’s Bible Glass will give a supper for
and which they en* Boston.
A message was received Tuesday anMrs. Wescott was most charming in
She took the Berkley Quartette on, and
Mr. and Mrs. Stillman Flood have a 9- the members and their friends, and a de
the genuine surprise she gave in presentlightful evening is in preparation by the nouncing the death in Brookline, Mass.,
pound boy, David George, born Feb. 16th. committee.
of Mrs. Eva Cobe, the mother of Ira M.
ing a series of songs composed by Mrs. ....C. H.
McKinley was a week-end
Cobe of Northport.
She was very well
John A. David, now of Brooklyn, N. Y.
guest of his sister, Mrs Cole.Mrs.
MRS. CHARLES A. HOLMES
known in this vicinity, as she was the
whose husband was, a few years ago,
Lee Cross, a niece of Mrs. George Dagfrequent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Cobe.
principal of the Belfast High school. The
Susan M., wife of Charles A. Holmes,
gett, was operated on at Tapley’s hossongs are published by Sherman & Co., pital last week. She is
62
Main
No.
at
their
died
home,
street,
doing fine.
Miss Edith Lawrence, who has been in
Boston.
The selections were from The
Marian Wood entertained several of her Monday night, Feb. 28th, aged 68 years.
Cambridge,
Mass., in the hospital for
Goodnight Garden and were dedicated to young friends
|
Tuesday, Feb. 22nd, it be- She was born in Monroe, the daughter of some
time, returned home last Thursday.
her own children, Dons and Jack, as
ing her 10th birthday. Ice cream and John and Jane (Clark) Hobbs. Her prePrincess Dori3 and Little Jack Buttercup;
cake were served.
vious residence was in Frankfort, but
the family had lived here for about j
She was a good wife and ;
seven
years.

Mrs. Fred G.
attend the

e

-■

W. C. French returned to
WatervUla
Friday after spending several weeks ia
Belfast.

Robert Wilson left recently for a short
his mother, Mrs. Merton Wil-

visit wit
son, in

L

i.

For Specials
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

We Offer this Week

-AT-

THE FOLLOWING ATTRACTIVE INVESTMENTS
Republic of Chile 20 year 8% Bonds at 99

Perry’s

tf'onn !lm of the bonis
‘jS
$1,200,000

must

Chicago Northwestern R, R. Co. Straight 15
year 6’.’s at 99j.

SPECIAL

F°r THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Pennsylvania R. R. Co. 15
Paris-Orleans R. R. 36

Dresses,

$9.98

ALL SIZES AND STYLES.

NEW

YORK GARMENT STORE

year 6i’s at 991.

year 6’s.

These bonds are guaranteed by the
French Government and
have an attractive possible profit
exchange feature. The
on
these
bonds
pnce
changes from day to day according to
eXCha"Be’ but ,s today about 67, or *67.00 per
franes

Lot Embroidered All Wool Serge

lh000

Also other bonds

yielding approximately same rates as the above.
We recommend for investment all of
the bonds excepting the ParisOrleans K. R., which we believe one of
the most attractive European
offerings.

^THE

|
j
I

indebtedness

in the past few years.
be purchased in the open market at 110 or called at that price if
not purchased.

Market.

j

CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

i

mother and also enjoyed the respect of
Death resulted from the
many friends.

grip following a long term of poor health.
Her granddaughter, Miss Ethel Sellers of
Belfast, had cared for her in her last ill—
Her
ness and was like an own daughter.
husband, one son and three daughters,
Bernard Holmes of

Bath,

Mrs. Wm. E. Weshe was called to Bangor Friday by the illness other husband’s
sister, Mrs. Lena Weshe Swett.
Mrs. Dana Clements of Waterville arrived recently to visit her sister, Mrs.
Oscar B. Wilkins, Miller street.
Herbert R. Dickey of Bangor was in.
Belfast Tuesday to attend the funeral of
his grandfather, Almeron Dickey.
Miss Minnie Palmer Talbot and daughter Augusta of Camden have been guests
the past week of Mr. and Mrs. Harr-' W.
Clark.

!

Mr. and Mrs. Allan M. Howea were in
Bangor Monday for the day and to attend the Bangor-Boston basket ball
game.
Mrs. David L. Wilson returned to Bath
after brief visits with Mrs.
Charles E. Owen and Mrs. Bernes O,

1

Saturday,
Norton.

j

Dana B. Southworth and Albert C.
Wells left Monday for a business trip to
Boston in the interest of the Southworth
clothing store.
Miss Gaylie Ryder, R. N., for some
time assistant superintendent at the Waldo County Hospital, left Monday tor her
home in Islesboro.
C. Wesley Lockwood and Title
Wray of Fiskdale, Mass., arrived
Tuesday to visit her parents, M: and
Mrs.

son

Mrs. Michael Collins.

Leeman and Clara Edids of Liberty, seniors in the Belfast
High school, spent Sunday in Burnham,
Misses Ruth

j

mu

guests of Mr, and Mrs. Charles E. Sherman.

Miss Sarah

Bethel, Vt., Mrs. Rose York
and Miss Eva L. Holmes of Belfast; also
two brothers, John W. Hobbs of Brooks,
Hobbs of Worcester, Mass., and
sister, Mrs. Mabel Baker of Hampden Heights, survive her. The funeral
will be held at her late home Thursday at
L.

Telephone Central with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William G. Preston, Liocoinville Avenue.
Miss Octavia

for some weeks

last Saturday.

,

Mrs. Herman H. Coombs will re’uri
Thursday night from attending the millinery openings in Boston and will be accompanied home by her milliner, Miss
Minnie Patterson.

Charles E. Bickneli of Rockland

w

;

I

He came tu

attend the funeral of J sepl

Ellis of South Brooks.
Misses Helen Wescou aim icutu
have returned from Fa.rfield,

..

ct Miss
were guests several days
Edith, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Frank
A. Knowlton, formerly of Belfast

they

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Morse

were

{

William

A.

Faunce of Toledo,

n-

arrived Saturday to visit his sister Mr-.
He was accompaAbbie Faunce Swan.
nied by his son, Arthur Faunce cf De-

troit, Mich. They plan
ten days here.

to

spend

week

a

or

i

is
Miss Louise H. Ferguson, was
been spending a vacation at St. Petersburg and Crescent City, Fla., is now ir.
New York selecting her millinery and af-

ter

a

will

short visit in Boston

home in

a

retn-r

few days.

Miss Elizabeth

Marsano,

a

teaciie

the Quincy, Mass., public schools, a
ed Saturday foi a short visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Marsano.
ths former recently returning from rr
extended trip to his old home in It ic
Miss Alice E Aborn has returns'! from
Rockport, where she has been set--,
months, and Monday resumed her
in. the suit and garment department, of

|

She has taken n
James H Howes.
with her cousin, Miss Emma M, v>.
ing, Charles street.

We pay 2%

oti

Saving Accounts.

Checking

-3*Waldo Trust
♦

ir.

the past week, to attend the
Shriner’s ball. Mrs. Morse has returned
j home, but Mr. Morse continued or. fur
I
1 regular trip for Thompson’s Mfg. Co
Lewiston

And 4°k

UNITY

:ue-

* ..ere

more

you to become more
ciated with us in this

on

ir

Belfast several days recently, the g reset his daughter, Mrs. Norman A. P-ad

OUR GROWTH and stability warrants our
YOU this SERVICE and

L.

Mrs. Sarah E. Stewart, who celebrated
her 95th birthday Feb. 23rd, has since received as gifts an eight-pound salmon
from her nephew, H. C. Crockett of
Seattle, Wash., and au immense birthday cake from New York, bearing the
figures “95” in tiny candles. Another
lady, Mrs. Sarah E. Edgecomb, is near
ing the 95th mile stone as she was 93
she makes her
years old June 10, 1920.
home with her son, Percy S. Edgecomb,
Miller street. In her young years she
was a school teacher and is now a very
well informed and interesting lady.

Mitchell,

! patient at the Waldo County Hospital,
where she had been treated for a fractured leg, returned to her home in Troy
a

County.

one

10.30 a. m. with Rev. Arthur E. Wilson
of the Unitarian church officiating.

M. Preston is spending a
the

short vacation from her duties a",

OUR PURPOSE is to render such SERVICE to the
farmers and merchants of Waldo
County as will enable them to
Build up their business, Build up
their towns and Build up Waldc

Mrs. Chalmers

Clark of

Vt.

Sanborn left Tuesday to attend the Boston millinery openings.

1

LOOK

Barton,

Misses Katherine E. Brier and Mildred

■

tei

Spinney left Monday to
millinery openings in Boston. 1

J. Leslie Colby is now able to be
Down
town after his serious illness with
pneu*
monia.

j

r.

a

good

work.
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offering
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Belfast.

STATE ROAD BUILDING

Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Association,

Automobile

Maine

about a month ago, requested the State
Highway Commission to furnish it with

detailed statement of its expenditures
various types of road during 1914 and
since then down to the present time, a
A. 1. BROWN. Editor
period of about seven years. Mr. Paul
Advertising terms.-: rorone square, D. Sargent, Chief Engineer of the Comtone inch length in column, 50 cents for
mission, made a courteous reply, from
one week and 35 cents foi each subsequent
which we take the following:
insertion.
cost per mile, and total
Subscription Terms.
In advance, Mileage, average
cost of various types of road built by
$2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
the State of Maine during 1914, 1915,
>»r three months
1916, 1917, 1918 and 1919.

The

Republican journal Pub.

a

^HATS^CAPs)
Maude Right

Co. for

QUOTATION

Miles

“Everlasting life will be yours if you
deserve it—your present belief or disbelief does not affect the issue.
But make
sure of this, if you are
to.be a great soul
in Heaven, you must begin to be a great
soul here.”
REPARATIONS AND PRECAUTIONS
The peace treaty ubliged Germany to
deliver 233,500 domestic animals, speci-

Av. cost
per mile

Year

il_Wea.rRight

*7,105

1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

52

5,050 02
6,742.22
9,490.59

10,041.70
12,107.51

266.56
BIT. MACADAM

27 10
4 59
15.08
16.59

16,064.47
17,028.01
21,442.55
23,372.09

1914
1916
1917
1918

ing

The treaty requires that the German
army shall at no time consist of more
han 100,000 men including officers, but
the returned soldiers and the national
system of universal military training has
put the empire in possession of a very
large, mobile and effective force of trained men. These cannot be taken away.
We are told that they have an enormous
supply of arms and munitions.

.ridden

The treaty provided for this contingency,
first, by prescribing definitely what arms
and munitions Germany should have in
use or in storage, and>second, by providing that all establishments for the manu
preparation or design of arms,

facture,

munitions or any war materials whatever
shall be closed aud that no importation of
arms, munitions or war material shall be
made.

s

The amount of money which Germany
to pay has not yet been settled.
Eng-

land, France, Belgium and Italy have
named a sum which Germany says she
One allied authority esan never pay.
that full payment of the claim
would keep the Germans busy for about
forty years. A conference between the

timates

GRAVEL

$17,589.92

31.73
BIT. MACADAM

28,.r21.29

13 27
CEMENT

CONCRETE

The roads of

1914 have been used

six years. The inteuston the cost, at
four per cent, is $320 per mile every year.
If

have been rightly informed the upof these high cost roads per mile

we

keep

been surprisingly large.
We hope
the legislature will ascertain how much
has

has actually been spent for their
maintenance, and will also ascertain in
money

what condition they were in November
eparations committee and German rep- of last ytar. It may be well to find out
when
Gerresentatives will soon beheld,
if salaries, officer expenses and all incimany hopes to settle for less than the dentals have
been included in the cost
Without a navy,
demanded.
vithjut naval bases, without arms and
without money, the allies know that

amount

account.

A great many people have

suspicion that

we

are

not

getting

a
as

Mr. Health Commissioner:

We rise to

nyuire who counted these bacteria, how
■

ong did it

take,

how much did it cost

the necessity of finding
out just how many there were?

arid what

was

According to the Bureau of Crop Estimates of the Department of Agriculture
the aggregate domestic produc'ion of
cane

and beet sugar

was

lor

the

debt to the United States had been
made by the British government and had
war

not been approved by the American delegation to 1 aris, meaning President Wil-

by the government at WashingA few days ago Secretary Houston
confirmed the statement.
That much

son,
ton.

to be settled.

seems

circulation
been

A report has gained
that President Wilson had

party to

a

an

understanding that

t he debts would be cancelled as a whole
or in part.
We fail to find any basis for

that report. The records of the proceedings at the peace conference contain
nothing to indicate that cancellation of
debts was under discussion.

1,302,687 tons.

ifi

The published figures from the books
of the State auditor, relating to the financial operations of the Stale Board of

it is, is only about one fourth of
we are accustomed to use.

Newton D. Baker and his plus cost contracts. The unprofitable servants are

w

lat

The proposed appropriation of 5367,000
for the annual congressional distribution
of seeds

days

killed in the Senate a few
Another leak in the treasury

was

ago.

lias been stopped.

Charities and

Corrections,

reminds

us

of

not all in the Democratic party.
The CensuB Bureau states that the in-

fantile death rate is steadily declining
and that in New York City the decline
has been about li per cent during the
last decade. There is no finer indication
of national vitality and of a higher standard of sanitation than this.
The cost of maintaining American solon the Khine up to January 1, 1921,

diers
has

been about

$270,000,000.

Of this

sum Germany has paid about $40,000,000
.and she must pay the ba ance and all additional cost as long as our soldiers re-

means

good health

It is our belief that
1111^
other remedy sold
Maine has received suchBBKfe

long-continued patronage
ami such unstinted endorsement from so many
•well known residents of
cities, towns, and villages in this state as L.
L.
Atwood’s Medicine.
Genuine testimonials by
the thousands are 011 file
praising it for its wonderful success in relieving and curing every
form of stomacli trouble,

indigestion,
dyspepsia,
acidity, loss of appetite,
gas, fluttering, nausea,
bad breath, constipation,
It is
biliousness, etc.
the safe, quick remedy.
Buy it now at any store,
SO cents a bottle.' Satisfaction assured by the
“L. P.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.

result of this clash of authorities
As
in New York, a Dumber of immigrantI aden steamships have been diverted to

Boston,

with the result that thousands
of i mmigrants have landed or will land
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main there.

BOSTON
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ings in Liberty.
Mary J. Lowe,

Belfast,

!

Wentworth,

It must go through this silk—not
once, but thirteen successive times.
Because

take

we

The local

and Federal

officials

there are in close accord, and working
together; and, although the unexpected
increase of arrivals will put somewhat of
a strain upon their facilities, they seem
confident of their ability to meet the
emergency with
adequate
precau
tions for guarding the public health.
Meanwhile, a new element of danger is
added to the situation by a complete
break down of the immigration inspection service at Danzig, the largest European port of
departure for American immigration. There is a great congestion
and
the
inspection service is bo
there,
inadequate, that the United States Public Health Service refuses to certify any
one now leaving there for America.

FOR

no

chance

just

William

on

being clean and fine and pure, you
no chance in using it for all your

Tell
take

baking.
Ask your neighbors who use it. They’ll tell
you William Tell. Tell your gi-ocer.

SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY

and build-

to Orrin J.

do ; land in Belmont.

William A. Banks, Belfast, to J. Henry
do.; land and buildings in Belfast.

I

I Morris,

A COMPLETE

,

J
!

man-

FAILURE.

COFFEE 7

You

REST.

SPRING

Men's *10.00 Or. Whiioombl
Cushion Sole
QC
\ Comfort Shoes
Like Walking on Air
A Soft Cushion for Your Feet
inis
."ole

CONSTRUCTION.

The United States Chamber of Commerce announces that the most convincing evidence that we are on the high road
to recovery is found in the universal report from every section of the country of
steadily growing sentiment that business
will be better in the spring.
Now public sentiment has much to do
with business revival, it is true and it is
fervently to be hoped that this display of
sentiment will bear fruit in abundance.
Some Will recall, however, that public
sentiment in Noah’s time was that the
flood was nothing but a shower. If public sentiment can influence capital to
make every effort.to run full time at reduced costs; can make every monopoly
relinquish the grip it secured under war
conditions, can induce labor to undertake a live and let live policy, then
shall we get good times sure enough. The
material for good times lies all about us
and nothing remains but to use it for construction rather than for profiteering and
bickering.—Kennebec Journal.

>
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Examine Ihem at
dour risk. You will
find tJiem far be*

Fishing

{j jond

I tlons.

Laughs at
‘URIC
ACID”
How the

ihu

JJ'-Ul

Him

viei

Kia

:

use

you pat'

when you

use

E FRANS
FERTiL

IULII

the ball of the
and lots of room
your tors.
Be good
your feet.
at

j

I
I

Made right m.
—in Bel fa.-, t
supply from

$10

x

Shoes

HALL & W
A!

BELFAST

or

velour

Calf—Rubber Heels

Mail This Coupon Today with check
or P. O.
Money Order.
We ship them
the day this arrives.
Postage, Including
insurance. 10c extra.

years-old

“Like many others, I spent money freely for
so-called ‘cores’ and I have read about ‘Uric Acid’
until I could almost taste it- I could not sleep
nights or walk without pain; my Hands were so
sore and stiff I could not hold a pen.
But now,
as if by magic, I am again in active business and
can walk with ease or write all day with comfort.
at the

change,”

HOW IT HAPPENED.
Mr. Ashelman is only one of thousands who suffered for years, owing to the general belief in the
old, false theory that “Uric Acid” causes rheumatism.
This erroneous belief induced him and
legions of unfortunate men and women to take
wrong treatments. You might just as well attempt
to put out a fire with oil as try to get rid of your
rheumatism, neuritis and like complaints by taking
treatments supposed to drive Uric Acid out of
your blood and body. Many physicians and scientists now know that Uric Acid never did, never can
cause

my

risk nothing.
NAME.

Niagara Fire Insurant
Assets Deceo
Real estate...
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank
AgentB* balances
Bills receivable...
Interest and rents.
All other assets

SUe.

ADDRESS.

£#

.....

“I am eighty-three
and I doctored
for rheumatism ever since 1 came out of the
writes
J. B. Ashelman.
over
army,
fifty years ago,”

surprised

I send
my pair today.
1 am buying these on approval,
I
money back at once If J want it.

Send
Since

SLATER’S, 365 Washington St.
Bostorf 9, Mass.
&ept. 15

Reveals Startling
Facts Overlooked
t»y Doctor* and
Scientists For Centuries

rheumatism; that it is

natthat it
a

ural and necessary constituent of the blood;
is found in every new born babe; and that without
it

-

industry, y>
velop your 01

expecta-

your

SisiacK

“inner
Mysteries

will

Broad
foot,

l^for
^|^to

Back to
Business

never

j

||

world-known Dr. Whitcomb Cushion
Shoe pads the pavement and tho
You will find ail the drag gone
your stride and you will step out
|V.ro;n
'ike a now man in a pair of them. A
SSfcV soft. springy feit cushion is built
iiito the flexible sole. Choice cutlings of selected skins
Th-ae
shops are
smart
and stylish 5
k They fit whore they should— K

Strength

and

YOU

Vr";ul-

Goes Out

i

WE

Regains

are

>/

■

Now 83 Year*,
Yet a Big
To Friend*

.7

sound and
and see them.

Had Suffered
Over 50 Year*!

Friends

I ikely lo like it

just arrived. T

Rheumatism
Left Him As If

Surprise

a re

M-'C/ 7

;

By Magic!
■

Are you tired?
Does the “daily grind” weary you?
Is the monotonous repetition of your j
daily work wearing you out?
Do you want to rest?
If so, it is not idleness yon need, so
much as a change.
Time was when you and I thought the
only way to rest was just to do nothing.
We 1
We have both outgrown that idea.
are fast learning that idleness is about
the hardest work we ever have to do
Oh yes, after a day or week or month |
of hard work, nothing seems more to be |
desired than just to sit down or lie down
But when
and do absolutely nothing.
the long desired vacation comes, and you
work
and its
get clear away from your
demands, and you have slept till you can
sleep no more, and your hands are idle,
and you have nothing to occupy your
mind, day in and day out, then you understand that idleness is not rest.
Every healthy person must have something to do. Upon this principle is based
the old saying, “Satan finds some mischief still for idle hands to do.”
Even when you grow old, and feel that
it is almost imperative that you retire
from active business, you will probably
regret it if you act upon that feeling
while you yet have enough physical vigor
This applies to mental
to get about.
workers as well as to manual laborers.
There is much truth in the saying,
“More people rust out than wear out.”
“But,” you say, “I’ve s ood it just
about as long as I can. I’ve got to get
away from the everlasting grind or break
down and I know it’s coming, whatever
the philosophers and theorists may say to
the contrary.”
Well now, my friend, don’t get out of
sorts about it.
Maybe I’ve been there,
too.

MATERIAL

the finest

meshes to the square inch.

Socialists like John Spargo now acknowledge that the much-lauded soviet
Africa may become as great a wealth system installed in Russia by Lenin and
producer as the region in the United 1 Trotzky has failed in all its phases to
about the Utopia long proclaimed,
States embraced within the borders of bring
| and that with the conscription of labor
the States named.
! now enforced by these worthies “the
Iii securing a mandate over German !j population is in virtual bondage and perSouthwest Africa Great Britain acquires ; sonal liberty of action is entirely gone.”
It has always been preposterous to becontrol of an area nearly as large as that !
lieve that men like Lenin and Trotzky
j
farther north, and perhaps of as great Ij and the whole socialist crowd of revoluproductive resources, though not quite so tionists were capable of establishing a
at any time which
important because of geographical loea- jj government anywhere
would be an improvement over that set
tion.
German islands south of the equaup in this country by men deeply versed
tor with an aggregate area of 95,000 in the science of government and famii
square miles, and of great value in aid of iar with all the failures of history.
ocean commerce, also passed under Brit- !

IS

as

! boro.

Michigan, Wisconsin, Ohio, Indiana,
Iowa and Missouri. It is quite
within the possibilities that German East

CHANGE

fine

Elbridge B. Ward, Swanville, to Henry
H. and Anna DeWeese, Columbus, Ohio;
land and buildings in Searsport.
Wealtha P. Hitch, et als., Islesbcro, to
Laura E Farrow, Rockland; land in Isies

of

the British Empire. It will be readily apparent that, a hundred billion dollars is a
conservative estimate of the added wealth
realized by the United Kingdom as a consequence of the war.

as

Every pound of William Tell is sifted
through silk, so tine that there are 21,000

or

the greatest amount ever produced in the United States in any one
year.and is almost twice as much as /as
produced in 1919. This amount, large as
This

j
I

Chamberlain, the British Chancel- ufacturing and the disruption of German I
of the Exchequer, some time about li
nesof trade were all events which addj
first of 1 st month, stated that pro- ed to the opportunities and commerce of
j

posals for the cancellation of the Allied

Bullock, Haverhill, Mass.; land

because it is actually
silk can make it.

Illinois,

rine, the discontinuance ot German

Mr.

Hands washed iu warm, soapy water,
ay actual test and count showed 4,000,01:0
bacteria in a single washing in warm
weather, says the Maine Department of
Health; in coid weather this number was
enormously increased to 240,000,000 bacteria to a single washing. The increased
number in cold weather over hot is due
from coughing and
to contamination
sneezing. Don’t forget that dirty hands
are riot only filthy, but dangerous on account of these millions of germs they
Wash often!
carry.

Beatrice M.
Moulton, Unity,
Adams, do.; land and buildings in Unity.
Arthur W. Leonard, Morrill, to Nellie
V. Payson, Waldo; land and buildings in
Waldo.
Asher H. and Katie A. Douglass, Unity,
to Freedom Lumber Company, Freedom;
trees standing in Unity.
The City National Bank, Belfast, to
Freedom Lumber Company, Freedom;
trees standing in Unity.
F. P. Shaw, Burnham, to C. F. Mitchto

i Dickey, do ; land in Belfast,
Susan D. Morrell, Searsport, to Thomas
j
j H. Barrack, do.; land and buildings in
I Searsport.
I
Alfred E. and A. S. Trundy, Searsport,
to Herman S. and Lester P. Conary, do.;
land in Searsport.
] Joseph F Nichols, Belmont, to Jesse F.

miles in area, or a territory equivalent to the combined area of our States

many miles of good road as we should
Germany cannot do much harm. It is have for the money expended. The time
their purpose not only to punish her, but has arrived when many thoughtful men
to make it impossible for her to again
want more light on the road situation
Probably never again will and the legislature should press the but- ish
menace them.
The
control as a result of the war.
the Germans fiercely shout, “Der Tag!”
ton.
destruction of the German merchant ma-

UNCLEAN HANDS

Eli

1

one

FLOUR

Unity.

]

square

|

as

WILLIAM TELL

1921:

Lewis Thompson, Unity, to Willis Gerrish, do.; land in Unity.
William W. Moulton, Thorndike, to Eli
Moulton, Unity; land and buildings in

purposes, German East Africa j

479,202.21 and German South West Africa have beThe above exhibit shows that in a come British colonial possessions.
Gerperiod of six years, 1914 to 1919 both man East Africa lies just north of coloinclusive, the State of Maine built 363 nial possessions long under the control of
miles and a few rods of road at a cost of Great Britain, and in the direct
rijute of
$3,375,591 9'. When the work undertaken the Cape-to-Cairo railroad.
From the
in 1920 is finished, it is shown that ap- standpoint of strategic importance in the
proximately 420 miles of road will have development of her African trade, Great
been built by the State in seven years Britain could scarcely have wished for
and the cost will have been $4,791,399.97. anything more fortunate than to have
The number pf miles built in 1914 was this vast region fall into her hands. It
about 132 and the cost was $1,079,661 43, js a region of great but as yet undemonabout $8,000 a mile, but the initial cost is strated agricultural possibilities and of
by no means all that should be consider- mineral and forest wealth.
It is 384,000
ed.

24,

$100,000,000,000.

practical

40,575.97

11.81

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending February
were

The increase in the wealth of the
United States has occurred, of course,
wholly within our own borders, much of
it due directly and indirectly to the huge
war business which brought us a net
favorable trade balance of some $16,000,Increased market val000,000 or more.
ues of real and personal property, especially of productive agencies, make up ell, do.; land in Burnham.
the balance.
Inez M. Gilbert, Monson, to George S.
Great Britain’s increased wealth is W ebb, Unity; land and buildings in Unity.
Charles W. Hayes, Foxcroft, to Albert
partly due to new acquisitions of terriL. Green, Katahdin Iron Works; land in
tory, or what is practically an acquisiBurnham.
tion.
‘The big gain,’ says the Savings
Rose M. Richards, Lincolnville, to Ida
Banks Association, ‘is due to the wealth E.
Mitchell, do.; land in Lincolnville.
added by the Mesopotamian oil
Annie M. Partridge, Searspoit, to Arfields,
African territory taken from Germany, thur M. Parsons, Stockton Springs; land
j
and elimination of Germany as a trade and buildings in Stockton Springs.
Preston E. Boynton, et als., Liberty, to
competitor.’
Of course, Great Britain has for the Charles W. Allen and Louis O. L’HeuTotal estiland in Liberty.
mated cost time being only an ostensible mandatory reux, Lewiston;
Frank S. Emerson, Liberty, to Louis O.
over the immense German colonies in
L’Heureux and Charlei W. Allen, Lewis$558,128.28
Africa, but the terms and conditions are \ ton; land in Liberty.
378.477.55 such that for commercial and all other
| Willis E. Turner, Palermo, to Leslie N.

Av. cost
per mile

Miles

creased

fi

Transfers in Real Estate

of The Two LeadNations of The World

silk is

way of expressing quality, but it is true to
the letter when you say it of

ralmer-Owen Brothers

r.

*710,054 63
202,707.80
The Savings Banks Association cites
401,162.21
405,153.33 the changes in wealth brought about dur207,762 89 ing the war, largely as a result of the
43,708 12
war, in the affairs of the principal na*1,970,548.98 tions, and conclude! that since 1914 the
wealth of the United States has increased
1335,347.26 $50,000,000,000. while, for obvious rea78,158.57
the wealth of Great Britain has in323,353 77 sons,

fically named, to the French government
387,743 09
and 137,000 to the Belgium government
as a reparation for those stolen when the
*1,124,602 68
■territory of these two nations was wan- GRAVEL and MACADAM
1914
4.88
*34,259.54
7,020.19
tonly occupied and ravished. The allied
1.80
1916
12,287.30
6,881.83
reparations committee has announced
1915-16 5,404.41
5 75
31,075 36
that 360,176 of these animals have been
delivered. Germany has a*lso restored to
$77,722 20
FrBace and Belgium 13,500 farm imple- CONCRETE
1915
7.56
$89,433 44
11,829 82
ments, 271,207 tons of industrial mater1916
4 24
60,050.84
14,162.93
ial, 397 locomotives and 18,298 freight
The total delivery of arms creditcars
$149,484.28
ed to reparations or restitutions, up to MACADAM
1915
2.68
$20,662.23
7,709.78
January 22d of this year is given as 71,SAND CLAY
'932 cannon, 181,067 machine guns, 5,201,6.75
1915
4,802.54
32,571.56
>84 rifles, 16,000 airplanes and 25,000 airTotal.,..$3,375,591.93
plane motors and very large quantities
of war materials. Out of the German Estimated average cost per mile and total
estimated cost of various types of road
navy 40 capital ships and 144 other ships
under construction in 1920. Actual costs
have been given up to the allies aud most
are indeterminate as no work was comof them have been sunk or entirely displeted.
mantled.

Dwight

Totals The Wealth

GRAVEL

99.93
40.14
59.50
42.69
20.69
3.61

bold

I

“Fine

could not live!
These statements may seem strange to some folks,
who all along have been led to believe in the old
“Uric Acid” humbug. It took Mr. Ashelman fifty
years to find out this truth, lie learned how to get rid
or the true cause of his rheumatism, other
and recover his strength from “The Inner Mysteries,” a remarkable book now being distributed
free by an authority who devoted over twenty years
to the scientific study of this particular trouble.
we

disorders,

NOTE: If any reader of this paper wishes the
book that reveals thene facts regarding the true
cause and c re of rheumatism, facts that wereoverlo »ked by doctors and scientists for centnries past,
simply sei.d a post card or letter to II. P. Clearvliter, No. 631-C Street, Hallowed, Maine, and it
ill l>e sent by return mail without any charge
whatever. Cut out this notice 1< st you forget I If
not a euiTercr yourself hand this good news to some
afflicted friend.

Heavy Wool Hose—Two Pair
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’,

Fidelity & Deposit Company of Maryland j Quincy
Baltimore, Maryland
Assets December 31, 1920
Real Estate.$ 2,437,638 £6
9,600 00
Mortgage Loans
1S3.021 91
Collateral Loans
Stocks and Bonds
6.856,993 69
Cash in Office and Bank..
1,831,996 45
Agents’ Balances. 1,467,947 56
None
Bills Receivable
5,812 74
Interest and Rents..
All other Assets.
91,398 76

Assets

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank...

Agents’ balance.
Interest and re:>ts.

00
25

Berkshire Mutual hire Insurance Company
Pittsfield, Mass.

Company of

America

j

76 Whliam Street, New York, IN. Y.
Assets

December 81, 1920.

Stocks and bonds.....$3,634,26792
144.377 99
Cash in office and bank.
424.887 98
Agents’ balances...
Interest and rents.
46,631 22
All other assets.
9,777 19
Gross assets ..$4,258,842 30
Deduct items not admitted.
198,025 91
Admitted

assets.$4,060,816

iabilities December

31,

39

lyzu.

unpaid losses.$ 269,728 71
Unearned premiums. 1,760.461 03
Met

All other

liabilities.

83.311 14

Cash capital. 1,0( 0.000 00
Surplus over liabilities... 947,315 51

Total liabilities and surpl.ns.$4,060,816 39
3w8

Assets December 31, 1920
None
Estate.
Mortgage Loans.$ 11,000 00
None
Collateral Loans.
Stoc s and Bonds. 403,820 42
Cash in Office and Bank.
26,370 97
Agen's' Balance. 38,214 47
None
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents.
4,659 13
Real

3w8

Insurance

--fil

*

j

|

Admitted assets..
Liabilities Dei

unpaid

losses

..

Total Liabilities and Surplus....$12.457,704 42
WILLIAM L, LUCE, Agent, Belfast, Maine

Mercantile

>20$
V

Gross assets

Deduct items not admitt

Net

Admitted Assets.$12,457,704 42
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 2,161.194 38
Unearned Premiums. 3 544.762 46
All other Liabilities. 1,627,683 33

The

61,217 48
27.000 ( 0
978.191 56
16,513 25
19,280 68
12,067 46

Gross assets.
$1,114,270 43 ! Unearned premium*
All other liabilities
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Cash capital.
Net unnaid losses.
$
7,0b3 54 \ Surplus over liabilities
3C9.925 44 j
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities
5,651 64
rotal liabilities aud rui
Surplus over all liabilities. 731,659 81
James Pattee & > n
Total liabilities and surplus.$1,114,270 43
James Pattee & S n, Agents, Belfast.
Agricultural Insuran*
3w8

Gross Assets.$12,834,209 67
items not admitted.
376,505 15

„.

Company,

December 31, 1920.

Mortgage loans.$

Deduct

Cash Capital.
3,000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2,124,064

Mutual hire Insurance
Quincy, Mass.

Gross Assets.$484 064 99
Deduct ttems not admitted.
7,860 5:7

j

Admitted Assets. $476,214 62
Liabilities

:

Dec. 31, 1920

Net Unpaid Losses.$ 16,121
Unearned Premiums.. 303,319
All other Liabilities.
11 902
Surplus over all Liabilities. 144,871

Water tow tv N
Assets

*

Decen h-

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Coll teral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Dash in office and bank.

Agents’ balances.

Bills receivable..
Interest and rents.
All other assets
Gross assets..
Deduct items not admitt

Admitted assets
Liabilities Dece,n^
unpaid losses
Unearned premiums.

Net
31
67
41
23

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$476,214 62
Joshua Treat, Jr., Agent, Winterport
3w7

Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis'.

All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over ail liabiliti* *

Total liabilities and

James Pattee &

li>

sui

Son
3*5

">‘n

--,

Genuine Shaw Knit

$1 per pair

at

Bert

,|L
s

and Colds I*
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Sore Throat ;
h, Croup,

by Hyomei
Banish*^
of catarrh do not exist
r(

j;,

r-ousns..'
it.'
n1 mutes.

,4,ng

throat

ca-

cold will

or

kill the catarrh

and

;,,ei

imed membrane, stop
nous and prevent crusts

i

ho nose.

few minutes each
of contemptible

lor a

isrlt

give it faithful trial
not satisfied, you

are

back.
by A, A. Howes & Co.

I

,ney

here.

o

digestion

Ll: misery, sourstomall stomach disease
rge box of tablets
all towns.
t'“

to supply the needs of
other counor to be charged
against a sordid
desire to get the highest possible
prices?
1 aese pertinent Questions
are very directly and strongly suggested by some of
the facts and figures presented in
the
yearly report of the Department of Commerce.
Thus in that interesting and authentic document we learn that the United States in 1919 exported 22,412,905 tons
of coal, and in 1920 no less than
39,215,O00 tons; an increase of more than 30
per
cent.
Moreover,—and here may be the milk
j in the cocoanut—the average value of
; the coal, by the ton, in 1919 was
$5.37,
I and in 1920 it was $8.92; an increase of
more than 60
cent.
per
That
was
the
| value
of the coal before it was exported.
i
: When it reached the other side it commanded all sorts of prices.
A great deal
i was sold last year in French ports at
| nothing less than $32 a ton ! And in ItI aly and Greece still higher prices were
ubtaine 1.

tries,

rvs

I

lit spread like wild
s of Maine, should
iring the contagion on
v to tne lumber camps
i
ml Dr. L. D. Bristol,
of Health.
< louse borne
disease,”

stok
person to person by
and it is a fact ;
that many of the
j
Nmtheru Maine are in
.iin

,ouse,

infected.
now
landing in
ting whom typhus fever
seek
lass to
employwoods. If some such
he
vigilance of the
at the port through
the United States,
■id his louse infected
the lumber camps,
ak out in full fury.
so travel from camp
ne job for another as
iat the whole iurnber>l
infected, while the
in camp, this spring,
isease all over Maine,
ivphus epidemic, each

people

articular problem

general

and

pnucipie

ll

n

QOUDIICSS

i

I
I

j

|
j

to

ISUPERBA

even

ild tiud its greatest j
the lumber camps Weekly.
i
of body lice among
offer a fertile field ! MAINE GENEROUS TO

ai.

is

commendable to get as
high prices as possible, by sending goods
to the market where the highest prices
are paid,
but it may well be maintained
that it is neither commendable nor proper
from the point of view of patriotic
public policy, to send abroad goods which
are needed here, and thus to create scarcity and distress in our own land, for the
sake of getting extravagant prices when i
fair
paying excellent profits,
prices,
could have been obtained here.
Great Britain, although proverbially;
“a nation of shopkeepers” forbids the i
exportation of coal until domestic re- j
quirements are met. That seems to us a
sound policy.
In the absence of such a system here,
we must regard with a
measure of approval the French proposal to establish a
sort of embargo by prohibiting the importation of any coal at more than $9 a
ton.
Thus the French will give to us a
price-protective treatment which we refuse to administer ourselves. A corresponding measure here would be one prohibiting the exportation of coal until the
market price in this country fell below a
certain figure.
We do not believe in governmental
meddling in business, of that kind or of
any kind that can b avoided. But neither
do we believe in American merchants
creating privation here in order to promote profiteering abroad.
The solution
of the proolem is for American merchants
to regard the supplying of the home market with the necessities of life before
they look to foreign markets.—Harvey’s
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ON THE LABEL
SUPERB
FOR YOUR TABLE

stores are displaying entire
of ready-made clothes for
children of all ages. For the smaller
ones there are so
many practical and
attractive frocks that it seems hardly
worth while to make them at
home,
except that the home seamstress can
put in little individual touches not to
be found in ready-mades. The
styles
displayed and the materials used are
to
for these
Interesting
every one,
ready-made garments are the work of
expert
specialists and they have
turned out frocks more charmingly
childish than ever for the coming
out

HUNTERS

Merton H. French of Bangor, president
Bristol went on to exHe said: of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game
lie disease.
Association at the annual meeting hel
not to be confused
in the hall of the House of Representaas was common in
i ,e diseases have long i lives declared that in the matter of bag
tie professional mind j limits, Maine seems to him to be some1
polemic form has for what more generous than the majority of
her sister States, more generous than she
11 threaten the United
..nous epidemic was in j can alford to be.
‘‘Maine allows two deer a season to
i ays, where the disease j
i.g, though not in epi- ; each hunter while in 18 States and part
■
id fever on the othtr of another State, one is the limit,” said i *
i
nore prevalent as the ! I’resident French“In five States and in part of another,
sed in trequency of apthe limit is the same as in Maine, while
i in two States the limit is three and in
>
:.ry it still prevails
three
States five.
of
j
Ireland, provinces
“Across
our
northern
and
PoI
border,
Alberta,
.'ily in Hussia
and it is from these Manitoba, Ontario and Nova Scotia, allow
one. New Brunswick, Quebec,Northwho
are
come
igrants
j
The greatest ex j west Territory and Saskatchewan allow
ica.
epidemic form will he j two, British Columbia, three and Yukon
six.
ig in Serbia in 1915,
“Maine places no limit on the season’s
bag of ruffed grouse. New York has a
n thod of transmission is
season’s
limit of 10, Connecticut, 21,
be
-ese, it can easily
Massachusetts, 15, Minnesota, 30, New
sense born of poverty,
It occurs mainly in Hampshire, 25, Pennsylvania, 24, West
and unhygienic sur- Virginia, 20, and the daily bag limits in
these several States range from two to
course can be transepidemic to persons five.
“Pennsylvania 25 years ago, was conauliness is beyond residered to be shot out.” Today she ranks
higher than most other States, in well
e
most fatal diseases
and nurses who are stocked public shooting grounds. Game
refuges was^the method used to bring
s but gives an almosi
about the change. She now has 24 or
one who has survivmore State game preserves,
18 on Stateowned forest lands, and six on leased
: infection is in thi
During this year it is expected
ventive measures nec- land.
that the number will be raised to 40.
icedom from typhus
These
preserves range iri size from 1,700
us.
Eradication ol
to 3,200 acres.
The game which is prouction in sanitary anc
tected on these tracts overflows and
ii
enforcement of thi
stocks the public shooting grounds adss are imperative.
joining, small game being benefited, as
well as large game.
Would not that system help Maine’s supply.

,.

j

j
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Following these sheer airairs come
the small checked ginghams, in white
and a color, banded and finished with
white organdy which serves for collar,
cuffs, sash or yokes, and sleeves, and
then come the plain chambrays, usually trimmed with applique-scalloped
borders of ehambray in a darker color,
outlined with simple stitches in merFor very little folks,
cerized floss.
from two years to four or five, there
are innumerable practical dresses and
rompers, much like that one shown
in the picture.
Strong plain cotton
or coarse linen is used for making it
and its edges are finished with buttonholed scallops. There is a little simple needlework on plaits at each side
and buttonholed slashes about the
waist for a belt of ribbon or of the
material, to slip through.

ror pretty frocks white and colored
organdies appear to have inspired the
imagination of designers. The daintiest
dresses are made of them nearly always in combination of white and one
color, as white with frills of pink or
blue or yellow. These frills or ruchings have picot edges usually in black.
Very dressy little frocks are made of
the light-colored organdies and have
adorable sun-bonnets to match, shaped
with many shirrings.
There are many
pretty frocks of colored, dotted swiss,
made up with yokes and sleeves of
white organdy matching the white

k
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Warren used it to beat the British at
Andrew Jackson won with
it at New Orleans; Taylor took it with
him to Mexico; Grant would have lovec
it.
“Let’s go!” This has been the spirit
of our land ever since its birth; but it
was never placed in words, given form,
shape and syllable until our young mer
took the acid test in France. Out of al
the joy and anguish and glory of this
treat adventure the spirit of Atnerict
found a voice at last by which the work
(night know it as it really is: “Let’s go!’
|I'hat tells the tale of us, what we havi
“Let’s go!’
(lone and how we did it
the way we win victories in peace

Lexington;

■a,
H

PLACE CARDS |

■

(that's
and

war.

Can you not hear those doughboys
chortle and chant those cabalistic word:
of a virulent race? Fleeting, humorous,
grim and gay, they come from yount
lips in ragtime measure, in clarion call,
in glorious protest against every doddering obstacle on their own side of the battle lines and in contempt of any barriei
that can be interposed by the foe.—Philadelphia Public Ledger
1

[jD HARDLY EAT ANYTHING UNTIL HE USED Df
I3CRJ found
iL'IUriM
WONDERFUlj
IT a

MEDICINE

1
‘*1 was weak and tired and could hardly eat anything until I
used Pe-ru-na. Soon my appetite w as good and my strength
returned. I tolq my neighbors and every one of them found
it a wonderful medicine. You can always get a dose of
I*e-ru-na at my hcjuse no matter what the war tax
:
Ms. T. N. Waggoner,
Box 25, Bragg City, Mo.

j

Catarrh of the stomach and bowels is among
the many forms of catarrhal diseases from
which a large number of people needlessly
suffer., Fifty years of usefulness is the guarantee behind-

PE-RU-NA
Tablets

ar

LhhhiI

Sold Everywhere

II

Feb. 8,1021.
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}fz( time,/!//ny HOODS.

LABEL

DIRECT FROM CHINA

red boots crack very quickly
and air. While no boot can
stand undue exposure, the Hoed Pressure Process
produces a boot exceptionally free fromthisebjeetionable feature. When you buy a red boot with a yellow
on it, you are
label and the word
getting
an
the latest development
upper that will stand
rough treatment combined with the newest tire-tread
soles, which means long wear and good looks.
“H90B** is your guarantee.
most

on

uppers
THE
when exposed

and done in water colors in the soft tones
and shades so much used by the Chinese.
Call at the Journal office.
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

FOR SALE

to sun

—

Low

trice

second rand

parloi

and kitchen stoves,

J. AL&'UA McKl hS.

cAsk any dealer

SINCE 1882

or

write

us.

HOOD RUBBER PRODUCTS COMPANY. INC.

i

At 72 Main Ltieet. Belfast.

Charles R. Coombs I

Colonel Edward L. Munson, chief of
morale, general staff, United States

*

Undertaker

never knew how good rubbers
could be, White Rock wearers tell
us. That will be your experience, too,
because not a single pair leaves the
plant without full inspection.
Sturdy, gray, tire-tread
soles joined to heavy
black uppers by the
k
Hood Process. Made

FOR SALE
YARN at

brief, tense, dogmatic, compelling;
wholly and completely American. It is
the essence and the spirit of this repub
lie. It seems to jeer at inaction and indecision; it flays technicality and red tape; I
it mocks the impossible. It rouses the
bold to the supreme of accomplishment
and muddles the incompetent.
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: 1 50 and three chair ®
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FURNISHED.

HAND PAINTED

dedal es that
the expression,
“Let’s go!” stood out above all others as
the slogan of the American army in the
In fact, it was more than a
world war.
mere slogan; it was a battle-cry in the
line trenches, a spur on the march
and an inspiration in camp.

■luted with Mr.- I
First o
and baby; together the!
00 to any
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broidered.

spring.

itagion,”
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Where the body of the frocK
joins the short yoke sprays of tiny
colored flowers and foliage are emdots.

THE tits

Sweaters,
ply at
HE shops

spiring

are

new

displaying those
hats made

in-

fur the
that al-

benefit of southern tourists,
lure all of us because of their beauty,
and. quite as much, because of heir
suggestion of springtime and pleas-

They prove as interesting to
those who stay at home as to those
who journey south and furnish all
the cues for deinl-season and early
spring millinery. In spurts hats they
set the puee for the coming summer,
hilt they include tailored and lress
hats that, at least, influence the incoming fashions in these hats.
A group of four huts pictured above
includes a sports hat, a street hat
aud two that are intended for more
The sports hat at the
formal wear.
of white satin and
upper left is made
has a crown in four sections decorated with narrow black braid in paralEach of the decorated seclel iiues.
tions is centered with a row o black
jet caliochons and the facing is of
“Smart and informal”
black satin.
is written over this liar, that owns
the distinction that goes with black
and white to begin wit!, and everything else thill pells "class.”

ure,

How to Become

a

ilie sports hat is a dressy
black hair braid with a
flange of malines about its brim making a soft shadow in the eyes. Its
soft, round crown Is covered with a
veil of fine chantilly lace. Such hats
often shelter a small spray of exquisite flowers or fruit, snuggling
against the crown or on the brim.
A little less fragile is' the hat with
crown
of pa on velvet, embellished
with stitches of silver-gray silk. This
hat has an upturned brim edged with
braid and is draped with a tine net
veil having an embroidery in
gray
for a border.
The street hat which
finishes the group has a four-cornered brim covered with a striped
and plaitel material and a round
crown draped with satin.
It is another black and white combination and
is finished with
loops of black velvet
in a daring
pose on the rigHt side of
the brim.
Next

model

to

in

per

pound

etc. All colors.

for

Ap-

service.
are
WHITE
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Assets December

31, ^920.

Real estate.$
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

|

As a preventive melt
and inhale Vicks night
and morning. Apply a
little up nostrils before
mingling with crowds.

X/ICKS
VapoRub
¥

Over / 7 Million Jars Used Yearly

theypeei

are

nne.

leaders.

ROEK. UVtR.

^
RED

Agents'balance.

••

Interest and rents.

Cash in office and bank.

Agents' balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

55.006-00
461,400 00
8.00000
821,300 00
51,60 )00
39,059 05
15,646 54

SWAMPER

Ridgdy Protective Association
18 Franklin St., Worcester, '*a$s.
Ass is Dec. 31, 1920
Stocks and Bonds .$447.SS~
ash in Uffi e and Bank
172,0.* 08'
Interest and Rents
S.ibl .4
The

..

Gross Assets .$628,150 45
Deduct items not admitted
74.914 28

117 599 73
121,947 51
0 00
8,386 74
14,809 18

Cross assets.$1,334,115 14
Deduct items not admitted.
139 556 71

j

Admitted assets.$1,194,558 43
Liabilities December 31, 1920,
Gross assf ts.
.$1,452,005 59
55,868 00 Net unpaid losses.$ 294,754 16
Deduct items not admitted.
0 00
| Unearned premiums.
73 358 69
Admitted assets.$1,395,137 59 All other liabilities.
Cash
f 00,000 00
capita!Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Surplus over all liaoilties....
326,445 58
Net unpaid losses...■$
24,034 00 ;
Unearned premiums....
439,843 85
Total liabilities and surplus_ $1,194,558 43
20,210 59
All other liabilities.
3*9
Surplus over all liabilities. 911,049 15

Central

Manufacturers

Mutual

Insurance

Co., Van Wert, O.

INFLUENZA

a

Red

..

|

per

81, 1920.
Real estate... $ 40,000 00
38:.475 00
Mortgage bonds..
Stocks and bonds. 1,224,100 00
Cash in office and bank.
171,021 72
Assets December

Agents'balance.
Interest

and rents.

First

quality Baldwin apples

Fitchburg Mutual l ire Insurance Company
Fitchburg, Mass.
Apeets

17,993 34

Admitted assets.$2,083,269 08
Liabilities December 31,1920.

unpaid losses.*.$ 112,346 21
Unearned premiums.
977,120 46
All other liabilities...
78.035 60
Surplus over all liabilities. 915.766 82
Net

..

at $ 1.00

Gross assets..$543,312
Deduct items not admitted, book
market value stocks and bonds 1C.714

Danish cabbages at $2.00 per hundred pouncs.
A. B. SIAN IfAL.

over

Admitted

assets.$632,60; 87
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net unpaid leases.$ 32,912 43
Unearned premiums. 329.170 80
All other liabilities...
16.537 87
Surplus over all liabilities. 154,0-18 77

tfl

Total liabilities and surplus_$2,083,269 08
3w9

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN; !
30

High Street.

December 31, 1920

Real estate. .$ 54,0C0Ut
Stocks an-l bonds. 373 23a: 25
Cish in office and bank.
54,': 9 U9
Agents* balance..
55/ 12 08
Interest and rents....
4.904 77
Reinsurance due on losses.
1,495 63

290,178 02

Gross assets.$2,125,768 08
Deduct items not admitted.
42,499 00

$553.2.36 i7

3w7

bushel, delivered in the city; also

Tel. 269

*
Admitted Assets
$65
Liahi!ities Dec. 31. 1920
Net Unpaid L )Bses.
^
Unearned Premiums.
109.53*
All other Liabilities
45.673 07
Cash Capital
ICO.OH r:
Surplus over al! L ahiliti t
!82.550 (H

Total Liabilities and Surplus

FOR Sale

3w9
RY WtSTfcRN NfcWSPAPfcR

and

They are dur
able Try them

They

Massachusetts Fire & Marine Ins. Co.,
GREEN HARD WOOD fitted for stove
Boston, Mass.
tf3
use.
Apply to
Assets December 31, 1920.
SCOTT GRAY, or
0 00
ELIJAH RITCHIE
| Real estate. $
254-11
0 00
Mortgage loans.
Collateral
0
loans.
00
Indiana Lumbermen’s
Mutual Insurance
Stocks
and
98
bonds...
1,071,371
;
Co., Indianapolis, Indiana.

Total liabi ities and surplus.$1,395,137 59
COPYRIGHT

Swampers? They

kinds of hard

FREEDMAN’S, i
16tCross Street, Belfast

see

great for snow-shoeing,
hunting, tor any outdoor
work or play. All rubber
uppers, lace snugly over
heavy sock1!. Allow
freedom in action

FOR SALF

Seaboard Town

Every speaker at the dinner had boosted the town, which was inland some 800
miles from the coast. The speakers all
said that had the city been on the coast
i it. would have been the world’s first city.
The visiting speaker was called on next
and said:
“Gentlemen, I ain impressed with your
city as much as you are, and believe that
1 can suggest a way in which you can get
your wi;h.”
All leaned forward. The speaker said:
“This is what you should do: Obtain a
large pipe, run it from the center of your
city into the ocean, and, if you can suck
as hard as you can blow, the ocean will
soon be in your city.”

$1.50

Did you ever
of ~HQOO»

pair

Tel. 320

Total liabilities and surplus
3*9

...

.$5. 2,669 $7

CLERKS (men, women) over 17, for
Postal Mail Service. $125 month.
Experience unnecessary.

For free particuwrite R. Terry,
(former Civil Service Examiner) 80o Continental Bldg., Washington, D. C. 2t8

Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose
\
for $1.00 at Hert L. Davis’.

lars of

A

examinations,

LOSS

OS'jmftllTt

TO-DAY

Eruptions—Men-

Other

Pimpies and
tal and

Physical

Olive Thomas has been given a suitable vehicle in “Darling Mine," her late
The
release on the Selznick program.
story ;s by John Lynch and Larry Trimble.
Larry Trimble directed. In much
of the reelage Miss Thomas is shown in
the role of a little urchin and in this sort
of role she loes some of the best work of
“Darling
her career before the camera.

Weariness.
at this time

They are all
of \car. ami are all indications that
the blood is wanting in the power
against infecto defend the
tious and contagious diseases^ becai3?iP thev are ajl indications that
it meeds cleansing) enriching and vicommon

bijdy

talising.
It is

j

Mine” presents some beautiful pnoto
graphs and Director Trimble has seen to
it that the proper atmosphere invades
It
the picture throughout its reelage.
represents one of Miss Thomas’ best
screen appearances and the picture rep-

to give them at-

important!

tpjgjon—it is in fact, hazardous to
ju'c .'ct them.
Itct Hood's Sarsaparilla today
and begin taking it at once, regulartv after eating anid if convenient in
a little hot water.
this medicine has
Remember,
gii n satisfaction to three generations. for the blood, stomach, liver
snd kidneys. It builds up the
whole system. It “makes food

resents one of the best from an entertainment standpoint that this star has
done in some time.

FRIDAY

■

“A Double Dyed Deceiver," Goldwyn’s
latest starring vehicle for Jack Pickford,
directed by A1 Green, is the screen adaptation of O. Henry’s famous short story.
Jack Pickford in the role of Llano Kid
from Laredo, Texas, overcomes the conventional formula for screen heroes by
realistically re-living for the screen, O.
Henry’s gun-toting youngBter who left
Texas for obvious reasons and took refuge in a little South American town.

good.”

taste

For a gentle laxative or an active
cathartic, take Hood’s Pills. Your
druggist, knows how good they are
and recommends them.

Mr-i. Walter Crogran, who has been ilj
rheumatism, is still very ill.

•with sciatic

Mrs. Eva Erskine of Presque Isle was
of Mrs. Alberta George last

the guest

week.
was

a

•week-end visitor at the home of Lewis
At wood.

Dillaway, who has been ill
weeks, is reported to be im-

Mrs. Ruth
for several

proving.
Mrs.
"Mrs.

A.

W.

Shaw visited her

Rose Arey

of

Hampden,

sister,
at

Atwood Augustus Gilmore died shortly
after midnight Tuesday, Feb. 23rd, at
his home on Searsport avenue after an
illness of three months. He was born
September 7th, 1835, the son of Nathaniel and Mary (Bean) Gilmore. He
died on the same place where he had
always lived and where he was born.
The farm had been in the Gilmore family
for over one hundred,years. In 1860 he
married Miss Fanny Shute Blanchard of
Sandypoint, who died March 22, 1904.
They had two daughters, Mrs. F. A. Patterson of Bangor and Mrs. J. W. Hill of
Searsport.' He also had two grandchildren, Wilson and Stanley Hill. His life
story began on a farm. At the age of 16
he decided to go to sea, but got as far as
New Haven, having been seasick all thifc
way. He decided he had had enough of
sea life and came home by train.
In the
time of Civil War he was rejected :on account of having a short time before severely injured one of his feet. He next
took up brick making, making the brick
in his field next to the shore. Some of

the

xSrace Hospital, Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Fellows visited his
aunt, Mrs. Jennie Grant, at the Eastern
Maine General Hospital, Friday.

conferred

M

s. Lucena McDerHomeland and Miss

selected from the scums of the
were afraid of him
How he ruled
them by the might of his fist, what hap<_>ladys Erskine. It was voted to hold
pened to the young man who had never
Sic annual fair, sale of fancy articles and
done a day’s work in his life, on board
at
Easter. The committee this “hell ship” makes interesting screen
public supper
j
1
fiction.
appointed to be in charge of the affair are
was

Mrs

Mrs

C,

C,

on

Dora

crew,

j docks,

Moody, Mrs, Annie R. FerWEDNESDAY

3id and Mrs. Frank Downes. A supper
was served after the meeting closed, by a

“A Small Town

Idol,”

one

of the few

competent committee.

productions Mack Sennett has made in
six-reel productions, comes to the ColoThe entertainment given by the pupils
nial Theatre Wednesday.
of the village and high schools on TuesWith practically every member of his
day evening at Union Hall was well all-star aggregation of funny folk enroll
planned and excellently rendered. Miss ed in a congenial part, there is assurance
Jessie

Baker,
schools,

teacher of music in the
had the program in charge
and she was assisted bv the teachers,
Carroll L. Young, principal of grammar
school; Miss Grace Gerry, high school
town

assistant; Miss Gladys Erskine, intermediate and Misses Grace Thompson and
Almira Porter of the primary grades.

that “A Small Town Idol” will more than
make good in 'he distinguished presence
of its Sennett predecessors.

put upon him

as

a

telephone

The next meeting of the Ladies’ Aid

a

Ford touring car.

Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips went to Winterport Monday to care for Mrs. Lydia

Woodman,

who is ill at her home.

Miss Annie

Henry Hills has been very ill
is better.

With the prevailing cold, but

been enjoying a
turned to Belfast the first of the week.

Mrs. Isaac Hills is at Castine Normal
Kckoo'i substituting for Mrs. Myra Fer-

Mrs. Donald Thayer and daughter Shir
ley were guests of Mrs. William Dickey

vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Perkins left Monday for a visit with their daughter, Miss

R.

last Thursday, while Mr. Thayer attended the extension school meeting at Comet

Grange hall.

Mrs. L. b. Nickerson, who has been
having a cold the past two months, has
Donald Dodge is still confined to the
recently been having an absce-s in her
house but is slowly improving and his
head. She is attended by Dr. S. C. Patmany friends hope for a speedy recovery.
tee of Belfast.
Eva Perkins in

accounts.

.

Miss Edna Conant,

a

student at Colby

the week-end and holiday

at her home here.

Mrs. C. W. Nealey has been confined
to her home nearly three weeks with an
attack of tonsilitis.
W. H. Bickford, who has employment
in Orono, was in town Sunday and returned to Orono with his automobile.

Quite

under

given

the

of

direction

Arbutus

The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Hazel
Adams Wednesday. There was a good
attendance in spite of the driving rain
and a good time enjoyed by all.
A fine
picnic dinner was served at noon.

ley of Rockland, who with
and four

sons

survive

to

one

•where he had been tor surgical treatment.

Madaline, the -infant daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles F. Herrick, is at the

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. F.E.
Nickerson of Everett, Mass., will regret
to learn that their little daughter, Priscilla, who underwent a serious operation

Waldo County Hospital for treatment for

last December and recently seemed to be
gaining, lies in a critical condition and

tier eyes.

no

hopes

are

entertained of her recovery.

Mrs. Willis Moore has been very sick
was threatened with pneumonia, but
She was attended

by Dr. Pattee.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Herbert Carr returned

Friday from Pleasant Pond, where they
spent the winter, and have opened their
bungalow on Birch Crest. They report a

large amount of game including bear and
deer in the vicinity of Pleasant Pond.
Mrs.

Matthew Leadbetter entertained

the Ladies’ Aid Friday aftornoon.

There

a large
attendance, many of the
guests staying for the evening, when
they were joined by the gentlemen of
their respective families. The evening
was spent .with games and music, and
sandwiched, cakes, Bavarian cream and
coffee were enjoyed. Among those preset at the evening affair were Mr. and
'Mrs. M. D. Mendall and Sidney Mendall,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Southard, Mrs. L. S.
Southard, Mrs. M. B. Whiting, Bartlett
Whiting and Capt. and Mrs. Bartlett
Wadlin. All report a most delightful

DARLING

Comedy.

Magazine.

DAILY

WEBER FARM
International

and

William

H. of Belfast.

Dyed Deceiver

The Double
The story of

a

kid gun terror from

Texas who wooed and won
Spanish maiden.

IN

Bride 13

TUESDAY

MONDAY
HOBART BOSWORTH

a

A

Art Craft

Super Special
THE SEA WOLF

Jack London’s great story with

A Thousand to One
The story of

a

man

who whipped

himself.

Review.

Comedy.

Noah Beery

Outing

as

“Wolf” Larsen

Chester.

Comedy

THEATRE

Engines Ii&A£.r

WOOD

SAWING

Belts and

He had 12

MACHINES

Pulleys

grandchildren and 2 great-grandchildren
of whom he was unusually fond. One
and

brother

two

sisters

also survive:

SEND FOR CATALOGUES

Mrs. Adelaide Keene and Merritt Dickey
of Belfast and Mrs. Alice A. Foss of
Rockland.

W'hile in Stockton Springs

he engaged in farming.
About 33 years
ago the family came to Belfast, which
has since been their home.

For about 15
Mr. Dickey conducted an antique
store on Main street.
He had a very
years

honorable Civil

war

record in which he

served four years.
He enlisted in Co. I
of the Fourth Maine Regiment. He was

j

Vaughan of East Belfast officiating. The
bearers were Messrs. Irving L. Perry, M.
R. and A. L. Knowlton and Fred E. Ellis.
Thomas

H.

Marshall Circle

enjoyed

their third birthday lunch of the series
at their meeting last Tuesday. There

STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
February 24, 1921
Taken this 24th day of February, 1921, on
execution dated the 31st day of January, 1921,
issued on a judgment rendered by the Superior
Court for the County of Penobscot, at the
term th jreof begun and held on the first Tuesday of January. 1921, to wit, on the 29th day
of January, 1921, in favor of T, R. Savage
Company, of Bangor, in the County of Penobscot and State of

Maine, against

the

WANTED
SALESMEN TO SEL

Sandy

WILLYS

point Shipbuilding Corporation, of Stockton
Springs, in said County of Waldo, for two
hundred eighty five dollars and thirty-one
debt or damage, and eleven
dollars and fifteen cents ($11.15) costs of suit,
and will be sold at public auction at Sandy
Point Shipbuilding Corp. office in said Stock
ton Springs, to the highest bidder on the
4th day of April, 1921, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon the following described real estate,
and all the right, title and interest which the
said Sandy Point Shipbuilding Corporation has
and had in and to tne same on the 25th day of
October, 1920, the date when the same was
attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in said
Stockton Springs and bounded and described
as follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake in (he
west line of Robert French Road (so-called)
and in the south line of Jewett Ginn’s land;
thence westerly by said Ginn’s land, and land
of Augusta M. French and Lucinda Harriman,
one hundred and sixty-six (166) rods, to a
stake in the east line of Henry B, Heath’s
land; thence southeasterly by said Heath’s
land forty-seven (47) rods to land of Robert
French’s heirs; thence easterly by said Robert
French's heirs land one hundred and fortythree (143) rods to said Robert French Road;
thence northerly by west line of said road
thirty seven (37) rods and eleven (11) links
cents

($285.31)

The

trict Court of the
trict of Maine.

Belfast, Maine
SATURDAY
SHIRLEY MASON
_

MERELY MARY ANN
From drudgery to social queen.
A
of below and above stairs.

romance

Lighting

Comedy.

MATINEE
WEDNESDAY
The Fun Show Supreme

The Small Town Idol
With Ben Turpin, Marie Provost,
Charlie Murray, Phyllis Haver.

HAROLD LLOYD
IN

HIGH AND DIZZY

Plant and Ac cessor

territory.

Liberal Comn

capital required.

24 Tillson

Avenue, Rockland, Maine,

Unicorn Uairy Ratim

It is not the cost of a feed that is killing the farmer and r
profits. The real source of his trouble is his failure to rut i
full capacity and feeding them right and decently. Cow that
40 lbs. of milk are running on a 20-lb. basis, and cows that
30 lbs. are running about 15.
The reason dairymen continue to use UNICORN is bee.
enough more milk and enough more profit out of it to ma;
while.

Order your UNICORN and watch the increased product/
herd.

HALL & WILKINS

Springfield

ATLAS

Fire and Marine Insurance

Company, Springfield, Mass.
Real

Assets Dec, 31, 1920
Estate.$

Mortgage

Loans

335,000
2,600,770

00
00

I
*

Collateral oans
None
Stocks and Bonds. $2,154,014 00
Cash in Office and Bank. 2.724.400 79
Agents' Balances
2,i82;878 25
Bills Receivable.
Nene
and
Interest
Rents.
170 627 85
All other Assets
207,184 22

of London. Ln
Assets

j
j

Admitted Assets.$20,874,875
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 1,732.795
Unearned Premiums. 11,368,661
All other Liabilities.
740,000
Cash Capital. 2 500.000
over
all
Liabilities.
4,033.417
Surplus

Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank...

11

Agents’

96
47
00
00
68

Total Liabilities and Surplus
$20,374,675 11
vision, and that all known creditors, and other
3w9
said
persons in interest, may appear at the
time and piece, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of Baid petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further Ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this or- OF ALL KINDS DONE AT REASONABLE
der, addressed to them at their places of resi- PRICES.
OAKES ALDUS
dence as stated.
Orders left at Webber’s Boot Shop.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Haie, Judge
4w9*
Tel. 305-3
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
Bangor, in the Northern Division of said DisA.
1921.
D.
of
26th
on
the
February,
trict,
day
CARD OF
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
[L. S.l
I wish to express my sincere thanks to
Deputy Clerk.
my many friends who so kindly assisted
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN,
me during my-illness.
Clerk.
Deputy
Emery G. Sprague

Motor Trucking
THANKS

Waldo, Me.__

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose Heavy Woo! Hose—Two Fair
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis,’
$1 per pair at Bert L. Davis’

Dec. 31,

Estate.
Mortgage Loans.
Real

Gross Assets.$20,374,87611
Deduct items not admitted.
0 00

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

..

News.

LIGHT

H, A. ROBBINS WILLYS UGH

Harry L. Cunningham of Troy,in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, in said District, respectfully represents, that on the 16th
day of January, last past, he wasduly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating
to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and haB
fully complied with all the requirements of said
Acte and of the orders of Court touching his
bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 25th day of February, A. D. 192i.
HARRY L CUNNINGHAM,

published in The Republican Journal, a newsDipaper printed in said District, Northern

Farm

Small

United States for the Dis-

District of Maine, Northern Division, ss.
On this 26th day of February, A. D. 1921, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be
had upon the same on the 8th day of April,
A. D. 1921, before said Court at Bangor, in
said District, Northern Division, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon; and that notice thereof be

Super

Exclusive

thirty present for tbe occasion in- to place of beginning, containing thirty-six
with the
cluding a good number of veterans. It (36) acres more or less, together
buildings thereon.
was a very enjoyable occasion and all
WILLARD M. BERRY,
Deputy Sheriff
pronounced it one of the nicest lunches
served by them.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
the matter of Harry L. / ,
Heavy Wool Hose—Two Pair InCunningham,
Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt j
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.
To the Hon, Clarence Hale, Judge of the Diswere

IN

JACK PICKFORD in

WAGONS

_

fast, Harry of North Anson, Custer G. of
Belfast, Clarence of Everett, Mass.,

FRIDAY

Burton Holmes

number were unable to

Quite
be present on account of illness in their
families.
a

MINE

Pronounced by the critics as Miss
Thomas’ best work.

was

time.

1

BankiUDt.

COLONIAL

Phone 249-'*,

MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

the loss

APPLY TO

TODAY
OLIVE THOMAS in

I

Hall Hardware Co. EKXin

a

and

is now able to be up.

Street, Next to Colonial Theatre.

_

devoted and considerate husband
and father: Mrs. Rose L. Sprague of Belof

WoodforSale
Orrin J. Dickey,

1

I5

daughter

mourn

Somerville, Mass.

Howard E. Moore returned home Sunday from the Waldo County Hospital,

Plaid Skirts, lots of patterns,
$7.49 to $19.50
Tricolette Blouses, all colors,
3.95 to
5.95
Old
White
and
1.95
to
Middys,
Rose,
Blue,
5.45

High

Dickey died Saturday afteron Market street, having been ill with a liver trouble since
last September. He was born in Siockton Springs 80 years ago, the son of
In
James and Eliza (Moody! Dickey.
early life he married Miss Eva F. Stud-

Mrs. J. Q. Adams is in the Paine Hospital in Bangor, having gone there several
days ago for treatment.

Chapter, O. E. S., at Liberty, Feb. 24.
All report a fine time.

j

his home

fishing trips young men accompanied him.
The funeral took place at his late home
Tuesday at 2 p. m., with Rev. William

Quite a number from this place attend“ye old fashioned singi.ig school”

This merchandise is the spring season’s newest creations and
so be ready for the warm days soon to come
by making your
choice early from this complete stock.

Almerin

noon at

young for a man of his years
and was especially fond of the society of
In all of his gunning and
young people.

ed

Sample Shop \

ALMERIN DICKEY

remarkably

her friends

J

.

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

21, to see the comedy, “Safety
First,” presented by the senior class of
Brooks High school. A dance followed.

from

serious surgical operation.
wish her a speedy recovery.

.

Watch for our spring suit and wrap announcement. It will
pay you to keep an eye on this store and note the prices and
new stock that arrives each week.
We can save you $$$ ()1
Ask
merchandise.
one
of
our many customers
spring
any
will
tell
we
what
have
done for them.' We can d.
they
you
the same for you. May we?
Truly yours,

Feb.

of any kind preferring the home circle
for his leisure hours.
Mr. Dickey was

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Clark and family
of Gorham have come to make their home
with Mrs. Clark’s father, O. W. Newhall.

j

number from this part of the

a

mont, Mrs. Prudence Hills of Portland.
Mrs. Lettie Townsend of Belfast, Miss
wounded in the battle of the Wilderness
Lovisa Greer, Mrs. Delia Norwood, Mrs.
and was one of ten of his company to
Mabel Robbins of Lynn, Mass., and Mrs.
survive.
He was then transferred to Co.
Caro Long of Beverly. He was an honI of the Ninth Regiment.
After a short.
est citizen and a friend to all in need.
furlough home he re-enlisted in Company
The funeral took place at his late home
A of the Nineteenth Maine and served
Sunday at 2 p m., Rev. William Vaughan another
He did not not identify
year.
of Belfast oflic ating.
himself with any G. A. R. Rost or order

Wednesday

I

town went to Monroe Monday evening,

Belmont about 25 years ago. His mother
and the following brothers and sisters
survive him: William, George and Thomas Greer of Belmont, Mrs. Julia Hatch of
Augusta, Mrs Abbie Plaisted of Sears-

E. A. Davis returned
a trip to New Bedford.

The Davis

guest of Mrs. F. P. Clements the

a

college, spent

ago,
son of Richard and Emeline Clark
Greer.
When a young man he went to
Boston,
where he was employed, but returned to

Mrs. Beth Jackson Cross is in the TapNickerson, who has
two weeks vacation, re- ley Hospital, Belfast, recovering from a
All

Bad colds are very prevalent. Mr. C.
Nickerson has been confined to the
house the past week with a severe cold.

a

on

M.

Mrs. Effie Morris of Augusta spent a
lew days recently the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. M. D. Mendall.

guson, who is having

Interest

present week.

Cunningham is at home

Elmer

from Bangor.

Will be with Mrs. M. D. Mendall.
Mrs.

Per Cent

Miss Ruth Goodwin of Fairfield has
been

to bear.

cross

I
I

WHITE’S CORNER, Winterport

SOUTH MONTVILLE
Mr.

chased
a

Manager

checking

SWANVILLE.

It is rumored that Messrs A. E. Cunningham and F. J. Webb have each pur

NORTHPORT
Mrs. Myles benner has had
installed in her house.

2

Pays

Thousand to One,”
Even in his seventies and
Harry Cundy, who has been in the E. starring vehicle, “A
totally blind he
which comes under the auspices of the
-M. G. Hospital with an injured foot, was
could, unassisted, walK one or two miles.
Associated Producers, Inc.
able to return to his home last Tuesday.
The
atmospheric detail—the star’s Ihis last summer he had been heard to
the
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Hopkins and family, characterization and the locale of
say, “Oh! if I could only see the sun, the
story are a series of contrasts.
grass and flowers once more
who have resided in Bangor this winter,
He
Bosworth is first the dilletante and
returned to their home here the lirst of waster; spending his nights in the haunts great comfort with his two grandchildren
of San Francisco’s Chinatown. Then he as they would take him to
i be present week.
church, to the
is an outcast—the wanderer in the minneighbors, to the shore, into the fields
in
the
The first
series of public whist
and
the
man
regenerfinally
camps
ing
and anywhere he wanted to go. Mr.
Gilparties for the benefit of the new memo- ated—brought back into his own by the
more was kindness itself.
in
thousand!
one
chance
a
No one wantwas
held
rial library
Thursday evening
ed a favor of any kind but it was
The next will be given Thursday evening,
granted.
Of a family of five he was the last
TUESDAY
March 17.
one.
The funeral was held at his lata
“The Sea Wolf,” a picturization of the
The relatives of Harry Bolan, son of
home Friday, the floral offerings
directed
famous
Jack
London
by
being
story,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbur Bolan of
he late
George Melford and a Paramount.-Art- very beautiful. Rev. Wm. Vaughan ofI'lis town, received news of his death
craft special. Adapted from one of Mr. ficiated and was assisted
by Rev N. F.
Friday. He left a wife and children; also London’s famous books, all of which are
Atwood of Searsport. The services were
characterized by action and the dramatic
-everal brothers aad sisters.
incident of a sea faring life, which the impressive and many old friends gathered
Miss L icie Atwood of Eastport, was a author wrote from
personal experiences. to pay their respects to the memory of
week-end guest of her grandfather, Lewis “The Sea Wolf” is one of the most enliv- the
departed.
Atwood, while on her return from a house ening and exciting pictures of the year.
The
is
one about how two young
story
party at one of the chapter houses at
people of San Francisco, through the
JOHN GREER.
Sowdoin College, Brunswick.
wreck of a ferry, were forced to go on a
Cushing Chapter held a fine meeting voyage to the Behring Sea in seach of
John Greer died at his ho le in Belseals on board a schooner commanded by
Wednesday evening, Mrs. Effie barrows, “Wolf
Feb. 25th, after a long illness. He
Larsen,” the sea wolf, and a man mont,
Worthy Matron, presiding. The degree so brutal and calloused that even his was born in that town 67 years
the
mott,

Fogg,

B. A.

his brick are

was

New Lot Tricolette Blouses. New
Lot|
Plaid Skirts. Big Lot Middys [for the
Young Miss, and a Beautiful Assortment of Silk Dresses at the

UNITY BRANCH

now in some of the best
Guy Nealey, a student at Beal’s business
houses in Searsport.
Finding that he
came to his home Feb. 18
couldn’t
make that pay he went to sal- college, Bangor,
SATURDAY
until Tuesday afternoon.
and
remained
mon fishing, which he kept up for about
Zangwill Play Here With Shit ley Mason
Miss Agnes Towers, teacher in the
25 years. During all this time from the
“Merely Mary Ann” tells the story of
Martin
scho 1, went to her home in
of
age
about 22 years he played the violin
a poor little maid-of-all-work in a cheap
London boarding house, who fell in love and up to within 8 months of his death Frankfort Friday to remain over Sunday.
with one of the boarders, a musician who he could
play some selections almost as
TylerJConant came from the U. of M.
had given up a fortune and ease for his
well as ever. He had a fine orcnestra in to spend Feb. 22nd and was detained at
that
showed
Ann
art. Later on Mary
she was willing to give up a fortune for Searsport at one time which played at his home the present week by a severe
his love. Miss Mason, it is said, never the skating rink, balls and social dances. cold.
has had a better fitting or more appealing Later he
came to Belfast and was leader
Mrs. C. M. Conant and Mrs. Amos Copart.
a small orchestra which
was sought nant with Mrs. R. G. Robertson of SwanThe leading man is Casson Ferguson of
and the cast also contains the well after all over Waldo county. As a prompville visited the former’s sister, Mrs.
known names of Harry Spingler, Georgia ter he was
unexcelled. But the blindness Freeman Ritchie, in Monroe, Feb. 24.
Woodthorpe. Babe London and“Kewpie” that he was afflicted
with the last 20
The direction is by Edward J.
Morgan.
Miss Alice Whitney, a student of Winyears shortened his life by several years it
Le Saint.
terport High school, remained at home
is thought.
At first he was inconsolable,
the present week on account of a trouble
MONDAY
but after awhile he became
reconciled, be- with her eyes. She was in Bangor ThursA photoplay of contrasts is Hobart ing cheerful and happy at
times,thinking day to consult Dr. J. B. Woods.
Bosworth’s latest J. Parker Head, Jr., it

WINTERPURT

Roland Wadsworth of Eastport

ATWOOD A. GILMORE

Colonial Theatre

,.n

Balance.

Bill Receivable.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

^

Gross Assets-.

j

Deduct items not admitted
1

>

Admitted Assets.
Liabilities Dec. 31.
Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital..
Surplus over all Liabilities..
Total Liabilities and Surp
3*9

For Sale
I have 150 bushels of pot*1'’1
will sell for *1.00 per bushel.
the city limits. Also tunin'"
bushel at Elm Tree Farm
E. H.

V
A

KNOW

j

At the March meeting of the
of the Home for

son.

SATthe fact that we sold

profit, that is what we are in business for
But we have always charged a SMALL
profit, building
M
ture and working for volume of business.
l

a

Fellows hall, Wednesday, March 30th, at
6.30 o’clock.
John C.
Harbor had

St0ck
t-he l0WeSt and
haVSpnienWap°nfft!ind
SF®?
Facts you will
admit if you but take the
°Ur

0Ur

The most complete.
rr .able to call.

amateur work in the recent photographic
Mr. Clement’s colexhibit in Portland.
lection of photos in and near Seal Harbor are beautiful.

1913 the smallest clothing store in Belfast
1921 the largest. “There is a reason.”

The North Church Guild will have
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v
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of wool dresses

advertises

Dr. John B. Darling in 3 and Rev William
Vaughan in 5.

of rubbers and also
; ing adv.
,ple Shop advertises

v,

The

plaid skirts,

blouses,

annual

inspection

motor

ing received his appointment to sibstitute for Warren A.

Co advertises farm
-awing machines, etc.
cue publishes a card of
unary aaveruses

10
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keeper wanted,
vertises suits and over■

s

■
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Howes A Co., grocers, have added the
slip system from the press of the National Cash Register Co. of Dayton, Ohio.
I It is a standard system, approved generally by customers and merchants. Each
customer is numbered and his slips will
take the place of former bills.
The storm of Monday, Feb. 38th, was
of the worst of the winter.
Rain fell

lay.

one

buy piano.
key and family pub-

wants to

■

U.

Nichols,

visit west.

oiler specials for Friinor

Timothy

Bath, advertises

.’vertises to do

■

of

Chase Lodge, F. & A. M., will follow a
Allen L.
supper at 6:30 p. m. Thursday.
Curtis will be the inspecting officer, hav-

Appleton.

livai

in torrents the greater part of the day
on the icy sidewalks

and stood in dooIs

sauks.

and

The temperature was
crossings.
and by night most of the water had
drained off.
Tuesday was mild and
bright, a beautiful day for March 1st.

lias wood for sale.

warm

Dunton entertained

M

.rtion

Club last Friday

Many Belfast friends of Melville H.
Andrews of Bangor learned with regret
of his death which took place at his
apartments in the Bangor House last
Thursday. He had in former years often
played here with his orchestra and in re-

served at 7 o’clock,

,vas

favors and

place
ping with Washington’s
veiling was spent with
s going to Mrs. Sumner

r

ions,

c.

i.

William

Up

members

are

Wiley.

All

urged to attend.

About twenty men are employed clearing tracts of land on Congress street, occupied by tbe Commercial Radio Comunderstood that additional

It is

pany.

and

didates for aldermen in the field: Maurice
W. Lord in Ward 1; Amasa S. Heal in 2;

large

a

ies

tons n to

Martin

the home of Miss Bertha A.

Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., will meet wireless apparatus will occupy the Lowe
Ermo Scott from the Methodist
society
bought by the Company’s
will attend the Boys’ Convention in Friday evening when the degrees will be lot, recently
conferred.
advertisements
agent, Orrin J. Dickey. Their present
Portland.
The Waldo County Veteran Associa- plant is working veil and a message was
advertises
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., will
,e i’ower Co,
tion will meet in Belfast the first Thurs- taken here Sunday from San Diego,
:
for developing Maine have guest night
Monday, March 7th, day in
Calif.
April.
;
at the home of Mrs. Morris L.
Slugg
1 neatre publishes picture
The Sons of Veterans will have a
In a personal letter Miss Annie L. Barr,
There will be a musicale under the direcwhist
week.
party in Memorial hall this.
now of the State Library at Augusta, a
tion of Mrs. Cora J. Bowker.
Thursday,
Auckland, advertises boat
evening with 25 cents admission.
former B. H. S. teacher and librarian of
Last Friday opposition to the present
The Woman’s Foreign
Missionary So- the Belfast Library,says she attended the
merit Store are adver- city government materialized when pek of new spring goods titions were circulated placing four can- ciety of the Methodist church will meet recent annual event of the Cony High,

.V

it-'

™E ST0RE WHERE
YOUR LITTLE OLD DOLLAR
BUYS) 100 CENTs> WORTH

\Jr\ V lo,
Lj. HAVTQ

| )LK1

a

special meeting this, Thursday, afternoon
at the home of Mrs. Norman A. Read.
The last meeting before their Chinatown
fair and ball March 15th will be held at

Yours truly.
l

Clement of Bangor and Seal
special mention for excellent

li.

Hall and

cent years

Iowes.

The substantial looking

making the program
.a 1 thanks from every

decides to go to Bath

A. Sherman, who
‘n ir staunch support-

Miss Alberta

..er

in the McLellan

rank Durham Hazel-

Legion,

had a quiet
afternoon to talk

coming benefit perwho is to

romance

1

some

She has the sympathy of
number of friends.

large

basket ball

a

team

was

rather depressing

as

it

was

Wednesday,

etc.,: planned

for the Peirce team to play the
The McLellan

school will soon put a^team in the field to
play the Peirce school. These ambitious
little lads should

music.

be encourged

March

machine

kindly

loaned

the

Home

minstrel

or

the Belfast High, was interlocuter, taking the part as one of the guests seated
at the tables. It was a cabaret arrange-

by

ment, having

W illiam L. Luce

stead of end

colored waiters inShe ejoved seeing the

seven

men.

Ashley Matthews is assisting Victor
work of boys and girls of another city
Whittier, the local agent, in distributing than
Belfast, and felt much satisfaction
that indispensable book, the Maine
Reg. that her home city plays are so
good,
ister, from the pi ess of the Portland Directory Company.
The Dorcas Guild met recently at the
Belfast relatives have received news of home of Mrs. C. B. Swett and elected
the arrival, Feb. 1st, to Mr. and Mrs. the following officers for the ensuing
Roy Sears of New Haven, Conn., a year: Guild mother, Mrs. Swett; presidaughter—Dorothy Elizabeth. Mrs. Sears dent, Mrs. Edward E. Roderick; vice
was formerly Miss Ruth
Payson, the president, Mrs. John L. Dow; secretary,
granddaughter of Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce Miss Abbie E. Poor; treasurer, Miss E.
of this city.
Leverne Whitten; membership commitMisses Ethel L. Frost and Abnie E.
tee,
The Travellers Club will meet next
Poor; visitation committee, Misses BerTuesday afternoon at the home, of Misses
tha A. Whitten and Eda Woodbury; proMaude E and Mabel R. Mathews. The
gram committee, Misses Muriel DeBeck,
program will include papers on Old
Missions of California by Miss Grace H.
Hall;
San Diego and its neighbors, Miss Margaret A. I unton; San Francisco, Miss
Mabel R. Mathews.

a Colonial
Social in the vestry of
the church on Tuesday evening, March
8th. The admission will be 10c.

The old folks dance, planned by Aurora
Rebekah Lodge, and announced earlier in
the winter, but postponed, will be given
in Odd Fellows hall, Tuesday

j

i
a

Mrs. Fred A. Myric t of Muntville had
very serious operation at the Tapley

Hospital Tuesday and is reported com
fortable
Mr. Myrick is in the city, the
guest of his sister, Mrs. Frank A Cushman.
This is the seventh operation that
has come to the immediate family of

in tnis

best of school sports.

The Belfast Teachers’ Club had one of
the most pleasing and social meetings of
the season Monday evening at the Peirce
Lunch was served at four small
school.
tables, the menu being a la Washington,
with cherries galore, including fruit cocktails, sandwiches, Washington pies and
coffee. It was also a costume party with
wedding gowns, beautiful silks, satins,
school gowns, etc. The unanimous opinion was that Miss Frances A.. Sargent as

Davis,

given by Ernest A. Carter of
who for nearly an hour held the
undivided attention of his large audience.
In the billiard tournament the teams

visited Miss Carrie Newcomb Sunday....
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elms spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer B’owles....Mrs.
Levi Campbell entertained Mrs. Annabel
Underwood at dinn r Thursday.Mrs.
Fannie Stimpson has returned home,
after spending several weeks with Vliss
Grace Walton.

tricks

were

mund

vs.

Fred

R.

In the

of

Lincolnville,

Excelsior of

Northport,

Quantabacook of Searsmont, Mariner’s of
Searsport, Pownal of Stockton Springs.

|
|

This was such a success that the request
was made for all the tables to unite in
singing, causing a veritable musical (?)
Miss Sargent presided at
conglomerate.
the organ, loaned for the occasion by
Mrs. C. E. Frost, while community singing was enjoyed. Miss Margaret M.
The affair
Mitchell kindly sang a solo
was so successful that the request came
that
it
from
several
at once
might be re-

peated this

season.

Tent,

D.

of

V.,

pleasant gathering Thursday
evening at the hone of Mrs. Myra S.
Dutch. There were eight tables at whist,
when the prizes were won by Mrs. Cora
J. Bowker and Mrs. Irene N. McKinney;
the consolations gcing to Reginald R.
Cottrell and Mrs Julia B. Cunningham.
Refreshments were served.
a

very

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ellis arrived re-

cently from Boston and are rooming at
the Wayside Tea House until their new
home, the former Sarah Harvey farm on
the Oak Hill road is ready for their occuMr. Ellis has been employed in
pancy.
the delivery department of the Boston
American, but has bought the farm of
the Chapin Agency, Giles G. Abbott,
manager.
Miss Iua

E.

Collins, daughter

of the

late Robert U. Collins, a former Belfast
boy, who died recently at their home in

HEEL.

Kentfield, Calif., says: “Dad so often
spoke of his boyhood days in Belfast,
and especially during his last days with
me,

that I

know everyone

feel I

and

spot quite well. Any word from
his old friends is doubly prized by me.
Dad was a fine man and a loving father:

every

words can tell.
since my mother
passed away, we have been inseparable
chums and companions. Five years ago
home in San Francisco and
we sold our
bought a bungalow in Kentfield, which is
now my home.”
I

miss

him

more

For seventeen

than

years,

the

largest

stock of

HERE!

spring
Suits, Coats, Wraps, Dresses, Skirts,
new

Millinery

in every desirable color, style and material.
Our line of DRESSES is very complete consisting of the season’s newest
models in taffetas, mignonette, satin, crepe-de-chene, canton crepe and em-

broidered georgette.

Our prices this season are very low.
We are sure you will appreciate the
values we are offering.
We advise early selection while stocks are large and complete. A small deposit will hold any garment until you are ready to take it.

31, 1920

3*9

Queen Insurance Company of America
84 William Street, New York City.

come

Assets Dec. 31, 1920
Real Estate.$
Nil
60,000 00
Mortgage Loans.
Nil
Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds... 15,688,823 28
Cash in Office and Bank.

Agents' Balances.
Bills Receivable..
Interest and Rents.

right up.

1,168,851

1

1,563,482 25
50 95
149,930 05
191,747 13

Tns

Advertise ?

Wjrli’s Greatest

NEW S TIIDEB AK.ER LIGHT-SIX was
designed and is produced
to meet the world-wide dem ind for an
efficient, durable and economical light-weight car.
It is a real achievement in advanced
automobile engineering for refined and i n iroved
design, with exact balance of weight, quick,
acceleration, flexibility and power per pound of car
weight, ease of operation, quietness and freedom from vibration, economy ol tires, gasoitne and oil consumption.

THE

Admitted Assets.$17,044,649 88
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 1.389.475 36
Unearned Premiums.. 8,081,898 22
All other Liabilities..
549,( 77 11
Cash C pital. 2,000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 5,024,199 19

Why Do We

StuJibikif Light-Six the

Light-Weight Automobile

Gross Assets.$18,822,884 77
Deduct items not ad,mitted. 1.778,234 89 !

progressive and have somethe
finest sermons and best
advertise;
thing
singing in the city. Every Universalist should be
interested, all others who have no church home
come and send your children to Sunday School.
Our numbers are increasing, but we have room for
more.
Why miss something that will be a help to
We
promise you an hour of restfulness,
you.
and
profit. Rev. Wm. Vaughan, pastor.
pleasure

Street, Belfast

Total Liabilities and Surplus.. .$12,422,291 27
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.

to wash the clothes and then wash the

car

Assets December

Main

Stocks and Bonds ..$10,698,669 37
Casn in Office and Bank.
811,672 4g
1,703,692 34
Agents' Balances.
129,192 34
luterest and Kents.
57,778 30
All other Assets.

All other Assets.

Because

Emma White Barker

Net Unpaid Losses...$ 1.014,123 85
Unearned Premiums
7,210,379 82
393 la9 00
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.
400,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 3 404,588 60

City Laundry?

YQUR RANGE WIDE OPEN to heat the water and
boil off the clothes and tell you all her troubles and ask for you old
clothes and ?? ?

For

station property.

Admitted Assets.$12,422,291 27
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

SOAP and RUN

to be sung and also all conversation
carried on must be sung by the same

avenue and with his wife and little
will occupy it.
They have been
living in New York. The farm joins the

son

Gross Assets ......$13,300,904 78
878.613 51
Deduct items not admitted.

the day you want her? Does she wash the
clothes clean? Does she rinse them as much as she should? AND
DOESN’T she use YOUR KITCHEN all the forenoon, and YOUR

was

ville

NEW YORK GARMENT STORE

every

instance, President Foster
drew The Bull Dog on the Bank, Miss
Grace A. Lord, the former president, Obi
Who Will Smoke My Meerschaum Pipe,
while Supt. Roderick was to converse on
and also sing Seeing Nellie Horae. Then
came the request that each table sing at
the same time, their individual songs.

showing

shot pool
Raymond R. Rogers and Frank B Luce
played Vance Norton and Dr. O. S. Vickery, while in French pool D. F. StephenTel. 228-5.
son and C.
O
Dickey played Arthur
Hatch and Ralph I Morse. Cards were
played at several tables and refreshments
were
also served. Two hundred men
S. Branch North British & Mercantile
were present.
About twenty five lodges U,
Ltd., London and Edinburgh, Kingdom
i
were represented including Island of Isles
of Great Britain.
boro, Liberty of Liberty, King David j

dame of 1865 and Samuel Adams as a
Chinaman were the prize winners.
The
former’s costume was simply complete in

tune.

are now

Blouses and

Poor and Ed-

Yes. How much do you ask for doing a family wash?
ONE DOLLAR. A dollar just for washing? Yes. We
call for the wash and deliver it ready to hang out for $1.00.

Please send your

John M. Swanson of Washington, D.
one of
the wireless operators at the
Radio station on Congress street, has
leased the Southworth tarm on Lincoln-

name

a

particular and the latter so com
pletely transformed by cue, waxed moustache, almond eyes and orien al rig was
scarcely recognized. Slips of paper were
distributed among the members bearing
the name of some popular song which

We

Henry B Cunningham and Dana B.
P. Brown.

her

C.,

WILL SOON BE

j1

were

Southworth

Is this the Belfast

Yes, she does.

SERVICE

was

EASTER

Portland,

HELLO!

but DOES she

NEW

accidentally learned that it
birthday.

was

WAN!ED. Call at Direct Importing
Co., or telephone 45-14,

William Luce at the piano
Coombs, soloist. Some
the best and latest slight of hand

of

two-table auction

Sfie3)uum

with

|

Hartshorn and Miss Gladys Bryant spent
Sunday with friends in Morrill....Mrs.
Herbert Kimball is confined to the house
with a severe cold.... Mrs. Rena Dobson

Yes,

had

Harry L.

j

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer

Why I can get a woman
kitchen floor for a dollar.

By actual count we are carrying
some 112 different styles of rubber
footwear. From the heavy Hip
fisherman’s boot to the light gossamer weight ladies’ rubbers.
A
shape for every style of shoeheel and toe. And right here we
want to emphasize the importance
of a proper fit.
We carry all
widths and we take as much pains
in fitting rubbers as we do shoes.

very resourceful committee, had a very
social get-to-gether in their club room
and hall last Friday evening. There was
spirited chorus singing, led by Bert L.

and

Mrs. Cushman since she has lived in Belfast.
WEST Belfast.

became the guest of honor and was presented with a bouquet of flowers when it

The Belfast Masonic Club with Ralph
A. Bramhall, president, assisted by a

evening,

March 8th, weather permitting.
MeKeen’s orchestra will furnish music. The
committee request all who received invitations then to attend now.

It has since proven
one of the discoveries of the
age.
But we doubt if Mr. Goodyear
would recognize from his crude
efforts to shape the raw rubber
into covering for shoes the finished product of today.

E, Leverne Whitten, Mrs. John T. Dow.
Under the direction of Miss Muriel DeBeck and Mrs. Dow, the Guild plans to

hold

past few days, has been adjudged insane
and taken to the Bangor State Hospital

Mrs, George I. Keating entertained a
party last Thursday
evening. Mrs. Horace E. McDonald won
the first prize.
Mrs. Orris S. Vickery

OUR

show,

Patterson, who had been
County Hospital the

Waldo

Goodyear discovered the process
of vulcanizing rubbers about 75

Most rubbers give out at the heel.
Our new service heel will eliminate this fault, making the rubber wear nearly twice as long. Built in the heel
of the rubber there are extra stays of very heavy
friction duck, which covers the bottom and goes
half way up the sides of the heel. This adds both
firmness and durability.
On it is the semi-roll
edge, which laps over and adds great strength
where the bottom and sides join and more especially protects the back of the heel and keeps it from
breaking out. Men’s highest quality light rubbers
$1.25—women’s 90 cents.

and also their class play. In the former,
Chester Floyd, a former sub-master of

16

Farmer five of Morrill.

lov an evening of high"ot.
An orchestra will

the Chizzle Wizzle fair

The Diligent Club cr the Methodist so.
ciety recently gave the Home for Aged
Women several records to be used on the

to 0 in favor of the Brooks boys.
The
Brooks five will come for a return game
in the Armory Friday evening.
It is also

{nr the play. All the
to details and the fine

playing special

accident

will coniine her to her home for

score

the professional drama,
production, so that the-

e,

Her

were accompanied by their coach, Tolford Durham and by Henry Peters. The

of the old

stage settings,

the

went to Brooks last Saturday to play a
team of boys about the same age.
They

help of interested parplans to secure tbe
#!t

school.

The Peirce school

After dis-

sected is entitled “A
It is a beautiful foura

on

time.

Handers,

1,

Wadsworth fe 1

icy walk Saturday night and fractured
her left hip
She has been taking a
year’s vacation from iier duties as princiFor some time
pal of the Peirce school.
she has been substituting for the teachers

"lling tags were given
first, and Hubert
p out
Rogers sold 160
d bun high line.

present.

conveyor

stay, like everything the company has
anything to do with. It was learned,
however, that the fastenings are all bolts
and easily removed if the Company later

residents of the city

:

new

to

and promoting the
out work in this city,
p

ay

North-

from the yard to the end of the wharf at
the Pejepscot yard looks as if it was built

and resulted in rewhich will aid much

■

member of ttie

a

port Countrv Club.

sale given by the Bell'roops One and Two

I

was

with Miss Abbie Poor
9lh, at 2 p. m.

A.

at

for treatment.

years ago.

The second annual public supper given
under the auspices of Waldo Lodge, No.
12, I. O. O. F., will be served at Odd

for the

|

CHARLES

Santa Ana, Calif., requesting him to
engage a rent for his use later in the sea-

u'^Syo?rSw ym} B°UGHT, PAID FOR and GOT
jsl At CION. We have always advertised
liithmg tor

| ill Herman
the

vote of

Orrin J. Dickey received a telegram
Tuesday from Maurice B. Towle, now in

Buy a Suit or Overcoat of Bert L. Davis?
;

Directors
a

thanks was extended Mrs. Charles A.
Pilsbury of Bozeman, Mont., for the gift
of *6.

DID YOU EVER
If

Aged Women

CALL AND SEE THEM AT

THE BANKS’

Liabilities and Surplus....$17,044,€49 88
Wm. L. Luce, Agent, Belfast, Me

Total

GARAGE, Belfast,

Maine

3w9

we are

Boat

to

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

For Sale

Building

OF ALL KINDS AT
e

i

F.AJoost’s Boat Shop
737 Main St.,

ROCKLAND,

Desirable property situated in Appleton
village. Two tenement house, each part
supplied with spring water. Stable and
orchard. Formerly George Page homestead.

MAINE.

six rooms with
fast. Apply to

unfurnished, four, five or
modern plumbing, in Bel-

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

write

~

WANTED

SMALL RENT WANTED To
or

particulars,

MRS G. P. RIPLEY,
391 Washington St., Bath, Maine

Tel. No. 233M

Furnished

For

buy

square piano in qood con*
Price reasonable. Apply to
HAROLD S. WEBB.
11 Cedar Street.
Tel. 213*12

dition.

a

I Amber

1

Necklaces
We have just received from
China three long strings of
fine Amber beads. Prices
$25, $40 and $200. Call and
see them at the Journal office
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

R

___I

Farmers
W;

SEfLIFFE

TIMELY HINTS BY

Illinois State Adjutant Offers Eleven
Commandments Which He Has
Found Useful.

mepkm
(Copy
the

sum
is
II

always ready to
rheumatism

AT the very first twinge, down
comes my bottle of Sloan’s;
then quick relief, without rubbing,
for it fs stimulating and scatters
congestion. The boys use it for
stiff muscles, and it helps Sally’s
backaches, too.” 35c, 70c, $1.40.
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James T. Duane, commander of the
the
of
Massachusetts
department
American
l.egton,
is perhaps better
known to the Legionnaires In his
tate than any other
Legion official.
He is said to have
met more than 50,000 former service
women
and
men
during the time he
was head of the
military division of
the Massachusetts
state treasury department, which had charge of the
distribution of the state bonus.
When Mr. Duane sailed for France
with the Twenty-sixth division, he was
a private; when he returned to America after participation In almost every
major offensive of the war. he was the

The cabinet of 'President Harding—if
the Associated Press list suffers no modiIt may
fication—deserves high rank.
have its mistakes, ut in its larger aspects
it cannot fail to i npress the country as
Hoover and
one of exceptional itrength.
Denby are great dditions, among the
Our own John W.
latest selections.
Weeks, whom we s ould have preferred to
will prove a wise
see in the treasurv,
counsellor and a substantial contributor
to the President’s lolicies.
Henry Wallace of Iowa, the foremost agricultural
editor in the c-oui try, is an admirable
choice.
Hughes t issesses independence
and vigor to a a irked degree, and a
reputation that car ies weight to his decisions. The appar nt purpose of the new
President to turn t le leadership in international relations >ver to him is altogether wise. Mr. I larding said so much
during the campaign, in speeches often
•verlappmg, if not' conflicting, that the
advantages of a main ready to start with
a clean slate appears very large.
And in the
Here is a great icabinet.
selection of his advisers lies half the success of any President's administration.
Boston Herald
—

j

SWEE1, CORN
Charles II. Crawf >rd, secretary of the
Maine Sweet Corn t rowers’ Association,
is much interested i the coming season’s
crop of sweet cori in Maine—and adSa*l he rei eutly:
mits it.
It is time tnal the people and especially
the growers and packers of sweet corn in
Maine began to realke that the season is
almost here and that something must
soon be done about the size of the planting and the price,
tjlie great question at
present seems to belt
“Should the farmers grow sweet corn
for less than 5 cents per pound for 1921?'’
Consumers are buying lightly expecting the retail price ttf be reduced. Packers say that as prices of most everything
are considerably reduced,
the price of
sweet corn should share the same fate.
“We frankly admit that the price of
canned corn to the consumer las been,
and is, altogether t<io high, and there is
much chance fora seduction in there
tail price without touching the price to
the farmer. If the
could get his
just proportion of ihe profits made on
corn selling at 20 and 25 cents per can,
he would get more at 5 cents for each
pound of cut corn.

|rower

TOO

TRUTHFUL.

Hapgood,

the journalist and
essayist, was discussing American news“It
is
not
ejnough that our papapers.
pers shall tell the trulh,” he said. “Truth
itself
is
in
telling
noLparticularly wise or
praiseworthy. Indeed, it is sometimes
the reverse
“Thus a young ma called on a young
He
lady one spring morn ng very early.
had his big automobi e along.
He wanted to give the young ady a morning spin
through the country.
“A little girl, the young lady’s niece,
answered the bell.
‘Is your auntie
a?’ said the young
Norman

man.

‘Yes, sir,’ said tl e little girl.
“‘That’s good.
\jfhere is she?’ he

'■
went on.
‘She’s upstairs,’ said the little girl,
‘in her nightey, looking over the balustrade.”’—Buffalo
1909.

Enquirer,

STRAIGHTEN “THAT BENT
BACK
No need to suffer from that tired, dead
ache in your back., that lameness, those
Belfast peodistressinguriqary
ple have found how t({ get relief. Follow
this Belfast resident’s!example.
F. O. Whiting, 35 Congress St., says:
“It’s been quite somfe time ago since I
used Doan’s Kidney frills, but from past
experience I can recommend them highly.
My kidneys were in a-weak and disordered condition and I seejned to have no control over the kidney sfcretions. My back
ached continually an»l was so sore and
lame I couldn’t get uj> out of a chair. I
went about all bent ovfrr for three months;
had pains in the back frf my head, too. A
friend advised me to try Doan’s Kidney
Pills, so I went to thq City Drug Store
and got three boxes or this medicine. I
was surprised at
how quickly Doan’s
helped me. Three box^s cured me so that
I have never since hgd a return of the

disorders.

trouble.”

{

60c. at all dealers. Fpster-Milburn
Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

[

I trying to handle the job.
5. Get sore at the organization
!

j

Co.,

howl lhat the post

Is

being

run

by

Absence of labor troubles has been

of three

a

Leader of
D.,
Department of
Is

L. Parsons,
the Mississippi
the American Legion.

■■

L. Parsons, commander of
'nr>i department of the
American Legion,
one of the
was
thousands of physicians who left
lucrative
pructices to enter the
sendee
military
during the World

State.

Although G. Howard Malion, Jr., of
Greenville, S. C.. commander of the

war.

However,

his case is excepthe
of
tional in that he
partment
American
was 41 years* old
Legion,
was
at
the outbreak
severely
wounded in action,
of
the
war.
b uu r. i.i.n
ii
spent long months
county, Miss.. Dr.
in French, English J Parsons was educated in the public
and American hosand high schools of his native state,
pitals and was disMississippi college and Tulnne univercharged with disSince graduation he has been
sity
ability. he has takengaged In the practice of medicine
en
a
prominent
at Brook haven. Miss.
part in the organDuring the border troubles. Dr. Parizatlon of the
sons served as first lieutenant and capLegion and in civic
tain, respectively, in the Mississippi
affairs of his state.
Later he was proNational Guard.
Mr. Mahon is now president of the
moted to major and placed in charge
of Field Hospital 15.2. He went overYoung Men’s Business league of
Greenville.
seas in command of the Seventh corps
Following his discharge
from the hospital, which did not occur
field hospital and served with that unit
until April 3. 1920, he was elected
until December. 1018, when he was
commander of his home-town post and
placed in command of Collecting hoslater department commander of the
pital, Seventh corps at Witlich, GerLegion.
many. Dr. Parsons was a member of
the-executive committee and was electHaving attended the “Citadel” milied state commander of the Mississippi
tary school. Mr. Mahon developed an
inteiest in military affairs at an early
department of the Legion in 1920.
age. He was in command of the First
battalion, 118th infantry from the
PIECE FROM ENEMY’S LINES
time it was organized until he was
wounded when the Thirtieth division
Captured German 77 Now Adorns the
routed the Bodies at Bellioourt.
Public Square in Marshfield,
ne-

Legion Representatives in Attendance
at

Recent Formation of Inter.AIlied Veterans’ Association.

American
representatives
Legion
took an active part in the formation of
the Inter-Allied Veterans’ association
in Paris recently.
The association is
composed of delegates from the UtfUSn
Nationale des Comhattants of France,
the Comrades of the Great War of
Great Britain, the Federation Nationale ties Comhattants of Belgium, the
Associazone Nationale Combattentl of
Italy, Druzina of Czecho-Slovakia and
the American Legion.
The primary purpose of the organization is to preserve the cordial relations' between the nations associated
in the war on tire allied side. As one
means of ae miplishing this it is proposed that tlie membership card of each
society shall be recognized by the societies in all the nations represented in
the association.
The delegates who attended the
Paris conference have been instructed
to report back to their respective organizations the details of the amalgamation. Paris was merely the starting
point, from which veterans of the
World war may form their owp League
of Nations.
The committee ‘which represented
the American Legion at the Paris conference included Cabot Ward and Arthur W. Kipling of Paris Post'No. 1;
Norman C. Coster, department adjutant of France; E. Sadler and W. II. A.
Coleman of London post; Edmond L.
Gros. George A. Dumfgin and E. J.

Sellgman.
THE CLEANEST TASTE
IN THE WORLD
Exquisite m o u

th^c

al charm
sured by the

regular
daily
use

j|jg||l

=

Public

Square.
J. Lesselyoung post with- appropriate
ceremonies.
During the festivities it
was noticeable that Argonne veterans
shied away from the business end of
the gun.
Cared for Many Orphans.
Sixty-two French war orphans were
cared for during the period of one
year by the adoption fund raised by
the
American
The
total
Legion.
amount contributed by Legion posts
in many parts of the country and individuals for 1920 was $4,650.

Children Cry

lean

SSh andisperson-

(Wis.)

ranges from 65 per
find,
factories lo a full 10U per cent in olhers; de black ones is de easiest to hide aftah
the general average is approximately 70 yo’ gits ’em.”—Harper’s Magazine.
per cunt. There have been no wage reductions.
Prominent shoe men say that, in their
belief, the improvement throughout New
England has riot been as rapid as it has
been in Auburn. They attribute this to the
fact that since the war Auburn has bad
no labor troubles although various other
large mar.ulacturing communities have
been thus allected.
Bright eyes, a clear skin and a ,hod>
! lie repperell Manufacturing company
full of youth and health nr::y t
at Biddeford, employing about 3,300,with I
yours if you will keep your syste u,
no change in the working force, has in- l
in order by regularly taking
creased its production of drillii g about 40
per cent., the hours being increased from
30 to 54 hours a week. The York Manu-

f

It’s a harmless piece of junk now,
hut it formerly spoke with'considerable
degree of authority.
This captured German 77 Is now
permanently retired, on the public
It was
square in Marshfield. Wis.
placed there by members of William

Marshfield

Shoe and textile

and classrooms, can be open for the exclusive use of the men and women of
Maine who come to take advantage of
j
this frppt shnrt. r.nnrsft.
The agricultural section of the program
will be devoted to lectures, addresses,
demonstrations and discussions relating
to poultry, orcharding, gardenin
the
dairy herd, milk production, feeds, crops,
beer
small
keeping,
spraying,
fertilizers,
fruits, pure bred livestock, marketing,
tractors and various other farm topics.
A tractor school will be a special feature. it will open Monday noon, March
2d, and be continued until Saturday noon, \
in charge of Prof Walter D Emerson of
the department of mechanical engineering, University of Maine. The course will
consist of lectures and laboratory practice.
Gas engines and tractors will be
dismantled and put together, the mech- !
anism and fnnction of every part being
fully explained. The lectures will relate
to engine troubles, their causes and remedies; ignition, cooling systems, transmission, carburetor adjustments and general
tractor operation.
Representatives of
several tractor companies will be in attendance and have their tractors for exhibition. A tractor conference is assigned
for Tuesday evening, March 29.
Special programs will be held by the
Maine Federation of Agricultural Asso
ciations, the Maine Seed Improvement
Assooiition, the Maine Holstein Breeders’ Association, the Maine livestock
Breeders’ Association, the Maine State
Pomological Society the Maine Beekeepers’ and the Maine School Course Alunini
Association.
tor the women, there will be a three
days’ program, beginning Tuesday morning, March 29, consisting ol lectures and
demonstrations relating to foods, dress,
health and care of the home. A style ,
show ami a reception at the house where
the seniors in home economics practice
housekeeping will be features
The printed programs of the week’s attractions will he ready for distribution
within ten days.
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facturing Company, ginghams, at Saco,
has increased production about 50 per
cent., the 1,900 employes being on full 54
hour time whereas they were working
39 1 2 hours two months ago.
At the Saco-Lowell Machine Company
j at Saco, manufacturers of mill machinery, there has been no change, export oraers for Japan and China keeping the
plant on full time with a full crew of
J about
1,900 through the dull season.

The Mechanics’ Shoe Company at Biddeford reports business practically flat.
I It is about one-third of normal with a
crew of less than 100 as compared with a
full crew of 250 under normal conditions.
Orders are now coming in.
04 the Sears-Roebuck Shoe factories
at fepringvale, number three is running
at about halt capacity and number four
lhe oulput of
is just starting up again,
the former is the same as six months
Work is increasing daily and the
ago.
management says the outlook is much
brighter than for a long time.
Edward E. Hussey, vice president of
the Sanford Mills Corporation, says present conditions with them are not as good
as in November, but that business has
improved in the last month.
The Srnford mills are running at about
half capacity and on half time.
At the Goodall Worsted Company
several departments are running only
half time
The same amount of help is
employed, but part of the plant has been
closing town Wednesdays for the remainder of the week. Three months ago
the company was running on full time.

*

j

■

There is more catarrh in this section of
the country than all other diseases put
together, and for years it was supposed
to be incurable. Doctors prescribed local
remedies, and by constantly failing to
cure with local treatment, pronounced it
incurable. Catarrh is a local disease,
greatly influenced by constitutional conditions and therefore requiring constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional remedy, is taken internally and acts thru the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
One Hundred Dollars reward is offered for any case that Hall’s Catarrh
Send for circuMedicine fails to cure
lars and testimonials.
"F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

T*

*

People

Increase weight, 10 to 26 pounds per
month. By simple guaranteed, safe,
Argo-Phosphate
reliable treatment.
will increase your weight with good
eolid atay-tliere flesh and muscle.
Write today for FREK sample.
Enclose stamp to American Drug
Sales Co., Malden 48, Maas.

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose
$1 per pair at Bert L. Davis'
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Curtis N
appointed
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Estate of Kufuit E
Stone sod Mato*! E, Du
trices February 8. A D 19
Estate of David I*
Martha J. » o<*|» r
8, A. D 1921.

a:

p

n

ary

E late of Kiriaid
A ‘'
;
Fred
Fuller appoint*
ruary u, A i). 1921.

j

Dated

j
!

day

1

or

at Kelfa*»t in
February, A D.
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HAS E

Probate Nolio

(

At a Probate Court, hold
and for the (.win t>
! V.
on t lie 10.h day of P«t

j

<

Roscoe N. Porter, aun.
tate of Mercy M Lori
in said County of V\ <:

I

\

presented a petition

v.

.i

<

ingly.
Ordered, That thes

■

,-j

;

to all persons interest. <i
this order >u be published
Bivfly, in'I'h Republican J
published in Belfast, that t
Probate Court, to in* h- »:
and for said County, oi. 11
A. D. 1921, at ten of the
.* r.d
show cause, if a'y
prayer of said petition*..-

i
!

r;
&

;

ELLF.KY Id -\\

A

true

copy.

law of said estate.

j At

J

a

for

some

Attt.-.i
(has 1-

:

1

h:

j

j<

Probate Court h*
the

County

W

of

of February, A. B. 1921.
Charles Dana Draper ai.
Draper. exeenturs
Draper, late of th*3 (Tty. 1
New York, deceased, havir

]

<

j

Estate of Everett E. Morton, late of JackFirst and final account ( resented tor
•ailowai.ee by Harold S. Morion, executor.

j

Estate of Jacob L. Buzzell, late of Knox,
jFiist and final account present-d for allowance
1by M. S
Stiles, administrator.

j

teon.

;

\

Probate may mum. we
said estate and the resj
j
and order the same u» l-<

estate
Application that no bond he re j
quired from said administrator is contained in j
the petition lor probate thereof. Petition pre- !
aented by Ralph H. Richard-, son and heir at- j

Albion K. Boian, late of Winterport, dePetition that Margaret A Niles or
ceased
other suitable per*o.ji be appointed ad
mimstrator of said estate.
Application that
no bond be required from said administrator is
contained in the petition lor probate thereof,
Petition presented by said Margaret A N les,
heir-at-iaw of said estate.

i-

|

!said

tion pray ing a il cr<
issue directing the p« v
of Maine be transndtt.
said estate in New York
bt.petitiof that all
State of Maine, irw w.o
State of Maine have bet
■

Chari* s F. Eliingwood, late of
Estate
\
Winterport. First and final account presented
! 1for allowance by Julia E, Eliingwood, admin
iistratrix.

i

{
j

of

Ordered, That the said
to all persons interested
this order to he pubi
cessively in The Reput
EBtale of John C, Knowlton, late of Swan
paper published at Belt
ville. f irst and final account presented for I pear at a Probate Cour'
allowance by Levi D. Holmts, administrator. within and for said
Estate of Darius P Thompson, late of Free” of March. A. D, 1921, a;
First and final eccount presented to. I fore noon, and show era
dom.
why the prayer of said
allowance by William A. Thompson, adminisbe granted
(trator.

j

The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, the
enemies of lile and looks. In use since
1696. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Gold Medal on
and accept no imitation

every

tor

Heavy Wool Hose—Two Pair
for $1.00 at PertL

Davis’

■-----

Dr. M. C. StephensoD
DENTIST
ROOM i

IKNSGNIG UIViPLE,
Telephone 223-3

i
i.

;

;

ELLERY

Estate of Lyman Winn, late of Burnham
First and final account presented for allowance
by Henry E. Winn and Richard T. Winn, ad-

A true copy

Attes'
Chas. 1

ministrators.

Estate of Delestin Whitaker, late of Troy.
First and final account presented for allowance by Edith A. Whitaker, administratrix.
Estate of Mercy M Lorrimer, late of Searsport. First and final account presented for
allowance by Roscoe N. Porter, administrator.
Jacob L Buzzel, late of Knox, deeeas*d
Petition of M. S. Stiles, administrator of said

EXECUTOR'S

hereby gives
appointed exi

NOT1.’

notict
cutor

I

ti
<

t

ment of

CHARLES B. SAMPSON.

j

in the County of Waldo,
bonds as the law dirt
demands against the
estate, that it may be determined who are en- are desired to present i;
;
titled to said estate and their respective shares and all indebted ther
therein and that an order and decree may be make
payment immedia'made to distribute said estate among those
CLEMENwho are entitled to receive the same.
Belfast, Me., Feb 8,
Estate of Vena M. Ry ler, late of Stockton
Springs. First and final account presented for
EXECUTORS' NOT I
allowance by James F. Ryder, executor.
hereby give notice that
Estate of Perley W. Bradford, late of Knox,
appointed executors ir
Petition of E. Lenora Bradford, widow, that ! the last will and testam.
an allowance may be made to her out of the
FOl
, ROBERT APTHOP
personal estate of said deceased.
State t»f MassachusetU
Estate of Ada E. Swan, late of Belfast. |
having demands against
Petition of Calvina Hervey, administratrix,
! deceased are desiretl to
for determination of collateral inheritance
1 settlement and all ind
tax.
quested to mak« pavme>
Estate of Caroline E. White, late of Belfast. authorized agent, San u.
Petition of City National Bank of Belfast, ! Street, Augusta. Maine
trustee under the will of said deceased, that it
Amoky Ellioti.
of said
may be authorized to invest the funds
Philip. Cabot,
Moses Willian
trust estate in certain securities named in
i February 8, 1921
<

1

:

J

|

Ti ucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving e
ng.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and the>
will receive prompt attention.

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

House for Sale
at Belfast— 5 rccm house and |
factory, Apply to
A. F. LORD,

Box 154, Camden, Me.

“ORRIN

J. DICKEY

Insurance
Fire, Liability,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLCCK.

Phore 316-3
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The dates selected for Farmers’ Week
at the College of Agriculture, Orono,
March 28 to April 2, are later than usual,
it beiog absolutely necessary that the
occasion come within the week of the
spring vacation, because of the crowded
condition of the dormitories when' college is in session. 1 But the advantage of
meeting in vacation is that the entire
equipment of the campus, including the

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
plants have shown the greatest increase.
A. H. Berry Shoe Compan., the largest
shoe producers in Portland are employing
20 per cent more operatives than three
The Masked silk mill at
months ago
Westbrook which was doing prac ically
HOPE FOR COUNTRY WEEKLY
nothing three months ago is now working overtime to (ill orders.
Those country editors who point with |
The Portland company, the largest malo all ptrson* interested in either ol tin
chine making plant in this section, re- pride to the length of time winch their
estates heretnafUr named:
ports that ttie plant is doing less than papers have been established should take 1
At a Plot ate t run held at Belfast. it (in.
three months ago. This also is true ot off their hats-—and slippers—and kowfor the runty of Waldo. i»n the second lues
smaller machine shops, but the Fay & tow to the King I’au. or Capital Sheet,
l«\ of February in th v**ar of our L.*rd *»«»►
Scott Machine Shops at Dexter, idle since published in Pekin, China
.housend Hire hundnd and twenty one. The
This venerable journal began its strug | ,
I the lirst of the year, will resume opera'-dotting rnaite.H having been presented r<*r
exisience early in the spring of ; .he scion thereupon hereinafter
iidicated,it
| tions at once at one third capacity.Co. at gle for
lhe Edwards Manufacturing
yu, and owing to the lack of interest * hereby ordered, that notice thereof he givei
| Augusta, is now producing about two- I and the bad roads in the rural districts, : 0 all persons tinterested by causing h ci py of
ids order to be published once » week for
i thirds of normal capacity employing 550 it was issued culy at irregular intervals
a week,
Along about 1351 however, the news- 1 hree weeks rucc« s. iVely before the second
\ persons and working 54 hours
of March. A. U, 1921. in The KeThree months ago the mill was running paper situation must have improved, as lu-sday
h ublican Jnurna*. a
eaepr.per published ar.d
the paper was then issued weekly. From
with 450 hands.
printed at Belfast, in said C mnty, that they
j 20 hours a week,the
Lewiston textile mills | that time on prosperity shed her ben’fi- uny appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Conditions in
:i »• Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
; and tlie Auburn shoe shop, the former ^ cent beams on the King-Pau, so that
j employing approximately 5,500 operatives now it publishes three editions daily, 'i1 .tesday of March, A. D. 1921, at ten o’clock
and the latter 5,Ot 0, have improved great- This slow but sure growth of the King- 1n tne forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
‘e cause.
Pau should serve as an incentive to
! ly since November.
Joshua fc. t-rcckett, late of Winterpi.rt, <JeThree months ago all these textile mills editors of country weeklies, and they
1•eased
Will and petition fo probate thereof
were running on half time and at about
may hope that in the course of a few
that letters testamentary issue to Etta J.
ind
Now all are on hundred years their papers may become
cent production.
fifty
per
|
jHomer, she being the executrix named therein
The newspaper business may be
i lull time, allhouga some are operating dailies
ind presents said petition. Application that
with reduced crews. The general average slow sometimes, but it is always sure
30 bond be
required from said executrix is
Western
at
75
cent.
1U08.
of production is estimated
contained in the petition for probate thereof.
per
Publisher,
Mill agents say they anticipate a grad- j
Rebecca J. Poland, iate of Montville, deChickens
ceased.
Petition that Hattie A, Gove or some
ual return to normal production ana that
j
other suitable person be appointed adminisfurther wage reductions are unlikely.
An Atlanta man asked an old darky trator of said estate. Petition presented by
In Auburn, where three months ago all
of the shoe shops were running on naif what breed of chickens he considered the Hattie A. Gove, daughter and heir-at law of
1said estate.
time and fifty per cent, normal produc- best.
Orra E Richards, late of Belfast, deceased*
“All kinds has dere merits,” replied
tion, all are today on full time although
Petition that Ralph H. Richards or some other
Production Caesar, after a moment’s consideration. suitable
some have reduced crews.
person be appointed administrator of
De white ones is de easiest to
cent, normal in some
but

DOCTOR IS DEPT. COMMANDER

Dr.

a

considerable factor in the improvement
in Maine industries over the slack period

first.

Ira

town.

Improvement

11. Remember, you owe no duty or
obligation to a sick or disabled buddy
—your own personal comfort comes

M.

every

Maine Business Shows

clique.

Howard Mahon, Jr., Elevated to
Department Commander of Legion

aroima

druggists in

or

CAROLINA

tsoiitn

Tanlac, is si Id in Belfast by Read &
Hills; S. J. Glidden, Freedom; S. M.
Grant, Sandypoint, anil by the leading

any more than is absolutely
When other members roll
necessary.
up their sleeves and give unselfishly
of their rime and ability to help tilings
along, get up on your hind legs and

fairs,

I

Home

if you

It down.
The
8. Forget to pay your dues.
post can get along awhile longer without your contribution.
9. Don't try to get new members.
George will do it.
10. Don’t do any work on post af-

the various Public Health

In

Still another well-known Vermont man
relates his remaikable experience with
Tanlac. George W. Johnson, 7 Roberts
Ave., Rutland, Vt., bookkeeper for the
Hugh Duffy Coal Co., declares that a few
bottles of the medicine relieved hin: of
stomach trouble and he has gained ten
pounds in weight.
“For four years before I began taking
Tanlac I had suffered from a bad form of
stomach trouble. After every meal 1 had
a disagreeable, heavy feeling in the pit of
ray stomach and at times I just had to
fight for breath. I was in pain nearly all
the time; could get tut little sleep and
would get so dizzy I had to hold to something to keep from falling. 1 lost so much
weight and was to weak 1 could scaicely
get around.
“One night I happened to read a statement about Tanlac and decided to try it.
In a short while I could eat anything 1
wanted and now I am simply feeling like
a new man.
My nerves are in splendid
condition, I sleep all night long and get
up in the mornings feeling good and rest
I
ed and never have a sign of dizziness.
have gained ten pounds, feel good all the
time and can do my woik with the greatest ease.”

appointed on a committee.
6. If you are appointed, don’t bother
about attending the committee
meetings. They often are a bore.
7. During discussion of a motion
After it lias passed, tell
keep still.
some one why they should have voted

which he went overseas as a
private. He had also served as a battalion commander for a time during
the Argonne-Meuse drive.
Mr. Duane has been a retail salesman In Massachusetts and New York,
a member of the theatrical profession
and assistant manager for an electric
and gas company.
During his career
as a state official, he was in charge of
the disbursement of $20,000,000 in
gratuities to veterans of the war.
As a member of the state welfare
and post activities and state executive
committees of the Massachusetts department of the Legion. Mr. Duane
was instrumental in blocking the proposed transfer of ex service mental
patients to the old State Insane asylum
at Worcester, Mass., and in the establishment of a permanent staff of

G.

THIS IS W HAT CH
JOHNSON SAYS
AFTER SUFFERING FOUR YEARS.
TANLAC RESTORES HEALTH.

;are not

with

SOUTH

“reverse

your own idea.
3. If you should attend a meeting,
find fault with everything that’s goIf your officers are showing
ing on.
pep. demand to know in open meeting
what political offices they intend running for.
4. Never accept an office In the post.
Most offices have duties connected
with them, and It Is much easier to
criticize the way the other fellow is

captain in command of the company

RULES IN

In

commandments

wiere at the cantonments, or at Brest.
2. Don’t think of going if it is a
warm, moonlight night. There are lots
of other things you could do that sort
of a night.
F’r instance—Oh, roll

teachers
Service hospitals.

CABINET

GOo|

by

James T. Duane, Commander of Massachusetts Department, Known to
Many of His Buddies.

in

A

Liadin
supplied
Lesion News Service.)

WELL KNOWN IN HOME STATE

Liniment

ease

LEGION

lui
Lila
American

Eleven

English” have been found useful by
William Q. Setliffe, state adjutant of
the American Legion in Illinois, in
building up the Legion's program for
that state.
They are as follows:
1. Don’t attend meetings if it rains.
Yon might get your feet w’er, and you
are not in the physical condition you

Week at Orono

Three Fair Heavy Cotton Hose
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.

For Sale

I

said petition.

Estate of Kenneth C. Whitaker of Troy.
Petition of Edith A. Whitaker, guardian, th?t
she may be licensed to sell and convey certain
real estate belonging to said ward, situated in
Troy, in said County of Waldo, and described

Special

|

No

We wish to inform
in said petition.
are doing business ah'
Edwin S. Curtis, late ni Monroe, deceased. ! wish to buy or sell reai
Petition that Geneva M. Curtis or some otbsr i we would be pleased
suitable person may be appointed administraE. A. STROt l
tor of said estate. Application.that no bond be
ROY C. FISH,
is
istrator
contained
required from said admi
Petition
in the pet ition for probate thereof.
Room 2. OddfcFellows
presented by said Geneva M. Curtis, daughter
tfl7
and heir-at-law of said estate.
Caroline Estelle Lawrence, late of Groton,
in the County of Middlesex and State of Masi
sachusetts, deceased. Authenticated copy of

Dr A. M.

will and certificate of probate thereof presented with the petition praying that a copy
of said will may be allowed, filed and recorded
in the Court of Waldo County and that letters
testamentary issue to James Lawrence and
Richard Lawrence, the executors named therein. Application that no bond be required from
said executors is contained in the petition for

probate thereof.

o«t

DENTIL!
i

Colonial Theatu
telephone

t

TO

ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.
Attest:
A true copy of the original.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.

Notice is hereby given that the following
Dry Soft Wood; Green Hard Wood appointments have been made by the Probatt
Straw; Burrell Heading Rotary Saw; 48 Court, within and for the County of Waldt
inch Plainer; Burrell Heading Machin- and State of Maine:
G. L. SLIPP,
Estate of Vienna Stephenson, late of Belery.
fast. Dayton F. Stephenson appointed execuBelfast, Me.
tor
February 8, A. D. 1921.
Tel. 117-11—2w8*

j
j

REtVr

Tenement of five rooms

j

Enquire

at

the^ ^

Genuine Shaw Knit
$1 per pair at Bert

•

)

7

MIsDIRECTED LABOR OF MAN
AND
HORSE REDUCES
FARMER’S PROFIT

Hotel,

Lakeport,

of age, chronic
„(i -o years
causing me to
g

N.H.

Constip-

I have taken more medi-

Hilling did

r

me

people in
good until 1

l could see their good
taking them for three

bowels

regular,
r ailments disappeared”.
FRANK A. HALE.
<'■ for $2.50, trial size 25c.

,

were

from FRUIT-A-TIVES
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ihe meaning of the proConstitution “No bill of atfacto law shall be
post
H

Hinder is an act taking
rights of a person conAny law of this char-sible under the American
1 he prohibition against an
v
means that laws canon,Ue backwards,
i, y settled that the term
as used in the Constitu,hen in a limited seuse as
iminal or penal statutes
r it the policy, the reason,
anity of the prohibition
'mg ex post facto laws do
ivil cases; to cases that
ii
private property of
of the most necessary
are, on the contrary,
principles that private
eld to public exigencies.
Story Constitution 213.
port tax Constitutional?
the
Constitution
cause
vs that no tax or export
aid on articles exported

i...

v .■

■.

:ie provision relative to
between
the
tercourse

s'itution provides that no
be give by any regulauerce or revenue to the ports
vit those of another.nor
and to or from one
ter, clear or pay duties in

S|.ate

t
*

BOLu-r

afeguard is thrown around
mditures?
v

shall be drawn from the

by appropriations

Vegetable Culture Requires More Labor From Man Than From the Horse.
which any farmer can make
hla own
calculations. The specialists say that
careless handling of the labor Item Is
one of the principal
influences in reducing farm profits.
He paused.
“There’s one thing I'd like to knowwhy the Department of Agriculture
sent me this bulletin.
I didn’t ask for
It—didn’t even know they had it.”
The wise old. man in the chrift
glanced up at his son with a gleam of
merriment in his eyes.
“No, son,” he replied. “You didn’t
—but I dfd.”

United States DepartAgriculture.)
“Jimmy is too contented.” declared
James Henderson, Sr. "He’ll work 16
hours a day here on the farm and
never stop to wonder why he doesn't
get more money than one of those
slick-haired soda clerks in the drug
store.
Something is wrong with our
farm system.
I think I know what
it is. but it’ll do Jimmy more good if
lie finds out for himself.
I want to
teach him to think.”
the
ment of

Perplexed by Losses.
He was right about his farm system, hut he was wrong about hts son.
Jimmy, in his own quiet way, had realized long ago that a business which
required from 14 to 16 hours of steady
effort daily, should pay more than he
received as his share of tlie fnrra
profits. He had Indulged in all sorts
the mental gymnastics In an effort to
locate tlie trouble, but had never
reached a sound conclusion. He knew
that certain crops produced a profit,
while others probably involved a loss.
How was one to know one from the
other; tlie difference between poor
farm practice and good farm practice?

■«

Winter Is Proper Time for Making Needed Repairs.
Careful
Should

ve

ves

never

mane

money

nere

Inspection of Ali Implements
Be

Made and

j

Everything

Got in Readiness for Farm Op- %
erations in Spring.

He found the solution in a bulletin
which came to him from tlie United
States Department of Agriculture. “A
Method of Analyzing the Farm Business." was its title, and Jimmy realized, after a glance at the pages, that
he had tlie secret of success so far as
tlie Henderson farm was concerned.
He devoted a good many evenings to
studying the bulletin, then finally
sought tlie eider Henderson on the
farmhouse veranda one night and surprised him by remarking that their
farm system was as full of holes as
an old boot.
Once launched upon the
subject the young man displayed an
interest that caused his father to settle back in his chair with a sigli of
content.
we

Dishwashing and early morning rising
have been reduced to a science by the
Every two
i two enterprising students.
[ weeks a dish cleaning bee is held, the
boys alternating in scrubbing the plates
and other utensils that have accumulated
during this period.
There is not the slightest chance of
failure to awake as metal contacts have
been placed on the face of the alarm clock
and when the hands arrive at the appointed hours a buzzer begins to whirr.
Crane and Rogers prepare their own
meals and are proud of their achievements in the culinary art. The menus inelude biscuits, soups, fricasses, eggs and
potatoes in every style known to man or
And the coffee is the same as
l woman.
mother used to make.
By a plan now under consideration by
! the two students, they hope to obtain an
additional forty winks of sleep. An electric switch is to be attached to a standard between their bunks, wires will be
laid to a stove and by turning on power,
a series of sparks will start the fire and
have water boiling before the pair are
dressed. So systematized is the house| work that the campers frequently find
time for study.—Portland Herald.

FORMER

Lash

(Prepared by

the
ment of

Admitted

HUMPHREYS’

Agriculture.)

Much of the loss
and
annoyance
caused by breakage of farm equipment
may be avoided by careful inspection
and repair of weak parts before the
season’s rush begins.
The proper time for making repairs
is (luring the winter and at times
when the regular farm work is not
the
urgent, specialists of
United
States Department of Agriculture say.
As tiie season advances, implements
which will be needed for the next
farming operations should lie gone over
and given any attention required to
make them ready for immediate use.
If the farm machinery is not properly
housed during periods of disuse, it is
all the more important that it. should
be given a careful overhauling.
After Inspecting the implement, tightentng bolts, strengthening weak parts,
and renewing broken pieces, the necessary painting should he done. Frequent applications of dark
metallic
paint, consisting either of red lead or
Venetian red and raw linseed oil, not
only improve the appearance of farm
implements, but add greatly to their

ne-

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

|

(COMPOUND)
Piles or
Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or
For

Bleeding, Itching

One

application
at

all

or

Burning.

Net Unpaid
Losses.$ 699,736 63
Unearned Premiums. 4,823,479 33
All other Liabilities.
380*428 00
Cash Capital
.1.75o!oOO 00
Surplus over all Liabilities..
2,623,682 84

*!

—

Total

storedto health—by making serious

Eastern Casualty Insurance Company

i,Uier 18

universally acknowledged
“a heaven sent blessing to the

as

world” and while it is but

Boston, Mass.
Assets Dec. 31, 1920

one

Real

m“’ "iu‘6"
entsthat are combined in the famous

w

influence
wise

P

■

*he

m

healing

—

stops pain and otherltlB important snare
—

Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat,
Grippe, Cramps,
Chills, Sprains, Strains etc
nated

<

Assets Dec. 31. 1920

25 and 50c.

Gross
Assets.$28,836,060 27
Deduct items not admitted.
569,895 03
a

*

_

§f QUININE

tiie people.
United States ever have
r uth r titled citizens?
Constitution provides
nobility shall be granted
States. It also provides
lolding any office of profr t he United States shall,
nt of Congress, accept
t, office, or title of any

>

on use

we

serted.

La

Neglected Colds are Dangerous
Keep this standard remedy handy for

Total Liabilities and Surplus ...$28 266 165 24

Granite State Fire insurance Company
Portsmouth, N H.
Assets December 31, 1920
United States Bonds..$ 144 >50 00
State, County and Municipal Bunds 966,919 00
Railroad Bonds
184.710 00
Railroad and Bank Stocks.
112,552 00
Ki st M >rtgage on Real Estate....
51,600 00
Cash in Bank and Office.
230.037 51
Agents' Balances..
171,860 03
Accrued Interest ana Due for Reinsurance
23.09519

sneeze.

SICK STOCK

j

|

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

Notice of foreclosure

j

"

|P_♦
^

|]

Free for the

Asking 1

—

LjZ

j

Jh

77 809 23
00

200^00)

425,529 94

Total

..r.$1,895,023
George E. M member. Special Agent,

u t

For Sale—The Nelson Farm

7

Notice
1WISH

H. W.

ALLEN

Chiropractor

High Street,

SAVERS

quarrying
granite.

always

S. C. Pattee, M. D.,
Masonic Temple,

Ip”

A. S. HEAL,

Bridge

ALGOLA PILLS

Astoria
.|

For Sale

_

I.

High* Street.

Belfast,

fcjnp16

Only

6,

Reduce Your Weigh!

67

Augusta, Maine
Charles s. Downing, Special Agent,
Augusta. Maine
3w7

Mutual Fire Insurance Company
14L Milk St., Boston, Mass.
Assets U.'c. 31. 1920
Collateral L la is.$ 34 710 00
United

Stocks and B >o s
i.asn in Offl a and B

Aunts'

Bills
All other

516 733 4,
754 35
63
250 00
13 076 27

Balance. 63,212

Receivable.
Assets.

Gross Assets
.i....*616.735 72
Deduct items not an itted
26,456 09

Admitted Assets
*670,279 63
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid
Losses.$ 29,060 72
Unearned Premiums.
291.095 60
AH other Liabilities
12.552 82
Cash Capital.
100.000 00
Surplus over ad Liabilities. 237,570 59
Total L’aoilities and Surplus.$670 279 63

_3

v7

Lumbermen’s

Pennsylvania

Mutual

Pire

Insurance

806

IL-—----—*

a

Liabilities..

Capital Stock Paul Up.
Net Surplus

—

j

“THE GOOD BOOK”

TRACTORS

••••.

All other
the first

19
89
05
00
11

$1,885.02$ 67
Liabilities December 31, 1920
Unpaid Losses. .$ 114.485 57
Keservei for Unearned Premiums. 1.067.198 93

Grippe

WHEREAS,

|

Assets.$28,266,165.24

_3w7

To‘al

AND

Colds, Coughs

Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Relieves
spent too much," Jimmy asGrippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache
“We haven't spent money ex;
Quinine in this form does not affect the head—Cascara is best Tonic
actly, but we have spent things that
BOOK on treatment of Horses,
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.
Cows,
are equivalent to money—time, labor
| Sheep, Dogs and other
animals, sent
and farm acreage. If we permit .Tack,
tree.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Vet
I Crinary Medicines. ISG Wiiliam
the hired man. to put in a day’s work
St., N. v
on a Job which isn’t profitable, we've
j
Hi
;
!
spent the amount of his wage and. in
addition, the amount of profit over
and above his pay which his work
j
William A. Condon, late of
in any king, prince or
durability.
should have earned for us.
We’ve
Dixmont, in the County of Penobscot
Tlds is an age when appearances !
‘.vina to this Constituwasted his labor income.
I
and State of Maine, in his life-time by his
has been necessary for
5
count, and a farmer’s standing in the
“We’ve spent a good deal of horse
mortgage deed dated October 6. A. D. 1905,
special laws when cit
j
community frequently is governed by said mortgage being recorded in the Penoblabor income, too.
our sore
That's
ted States have been
scot Registry of Deeds, Rook 755. Page 306,
j
About Seeds, Agricultural
spot, I guess. We have 11! horses— I the appearance of his far n equipment. and recorded in Waldo County Registry of
: ts, titles or decorations
The man who spends h s spare mofine ones. I'll admit—but they're eatllorj.
Deeds, Book 342, Page 1, conveyed to Fred
.ties.
Implements, Etc.
meets in the repair of fences and
Ellingwood of Newburgh, in tha County of
ing up profits in the barn. I’ve made
Penobscot, State of Maine, said William A.
gates and maintaining a neat appearsome calculations based on the figures
T ESSON 7
Condon being described in said mortgage as of
I
ance of the entire farm has a
better
contained in this bulletin. Arranging
Monroe, in the County of Waldo, State of
lhe prohibitions of the !
of
chance
leader
in
his
a
Based on over 60 years* experience:
becoming
Maine, the following described real estate,
the problem to suit our crop rotation
j
egard to powers which
1 viz:
than
the
man
whose
farm
community
we have listed 176 pages of the most
and the size of our farm, I find that
1 by the States?
A certain lot or parcel of land with the
has a slovenly appearance.
desirable items for farm, garden and
hree paragraphs in the we've just work enough for eight of
buildings thereon standing and described in
need from Lorenzo Porter to Lizzie A, Porter,
these horses. Eight horses would pay
.ling to this subject,
field. This book will come in handy
R
dated May 9, 1896,* and recorded in Penobscot
e shall enter
into any us a profit, hut four more will elim- I
times the year round.
OF
FARM
You'll
IL
ANALYSIS
BUSINESS
many
of
Deeds.
Vol.
7C6, Page 81, being
Registry
or confederation, grant
inate that profit in food and care.”
same premises conveyed to William A
Conalways be referring to it. If your copy S
and reprisal, coin
i'tue
this day by the said Lizzie A Porter.
“Where did you get all this informaExtensive Studies Have Been Con- j don.
has not been received, Write or Teleis of credit, make anyAlso
another
of
land
situated
in
Mon|
parcel
id silver coin a tender in tion, son?” queried his father.
ducted by Department of AgriculII
! roe, County of Waldo, State of Maine, for full
phone. Remember it’s free.
“From a farmers’ bulletin,” con-. pass any bill of attaindescription see deed from Lorenzo Porter to
ture During Past Year.
KENDALL
& WHITNEY, Portland, Maine.
Lizzie
A.
Porter
dated
fessed
reor
law
and
unabashed.
1904.
impairing
August 6,
Jimmy,
law,
I contracts, or grant any
| corned in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Vol 273,
“Humph!” grunted James HenderIf 9 high time you selected your K&W
In order to put at the disposal of
Page 383, the same being conveyed to William
son. Sr., in no wise displeased. "MayA. Condon this day by the said Lizzie A. Por- j
farmers information which will entate shall, without the
be the bulletin can tell us how to get I
ter.
able them to place their farming opi.ngress, lay any imposts out of
And whereas, the said Fred Ellingwood by
the hole?”
erations on a more businesslike basis, !; his assignment dated December 21, A.D. 1920
..aports or exports, except]
“Yes, sir! We’ve been paying Jack
absolutely necessary for]
the United States Department of Agri- i and recorded in said Penobscot Registry of
spection laws; and the good wages the year around just so ! culture
has
conducted
extensive j Deeds, Vol 923, Page 60, and recorded in WalI do County Registry of Deeds, Book 341, Page
all duties and imposts, we’d be sure we had him for the sumstudies in farm business analysis. Dur217, sold, assigned, transferred and conveyed
ate on imports or exports liter's work. We’ve lost most of his la400
records
the
last
were
obsaid mortgage deed and the notes, debt and AT
year
ing
use of the Treasury of the
NORTHPORT, with a large amount of standing wood and .lumber and an
bor income during the winter months, j
tained in farm business analysis sur- j claim thereby secured and all his right, title ddiiionil six acres of young growth.
ami all buch laws shall be Our
and interest in the premises therein described
is small. If we build up a j
dairy
j
All persons are forbidden to trespass on this farm, to cut or carry away any
r> vision and control of the
veys on two general crop and live- ! to the undersigned, Walter F. Condon of Dixlarger "dairy it will give us an opporstock areas in Iowa, 300 on a fruit and I mont, County of Penobscot, State of Maine, trees, shrubs or lumber in defiance of the law.
3m53
laJack’s
not
to
For information apply to
tunity
only
employ
and
)te shall, without the contruck area in Florida. 136 on a genWhereas
the
of
said
conditions
DICKEY-KNO WLTON REAL ESTATE COMPANY, Belfast, 1
mortgage
ongress, lay any duty of bor at a profit in the winter season,
eral farming area in New Hampshire,
I have been broken and still remain so.
troops or ships of war in but it will also use up some of our ex50 on a similar area in Ohio, 100 on
reason of the breach of
Now,
therefore,
by
'. enter into any agreement
cess horse labor.
Similarly we can
the conditions thereof, the said Walter F. Cona
co-operative tractor and farm ora uh
another State, or with
don claims a foreclosure of said mortgage and
plan crops that will require more
in two areas in Ohio.
study
ganization
or
unless
in
-t,
engage
war,
gives this notice for the purpose of foreclosing
Mama" uses MINThorse work and less man work. The
Several of these surveys have been in
the same.
•ailed, or in such imminent fundamental
Information w’e need has
OL for my colds
as wiii not
Dated at Bangor, Maine, this fourteenth
admit of delay.
progress for a number of years.
already been obtained for us by the
day of February. A. D. 1921.
and they are gone
Similar studies on specialized types
F.
3w7
WALTER
CONDON.
Department of Agriculture, and a good
in a jiffy.
You
of funning are being made in co-operaDO MILE TRIP WITH
By C. P. CONNERS, his Attorney,
bit of it is in this bulletin.
tion with state agriculture colleges.
just try it.
ffOOS and sled.
!
“They’ve studied a large number of
In Kentucky the tobacco crop on 75
GET BUSY, KEEP BUSY
farms and calculated to average so
TO NOTIFT the public
farms in each of two areas lias tieen
'earn was noted on the SkowIs
farmer
can tell more accurately just
a
your
job unsafe? Is it permanent?
fs Keb. 14th, the outfit includintensively studied, with a complete
I
that
have sold my marble
business.
You
want
a
You
can
life-long
to
need
farm survey record alien on many of
alsome dogs hitched one the amount of labor he will
business on High Street to
get into such a business, selling more
oilier and attached to a long
plant, cultivate and harvest any parthe farms at the end of the year. In
than 137 Watkins products direct to farm*
For instance, one cutich there were snow shoes ticular crop.
C. A. Bruce, but have not sold
New Jersey about 160 enterprise surers if you own auto or team or can get
The team was driven by ting of hay on the average farm re[
were
obtained
on
tomato
veys records
one, if you can give bond with personal my GRANITE SHOP on BRIDGE
ay, who lives at Harnng- quires a 10-hour day for one man and
sureties.
We nack you with big selling
and potato farming.
miles above Moosehead
STREET, or gone out c f business
j
Corn for the
one horse for each acre.
helps; 52 years in business; 20,000,000
■
I
iimiienway stated to the Re- ] silo costs three days of man labor and
Room I and 2
Write
for infor- as has been reported.
users of our products.
I am now 59
1
ARE TIME
trip had been a slow one
! mation where you can get territory. J.
Pofive and one-half of horse work.
125
Telephone
''ad
whole
attention
to
to
on
snow
shoes
I
go
R WATKINS CO., Dept. Ill, Winona, devoting my
i
way Sunday.
They left tatoes will use up eleven ten-hour days
and manufcturing
the
4w7
Minnesota.
First Impluse of Purchaser Should Be
<ke Saturday and tied up in of man work to the acre and ten
!„
to Obtain Fullest Information ReYou will
find
of
day and broke roads a i horse days. According to these tables
1
the way down to Skowhegarding Machine.
vegetables require much more man
something doing here and a variea^ un
his way to Vermont, a
labor than horse work. Onions, for Inty of finished work to select from.
miles from his home, and
Farm tractors are time savers for
Room
need 1,490 hours of work by
stance,
there for a month’s visit.
farmer.
After
a
farmer
average
the
a man and only 100 hours by a horse
las been at
Harrington Lake
his first impulse should
gets a tractor
Residence at 45
to the acre.
yiars and his occupation is
;
be to get all the information possible
miter. The dogs, which are
Basis for Estimates.
then
manage it to get
about It and
40
Telephone 338-2
'"ued, are a White
apland
“Naturally, these figures will not fit
Maine
Street,
Bazook; an Airedale, every farm—they’re average estimates the full benefit from that informa** Trix and a
tion.
Collie, who anwill furnish a basis from
"
Mr. Hemenway planned —but they
i,.
Skowhegan, but decided to
• ard
at the rate of 10 to 35 pounds p. •'
Norridgewock, thinking
Mrs. H. N. Roberts, 502 Asylum Street
month. By simple guaranteed, safa
11,1 good
for himself
Knew.
i.’
reliable treatment, tu*Bco will reduca
Ii Mothers
.lodgings
Flint, Mich., used Dr. True’s Elixir for
on
the
the
Liver
and
Bowels.
lit,
He is making
Regulate
Stomach*
your weight without unnecessary exway.
her little baby girl when she was sick.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
ercise and dieting, and will not injuro
for
fun
of
it.—The
the
’>•,/'"lt 'aic*t
Thousands of Children Suffer from Worms Mrs. Roberts wrote to Dr. J. F. True &
weaken your system. W rite today
or
Sick
Headache.
Gas, Indigestion* Biliousness,
Reporter.
Co: “My little girl is cured of her worms.”
for FREE 50c box enclosing 15c in
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
and Ihelr Mothers Do i\ot Know
coin
or stamps with this ad to
later
letter
a
sole
wrote:
Pharmacal
P.
in
O.
Box
is
Co.,
proprietor,
And
“Baby
fine
lassco Co. ,Malden 43, Boston, &•***«
What the Trouble Is.
1103, City Hall Station. New York. See
and I think it was your medicine (Dr.
each
box.
on
signature
Signs of worms are: Constipation, sour True’s Elixir, The Family Laxative and
stomach, deranged stomach, swollen up- Worm Exiieller) that helped her.” If your
full child is ill start giving Dr. True's Elixir
r
per lip, offensive breath, hard and
infants and Children
l
belly with occasional gripiiigs and pains at once. Buy Dr True’s Elixir at our
F or Over 30 Years about the nav 1, pale face of leaden tint, dealers at once. Three sizes. Buy the
,
large size
eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids,
1 Coon Skin Fur Coat, as good as new.
—AT—
itching of the nose, itching of the rectum,
Come in with
We need your help.
1 S'eigh, newly painted and in first class
short dry cough, grinding of the teeth,
and
I
Bub<crictions
ads.
condition.
You
are
little red points sticking out on the tongue, your
always welcome.
tf7
Apply to J. H. CILLEY, City
starting during steep, slow fever.
■it<>

tti,;

Admitted

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses.$10,260,986
Unearned Premiums. 8,627.712
All other Liabilities. 2 110 727
Cash Capital.
3 500*000
burplus over all L.abilities.
3,766,739

Kill That Cold With

chances.

Estate.$

2,604,601 63
Mortgage Loans
55,000 00
Stocks and Bonds.. 20,084.557 86
Cash in Office and Bank. 1.2:10,998 51
Agents’ Balances
4.679.141 30
Bills Receivable.
25,675 07
Interest and Rents.
161.967 93
All other Assets
94,117 97

different from all others,

-----

no

Maryland Casualty Company
Baltimore. Maryland
Real

—

CASTORIA

Take

_3w7_

__

j

the prescription of a
family
physician —is for internal and extemal use
older than any other_

FOR FLETCHER’S

Company

08

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$153,681 08

as

All dealers.

Assets.$153,681

ioo.OOoSo

treatment °f

_L__

.

0 00
0 00

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses .$
12,913 92
Unearned Premiums. 13,966 96
All other Liabilitias.
6 636 61
Cash Capi .al....-.T;
Surplus over all Liabilities. 20,163 69

tbe Presence of this
great anodyne exerts a soothing and

brings relief.
druggists

Borneo. Medicine
®“t",Phreys'
Street, No York.

Estate.*

Mortgage Loans.

Collateral Loans.
0 00
Stocks and Bonds.
133,569 26
Cash in Office and Bank.
26,320 12
Agents' Balances.
6,406 42
Bills Receivable..
0 00
Interest and Rents.
46
1,244
*
All other Assets..
o 00
Gross
Assets.$166^30 26
Deduct items uot admitted.
12.849 17

E'B.'za’Sr;.'

FOR

156 \\ illiam

Liabilities and Surplus....$10,277,226 70

_3w7_

..

delieate °peratl0us VossMol

age. During a talk with the man about
his offense, the native suddenly pulled a
revolver and shot Mr. Hall twice. Mr.
Hall’s escaped with his life from the
hands ot tbe assassin is said to have been
nothing short of a miracle, and it is hoped that the next news from him will tell
of complete recovery.
Mr. Hall is engaged in lumbering interests in San Juan and has been there for
some time.
He is a son of Percy Hall,
formerly of Brewer.
His father and
brother live in Winterport.

CASCARA

44^864 71

Assets.$10,277,226 70

Admitted

Send Free Sample of Olatment to

0 00
88 472 98

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

hat a wonderful aid to
snrgieal
science and what a precious
v ol-luua
v.
-a,
‘° hamamty!
many
thousands of lives it has saved
how many poor sufferers it has re-

JUAN.

Children Cry

United States Depart-

Office and Bank.

in

Gross Assets.
$10,280,909 71
Deduct items not admitted.
3,683 01

Shot twice by a native in San Juan De
Porto Rico, Russell T. Hall, formerly of
Brewer and now of Winterport, writes
his family there that he is still
suffering
frnm severe wounds inflicted by pistol
one
of
whie.i entered his jaw. The
shots,
second shot entered Mr. Hall’s hip.
The
murderous attack is believed to have
been made by a cook, discharged for

1

268,800 00
6,307 60
q qq
8.750,706 63
340,848 66
78L210 34

Aaents’ Balances.
Bills Receivable..
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

BREWER MAN SHOT IN
SAN

Assets Dec. 81, 1920

Estate.$

MortscaKe Loan..
Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds........

| University.
:

New Hampshire Fire Insuranec
Company
Manchester, New Hampshire
Real

ing made in general trade, and pessimistic outgivings bred of further recessions

|
IT PAYS TO SHELTER
ALL FARM EQUIPMENT

made

the control of the
the hands of the rep-

--■

sem: sauKi““f r

(Prepared by

ot the Constitu-

Impatience at the alow, in some lines,
indeed, apparently painful, progress be-

in the so-calied barometer trades, iron,
steel, coal and coke, cannot disguise the
fact that while trade is a trifle less active
than last week and not so good as a year
ago, it is much better than it was two to
four months ago
The irregularity previously noted in different lines continues,
that day should have been chosen for the activity is still largely confined to the
latest attempt in that direction, but it is apparel trades, unemployment is marked
rather disturbing that the financing of the in many industrial centers, wage reducenterprise should have come from this tions are numerous, the general price
side of the Atlantic. The French author- movement indicates that many lines still
ities appear to have the situation well in seek stabilization, and the railways, one
hand; and it is expected that two com- of the country’s really basic industries.
munist members of the Chamber of Dep- report a lessened volume of business
uties will be arrested for their connection moving as compared with previous weeks
with it.
and years. On the other hand, the essential soundness of theory that the corHigh cost of living is a merry myth to ner was really turned esrlv in the vear
Crane A. Morrison and Arthur E. Rogers, in the leading apparel trades cannot be
two University of Maine sophomores, denied. Reports from leading textile inwho are camping out while attending col
dustnes, cotton, silk and wool manufaclege. They cook their own meals, do turing, indicate largely increased contheir own housework and a portable wireless outfit serves as a daily newspaper
The tiny two room cottage is surrounded precedentedly mild winter, a fair volume
by trees, about a mile from the campus, of final distribution is being effected, and
| and fitted with unique electric devices the report as to the winter sown crops,
for comfort and time saving. Power is except in Texas, where bugs are reported
I obtained from cables which supply the in wheat, is favorable. Bradstreets.

Headaches, Dizziness and

,uy half-dozen

IJDocumentary evidence has been discov-

“bourgeois” governments of France,
Italy and Spain. The date fixed for the
event is May 1, 1921, and the documents
seized by the authorities phow that the
scheme was financed from the United
States. The 1st of May has always been
a favorite date for radical and anarchist
conspiracies, and it is no surprise that

suffer with

*\,

TRADE CONDITIONS

ered in Paris of a wide spread communist
plot, looking to the overthrow of the

mien He Tried “Fruit-a-tives”
K Full Liver Tablets
JIoum Belknap

1

A WIDE SPREAD COMMUNIST PLOT

Company
Lafayette Bldg., Philadelphia,

Pa.

Assets Dec. 31, 1920

Mortgage Loans.$

240 700 00

Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Odice and Bank.

1,077,515 62

Agents' Balance.
Interest and Rents.
AH other Assets.

36,732 04
21,212 11

Gross
Deduct items not

62^ :28 53

93]756 96

Assets.$1,532 045 26

Admitted

admi.ted.

686 89

Assets.$1,531,358 37

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses
.$ 27,733 08
Unearned Premiums
416 264 10
All other Liabilities.
13*471 qq

Surplus over

ail

Liabilities. 1,073,890

19

Total Liabilities and Surplus.
...$1,531,358 37

?w7_
American Suiety Company of New
New York, N. Y.
Assets December 31, 1920
Real Estate
stocks and Bonds
Cash
Office and

in^
Aifenta'

.* 6,136,296 70
B 564.541 35
1,197,599 81

Bank.

Bilances....,.

Interest and Rents.
All ether Assets.

Gross

York,

l!631'196

14
41 018 47

101,815 16

Assets.$14,672 467 61

Deduct items

Admitted

not

admitted

....

6o9,,'>64 25

Assets.$14,012,933 38

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Unoail Ltsses .$ 2.112,118 07
Unearned Premiums
4.910,930 01
All other
Liabilities.
681,499 72
Cash Capital.
5 COo’oOO 00
Surplus over all Liabilities.
1.308.305 58
Net

Total Liabilities

i Surplus
3 v7

m

.$14,012,903 38

The Lumber Mutual c'irc insurance
Co.
of Boston. Mass.
As'ets December 31, 1920
Bonds
Cash in Om

.*1.606 615 62
:e and Bulks.
180.643 07
Ageu ts* Balance.
3.3 617 92
..

I"*er«8t
All other Assets

13.815 82
21

•••

41,124

Gross Assets
.*1,878 816 64
Deduct items n it admitied.
188.087 39
Admitted Assets

.$1,690,729

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses. .$

19 859
Unearned Premiums.
4H7 205
All other Liabilities
11384
Surplus over all Liabilities. I 222 280

25

53
38
33
01

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$1 6: 0,729 25
3

7

All Wool Pants for HH CHESTER S PILL5I
BRAND.
Diunlstfor
»m‘e^.toSanj»ra<iBra*4/
$3.00 a Pair

I BERT L. DAVIS’

THE DIAMOND
Indio*! Aak your

R 1*111# Id Red and Hold metallfcv
n botes, sealed with Blue Ribbon,
krw

7eMko°imMB<st,C.fcjt,AlwaY»kt.J5F

SOU) BY DMJGG^IS EUH'HIBi

illustrated by
After watching
this meeting the spectators learned the
reason why China does not progress faster.
Next, the audience was shown a
Chinese washing by Lucy Simpson and
Also the Chinese manner
Pearl Closson.
of eating by Don and Horace Porter.
The Chinese band played a funeral march
and succeeded in making a sad time
gentlemen

Chinese

was

PROSPECT.

Don and Horace Porter.

In Front-Rank
Cod-liver o;il stands
first on the list of fats,
in the ease with which
it is assimilated. This

explains why

which

was

quickly replaced by

a

taken in

was

A silver collecthe fund fo

unstinted praise.

serve

tion was taken to go

to

starving Chinese children.

STOCKTON SPRINGS
Hichborn of New York was a
business visitor to the town last SaturAlden

KinoiDS

A contingent of considerable size enjoyed the fine weather of Sunday on the

Granules)

i

ce

of Half Moon Pond.

A meeting of the members of the local
farm bureau took place in the office of

EorJNDIGESTION
_2&-*a6k

the selectmen Monday forenoon.
Ernest A. Farris has gone to Bangor
where he has made a connection with

SEARSPORT

the office of the Prudential Insurance Co.

Mr. and Mrs Edward Millet spent Sun-

The annual town meeting will be held
March 14th.
The accounts for the year
are closed and the report in the hands of

Bangor.

Mr. James Bartholomay of Boston has

the printers.

been in town for several days repairing
the Methodist and Congregational church

Many old friends regret that there is
improvement in the condition of Frederick O. Hichborn, who is critically ill at
his home in Portland.

organs.

no

Miss Christina Doyle, wno has been
the guest of Mr ano Mrs. Edm und Eno,
returned to her home in Ellsworth Satur-

Mrs. Linnie V. Bancroft, who has been
passing a number of months at the home
of her sister, Mrs. William H. Morrison,
left last Saturday for Mansiield, Mass.

day.

Mass.,

accounts.

---

BROOKS.
Miss Doris Larrabee is

visiting

Mr. and

Mrs. Ara Simpson of Newburg.

Mr. Daniel Dickey of Morrill spent
Saturday with his daughter, Mrs. George
Larrabee.
Miss Arline Patterson
was

of

the guest of relatiyes here in the vil-

lage several days recently.

Saturday.
At the dock, fn e-masted
schoonef Howe, C. P., coal; awaiting tc
news:

dock, barge Spring B. & A.; sell. Crissey,
C. P.; finished discharging and sailing

Jenkins,

and family in

Monroe,

re-

Norfolk, steamers Ripogenus and
Ruth; amount of coal discharged from
Dec. 25th to Feb. 25th, 103,000 tons.

weeks with

Goodhue in

Edith P.

Mrs.

cently.
Miss Helen

Crockett,

who is

a

book-

keeper in the American Clothing Co.
in Waterville, spent Thursday at
her home here in the village.

store

snow

port on Sunday the guest of her niece
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Foster, on the occasion of the christening of

H. S. team, w hich proved to be one of the
and
astest games of the season.
The score was B H. S. 28; B. A. A. 26.

Clifford

the latter’s infant

sou

was

best

at the Congrega-

LINCOLNVILLE

tional church.
Numerous friends will be glad to learn
that Medbury Staples, whose health was
in

a

an

most critical state last fall following
operation for empyema, is coming

along wonderfully and he is able
regularly employed at light work.

Mrs. C. N. Meyers entertained eight
guests at luncheon bridge Thursday, Feb.
24th. The guests found their places by
place cards with quotations made Iron:

to

lower part of the house

Mr. Roy Ames is at home from Bath.
Mrs.

Agnes Eugley left Friday for

a

visit in Boston.

be
for

Mrs. Maude Ames visited in Camden
a few days last week.

a

Mack’s,

vessel

was

Anchor Chapter, O. E, S., entertained
Mariner’s Lodge Tuesday evening at MaA delicious supper was served
The guests were asked to ap-

struck

vealed serious fracture of the

arm.

pear in oldfashioned costume 3 nd a number came in finery of the good old days.

The many friends of Dr. H. Everett Hichborn will be interested to learn that he

Worshipful Master ol
appeared as George
Washington, and Agnes Gilkey, Worthy
Matron of Anchor Chapter, as Marthr
Washington. After supper was over the
dining h ill was cleared and Virginia Ree

has arranged to assume the practice of his
father, the late Dr. Herman G. Hichborn,

Renfrew Wilson,
Mariner’s Lodge,

and has recently removed his office to 358
Commonwealth avenue from 184 Boyls-

danced'

ton street, where his father had practiced dentistry for more than 30 years. Dr.
Hichborn devotes considerable time each

care to dance playec
All who attended vote the aiTaii

week to Harvard Dental School, where
for seme time he has held an appoint-

and other old time dances

were

Those who didn’t
cards.

ment as instructor in operative dentisgreat success and wished the gettogether time would come oftener. Mrs, ! trythe
A.
E. Trundy was chairman of
Miss Inez Hanson came down Saturday
supper committee and Mrs. N. F. Gilkey afternoon from Bangor to pass the weekchairman of the decorating. These ladies, end at her home on the Sandypoint road.
with able assistants, worked hard for the In the evening she gave a small party in
and. were given a commemoration of an event of considersuccess of the party
|
vote of thanks for a pleasant evening.
able importance which took place an una

specified

number of years ago.
Auction
held the interest of the gathering for a

Searsport High school Basket Ball team
played Castine Nornal Saturday evening,
winning 73 to 15. The Castine team
played a clean game and were good sports
even though out-classed
by the home
team.

After the game, Miss

time until called to

daintily appointed
table wheruin stood a large birthday
cake surmounted by the appropriate
a

number of candles.

Runnells,

I the piano for a season of music.
Those
Lucy Curtis, Miss Alice Porter, Miss
I present besides the family were Mr. and
Beatrice
Miss
and
Frances Rogers
Rich,

served both

Basket Ball teams with

re-

j

Mrs. Freeman

Harriman,

Mr. and Mrs.

!

Edward W. Libby, Mrs. Estelle Crosby,
and Mrs. Frank L. Blanchard and
Harmon If I Mr. Richard Crosby.
Jackson lb
Gonzales rf
Whittum rb
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Patterson and their
Danforth c
Closson c
Jellison I b j infant son narrowly escaped suffocation
Lowell If
Race r b early Wednesday morning of last week
Curtis r f
There will be a game in Union hall, i when the building, located in the Lowder
Thursday, March 3d, between Searsport Brook section, owned and occupied on
freshments at the Service Rooms.
Castine.
Searsport.

High and Brewer High. A dance, music
by McReen’s orchestra, follows the game.
The Junior League of the Methodist
church gave a Chinese entertainment in
the vestry Thursday evening, Feb. 24th.
The costumes
Twenty five took. part.
from Boston by the Women’s
Board of Missions. First on the program
were

sent

Burton Bailey,
was a Chinese wedding.
director, and several attendants appeared
scattering rice. They marched up the
aisle to the altar by music furnished in
Soon
true Chinese manner by a band.
the groom, Carl Sawyer, and his attendants took their places at the altar. Then
the bride, Beulah Davis, was brought in
four faithful
a Chinese chair, carried by
servants and attended by her ladieB in
waiting. The party having assembled
the ceremony was performed after the
Chinese custom. Next on the program
chorus of
was a Chinese song, given by a
girls and boys in a very finished man ner.
The Chinese band furnished a selection
in a very noisy manner as is the custom
The meeting of two
of a Chinese band.

Mr.

general store by W.
was wholly destroyed
by fire. The Pattersons occupied living
apartments on the second floor, and it
was
shortly after midnight that Mrs.
Patterson was fortunately aroused by the
the ground floor as
C. HasKell & Co.,

smoke
located

in
in

their

a

bed
ell.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hardy entertained
the 6. B. Club and other invited guests
last Thursday evening.
Eight tables
were filled at whist and a most enjoyable
evening was passed. Ice cream, cake,
coffee and popcorn was served.
A

room

which

was

quiet marriage

was solemnized in
when Miss Madeline
was united in marriage to
Leioy Allen, who is employed at Allen’s
Market. The bride and groom are two of
our popular young people and a host of
good wishes follows them for a happy
life.
They will soon begin housekeeping
in Camden.

Camden,

Feb.
Marion Russ

19tb,

Tranquility Grange

entertained thirtyfive members from Mystic Grange of Belmont Saturday evening and the visiting
grange presented a lively and interesting
program. A fine supper was served following a social hour of games and dancing. Mrs. Biantba Brown, chairman of
entertainment, has selected a fine cast of
characteis to present a drama in the
near

future.

In

DICKEY.

family into the Fred Cunningham house
on

Sears port avenue.

“INSIDE

,

pound

SANDYPOINT
Mrs. W. J.
B angor.
w

Styles spent Saturday in

L. R. Perkins left Friday for Belfast,
here he has employment.

Mrs. Annie Thompson has lately been
in Bangor and Belfast on business.

Roasted Peanuts,

to

your

original

3 lbs. 18c
lb. 15c
2

qts.

20c
i

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dodge were here
from North Castine several days the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Smith arrived
from Bath Monday for a few weeks stay
in town.
Mrs. Victor Grey and daughters, Eleaand Margaret, have lately been in
Orland for a visit.
nor

I

I
i

Mrs. Gerry Harding end children from
Stockton village spent the week end
with her parents, E. G. Clifford and wife.
Mrs. Howard Bennett has recently
been in Brewer for a vi-it with her
daughter, Mrs. Waldo Pooler, and family.

PROSPECT

FERRY

Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Harnsey of Cambridge, Mass., have been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Evander Harriman. Mr. Harnsey's business interests called him home
Saturday, but Mrs. Harnsey remains for
1
a longer visit

W. -J.

Burns,

Central Maine Power
Belfast Representative.

care

Company,

COUPON
Central Maine Power Company

Augusta,
Please send
your

security
people.

me

Maine.

information abow
investment for

as an

Maine

Name_
j.r.—3-3-’2i

Address

I

Maine Money and Maine
Brains used at home, will
Assure the Future
of Maine,

M

are

==■■■■

Firemen

s

Fund Insurance

Company

Twenty-Five

Assets December

And make

31, 19‘2U

Real estate.$

ffer
633,040 52

Mortgage^Loans.

2,232,423 33

Collateral Loans.

255.654 49

Stocks and Bonds..
Cash in Office and Bank.
Agents’ Balance.
Bill receivable.
Interest and Rents
All other Assets..

14,135,125 86
3,489,324 90
4,107,712 82
341,502 84
234,233 30

..

0 00

Tyler’s Photo Studio
375 Main Street,
MAINE.
ROCKLAND,
Mail orders solicited.
tf2

Admitted Assets.$24,238,620 79
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Losses. $ 3,224,469 38
Unearned Premiums. 12,359,876 25
462,200 (JO
All other Liabilities..
Cash capital. 3,000,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 5,192,075 16

Unpaid

Net

Total

James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.

Eagle Fire Insurance Company
80 Maiden Lane, New York

American

Assets Dec.

A situation as Housekeeper or Nurse,
Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose For particulars apply at No. 3 Commercial Street, Belfast, Maine.
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.

FARMS WANTED
I FOR EARLY SPRINO
| long list of customers wa
farms, large and small.
tion in first letter, so
right purchaser on our
Orrin J. Dickey, Real !
Belfast, Maine

TRESPASS
All persons

Admitted Assets.$4,279;175 81

Unpaid Losses...$ 409,399 65
Unearned Premiums. 1,865,717 16
Net

85,532 28
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capi.al. 1,000,000 00
82
all
Liabilities.
918,526
over
Surplus
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$4,279,175 81

James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast
3w9

are

N

forbid-,

ing wood, brush or any
from all lands on lower (’
acquired by Tin Intern
Company or from
Dickey and under
out

lands
least

permission,
THE INTERNA

2w3

.—

Gross Assets.$4 284,5615 2
6,386 71
Deduct items not admitted.

(

_____3wS

31, 1920

0 00
$
Real Estate
0 00
Mortgage Loans.
0 00
Collateral Loans
Stocks and Bonds (Actual Market
Value Dec. 31, 1920). 3,012,034 60
Cash in Office and Bank.
423, i37 92
Agents’ Balances. 836,971 41
0 00
Bills Receivable.
13,417 69
Interest and Rents.
0 00
All other Assets

same apply t
fine cottage house

Knowlton Real F^state

Liabilities and Surplus...$24,238,620 79

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

WANTEU

a

within five minutes to
six rooms, good Jot of iar
veranda, running water, t
view of Penobscot Bay. or.
This is a bargain you sr
is offered less tr
propert
repair. F’or particulars

Gross Assets
.$25,429,118 06
Deduct items not admitted. 1,190,497 27

CENTS
UNTIL MAY 1, 1921, we will
develop any size roll of film and
make one print from each good
negative for twenty-five cents.
Mail ’em.

STOP PAYING RENT

^an Francisco, California.

3w9

!

S

==--

hereby notified

that t e BOARD OF
REGISTRATION will be in session to revise
and correct the VOTING LISTS of the City of
Belfast on the ten secular days prior to the
fourteenth day of March, A.D 1921. Said Board
of Registration will be in session from nine in
the forenoon to one o’clock in the afternoon,
and from three to five o’clock in the afternoon,
and from seven to nine o’clock in the after
noon, on first eight of said days, to receive
evidence touching the qualifications of voters
therein and to revise and correct the voting
lists, and on the last two of said secular days,
to verify the correctness of said lists and to
complete and close up its records of said ses
sions. And on the last of said secular days, at
five o’clock in the afternoon, certified copies
of said voting lists shall be delivered to the
Clerk of said City of Belfast and a receipt taken
therefor, except that on the last of said days
devoted to registration and on the last of said
days devoted to the records as above, the ses
sions of the Board shall close at five o’clock in
the afternoon, but no name shall be added to
or stricken from said lists after five o’clock in
the afternoon of the last of said days devoted
to registration as above.
WM. A. MASON, Chairman,
Board of Registration of the City of Belfast.
Belfast. Maine, January 3, 1921.
You

3 lbs. 24c

RICE, fancy
BEANS,
COCOA, bulk,

Augusta, Maine.

of the City of Belfast

All selected South American Coffees.
all of the

Central Maine Power Co,,

To the Voters

COFFEE
retain

D &

people have
financing.

in this

us

If you, too, believe in
developing
Maine water powers in time to attract
industries, why not send the coupon anti
learn more about Central Maine Power
Company 7% Preferred Stock as an investment for Maine people.
The price
is $107.50 a share, the yield 61-2% net

in the Yellow Packages.
Shawn’s Photo
and Signature tin Each.
Liquid and
Tablet form.
GOLDINE NO. ‘2 is used In the treatment of Catarrh, the Kidneys anti Bladder. Liver Trouble, the Blood. Rheumatism, Weak Back. Lumbago. Eruption
and Skin Diseases and to Purify the Entire System.
Put up in the Green Pa«kShawn’s Photo and Signature on
nges.
Each- Liquid and Tablet form.
GOLDINE LAXATIVES are used for
Constipation. Costiveness. Liver Trouble.
Gall Trouble. Congestion of the Liver
nrid for Cleansing the Organs of Digestion and Excretion.
GOI.DINE OIL is used in the treatment of Rheumatic Pains. Sriatiea. Sore
Muscles.
Muscular
Cramps. Lumbago,
Lame Back
Sprains. Neuralgia. Tonsllitls. Sore Throat. Colds in Chest, Bronchitis. Asthma, Whooping Cough, and
other conditions of Congestion and Inflammation.
NOTICE—Goldine
Products
be
may
secured
through
leading
drug stores
everywhere or from the Goldine Mfg. Co.,
Box 145, Albany. N. Y.

Dated February 22, 1921—3w9

DICO BLEND

to

joined with

—

of Our

Sold in the bean and ground

More than 5000 Maine

WHEREAS,

Flavor

not lose a possible
possible future citizen

a

It is financing this
development, not
with “outside capital” but with “inside
capital”—through the sale of its preferred stock to the people of Maine.

Alonzo Seekins of Searsport in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed, dated the seventeenth
day of August A. D. 1920, and recorded in
Waldo Registry of Lheds. Book 334, Page 292,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain
parcel of real estate, situate in Beltast in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, and
btunded as folh ws: Bounded northerly by
land foimerly of one Dr. Leonard; easterly by
land of Arthur Ritchie; southerly by land formerly of John C. Howard; and westerly by
land formerly of Mary J. Seekins, containing
eight acres, more or less, and being the same
real estate conveyed to the said Alonzo Seekins by Mary E. Libby and others by their deed
of warranty dated September 30. 1898, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 263, Page
67; and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage
B. O. NORTON

Mixed

or

Central Maine Power
Company is deand is interconnecting

Notice of foreclosure

OR
A

capital”—Maine capital

veloping power
power plants.

Goldine is sold at the City Drug Co.
and all druggists everywhere, or send 10c
lor a liberal sample.

TEA
25c-,bCrop—Delicious

factory

GOLDINE NO. I is used in the treat»•’ the Stomach. Heart. Nerves. In-

lar DICO BLEND

All New

own

That Maine may

digestion. Physical Decline and Debility
to Build up and Create Strength.
Put up

is,the popu-

—

their

For surely, with the coming of
developed electricity comes the
prosperity of
Maine. Industries follow power and
population follows industries.

ment

Friday and Saturday,

Formosa

assure

own cause.

GOLDINE REMEDIES

SPECIALS

—

people of States
undeveloped water powers

will develop the water’ powers of the
Pine Tree State. Our own
people will
put tneir own savings to work in their

was snort of
had palpitation of the heart and
bad pains in the
stomach and over
the liver. I heard of
Goldine and got a bottle of Goldine No. 1.
After taking it only a short time, 1 can
now say it has changed all this condition
and I am now feeling line.
Goldine is a
wonderful medicine.”

In Brooks, Feb. 26, Joseph ElELLIS.
lis, aged 85 years, 1 months and 6 days.
In Belmont, Feb. 25, John
GREER.
Greer, aged 67 years.
In Belfast, Feb. 28, Mrs
Holmes.
Susan M. Holmes, aged 68 years, 8
months and 11 days.
Thomas. In Belfast, Feb. 27, Martin
Thomas, aged 66 years, a months and 9
days.
WOOD. In Belfast, March 2, William
A. Wood aged 57 years and 1 month.

Ceylon

1

the

are

investing at home—to
industrial future.

breath,

Belfast, Feb 26, Almerin
80 years, 5 months and 3

Here it

prosperity.

own

Especially

headaches, dizzy

days.

For

their

which have

spells

flavor.

thought was to get his family safely to
Miss Lucy Grindle spent the week-end
the ground. The fire had evidently origi- at home.
nated in the store and the building was
doomed when the Pattersons reached
Miss Frances Herriman spent the weeksafety, clad only in their night clothing. end at home.
They saved nothing else. W. C. Haskell
Mr. Otis Ginn of Bangor visited his
& Co. had a large stock of fine goods, all
of which was a total loss. The insurance mother and father recently.
was inconsequential in comparison. Capt.
Miss Angelia Harriman of Brewer paid
Haskell was personally refitting a portion a short visit to relatives here Saturday.
of the rear of the building into living
Miss Ada Harriman spent the week-end
apartments and his losses include considerable costly sheathing and other ma- with a classmate, Miss Beryl Dorr, of
terials, and his tools. F. C. Burrill and East Orland.
William Bush were in town Tuesday adjusting the insurance which had been
placed through the agency of Albert M.
Ames.
Mr. Patterson has moved his

sure

for liver trouble after having to lay olf
work for days at a
time. I tried everything I heard of but
got no better. I had

DIED.

order

Her

husband upon
springing from the bed to the door found
the kitchen a mass of flames and his only
an

His friends are pleased to learn that
Horace Miller, who has been quite ill, is
improving under the attendance of Dr.
Carl Stevens of Belfast.

Miss Hanson added

to the gaiety with original verse adapted
to the occasion, and later she presided at

principal of the Searsport High school,
assisted by Mrs. George Porter and Miss

water powers in
time. In these days when investment money is in such immediate
demand, people in other States are investing more and more at home—to as-

Trouble

In Camden, Feb. 19
ALI.EN-RUSS.
Leroy Allen and Miss Madeline Russ,
both of Lincolnville.
Brown-Gray. In Belfast, Jan. 29,
by H. C. Buzzell, Esq., Harry W. Brrown
and Priscilla B. Gray, both of Belfast.
Cotton-Turner. In Belfast, Feb. 12,
by H. C. Buzzell, Esq., John H. Cotton
of Waltham, Mass., and Hazel M. Turner
of Rockport.

Dickey, aged

never

develop Maine

35a38 Lime,
2 20
18a32 Oats,
70
95 Oat Meal,
0
Cracked corn,
95 Onions,
5
Corn meal,
95 Oil, kerosene, 22a23
40 Pollock,
Cheese,
10
Cotton seed,
2 25 Pork,
21
25
Cranberries,
Rye meal,
8
Clover seed,
00 Shorts,
2 00
12 50a 15 00 Sugar,
Flour,
10
H. G. seed,
0 00 Salt, T. 1,,
0 00
19 Sweet potatoes,
Lard,
10

the alarm and wish to express to them

Capital

tt AUTSIDE CAriTAL” Will

Beef, corned,
Butter, salt,
Corn,

their sincere gratitude.

at

Youngtown.
by a chunk of falling coal
The High school students returned to
Monday night of last week and painfully
injured. Besides severe lacerations of Camden Sunday, after a week’s vacation
shoulder and hip X-ray examination re- for the holiday.

Dow and Miss Mabel Griffin,

6 30.

The

The

of

at

saved.

partly covered by insurance.
Mr. and Mrs. Knight were very grateful to the neighbors who responded to
was

Several from here attended the food
patrons of the local post office
were glad
to see Mrs. Mudgett again fair in Rockland this week.
among those present behind the bars the
Mrs. A. L. Gross has returm d from a
The placi first of the week, after a long absence in- two
the initials of their names.
weeks’ visit in Boston.
I
cards also matched the guests for bridgi 1 cident to many months of impaired
Mrs. Carrie Clarke of Camden is visitfollowing the dainty lunch. Mrs. W. H. health. Miss Hichborn has been off duty
ing in (own for a tew days.
Goodell won the first prize. Those pres- 1 for the second time in many years of serMrs. Carrie Hall has returned from a
ent at this deligntful party were Mrs. W.
vice Because of illnesn.
two weeks’ visit in Belfast,
M, Parse, Mrs. J. D. Sweetser, Sirs, F,
Frank Ducette, a well known resident
Mrs. Josiah Milier is a guest for a few
B. Smith, Mrs. H. G. Curtis, Mrs. W. H.
of this town, while at work in the hold
days of her daughter, Mrs. Eflie Hardy
Goudell, Mrs. Frank Curtis, Mrs. Cora
at the coal wharf at

sonic hall.

was

Inside

I

per

Capital

vs,

Liver
Hudson and family in their loss of a baby so that a Maine winter of the 1921 class
Mr Fred H. Germain of 161 So. Main
girl, aged seven months. She was ill only does not bother him any. He has rooms
St., New Britain Connecticut, had liver
with Charles W. Lancaster ou High
a few days with pneumonia and passed
trouble for two years.
He says:
street.
away Monday morning, Feb. 21st.
for two years I
doctored constantly
The farmers are taking all the advanMARRIED.

in Sears-

Mrs. Fannie P.

Sunday after-

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. Jenkins are
T. B. Thompson of Cameron, Texas,
receiving congratulations on the birth of arrived recently in this city as one of the
an eight pound boy Wednesday, Feb. 23d.
operators at the International Radio TelThey are at the home of Mr. and Mrs. egraph Station on Congress street. Mr.
C. H. Forbes in West Brooks.
Thompson has recently returned from
Much sympathy is extended to Samuel two years spent in radio work in Alaska,

also failed to notify our boys until it was
too late to get any other team here, but
ne vertheless a game was played with B.

Brookline, Mass.

The teachers of the Congregational
Sunday school joined with the Joymakers
class in giving a masked Washington
Party at the Congregational conference
About twenty
room, Monday, Feb. 21st.
masked and there were present alt sorts
of costumes and disguises. Games were
played and a social time passed The
time passed all too quickly for the young
people. Candy was served by the hostesses.
The prooeeds from the social
were turned into the Sunday school fund.

on

Outside

bush,
Hay,
125 00
75a 100 Hides,
03
6 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
25
11 Lambskinsl 25a 35
Beans, y. e.,
50a 55 Mutton,
tsutter,
20
12a 13 Potatoes,
Beef, sides,
00
f.
12
Beef, q.,
Round Hog,
10
36
Cheese,
Straw, 15 0Oa2O 00
40
Chicken,
Turkey,
2fla32
Calf Skins,
06 Tallow,
2
35 Veal,
Duck,
20
E gs,
30 Wool,
unwashed, 30
35 Wood, hard, 11 00
Fowl,
32 Wood, soft,
Geese,
8 00
RETAIL PRICE
RETAIL MARKET

The family was away
noon about 2:15.
from home at the time and the fire was

loss

Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg arrived last hall last Thursflay night, but for some
Thursday morning and immediately open- unknown reason they failed to come and
ed her home after passing a number of also for the same unknown reason they

for

a

Apples,

The buildings of A. W. Knight, about
mile and a half from the village, were

Ralph Larrabee has been ill for several discovered breaking through the roaf by
weeks with an attack of indigestion, but one of the neigfiBors, who broke into the
house and notified the telephone operais much better at this writing.
who gave the alarm. A large crowd
tor,
The Misses Gertrude and Hazel Jenkins
and most of the furniture in the
visited their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. gathered
John

SEARSPORT.

Granite Grange met in regular session
A E. Ward was a recent visitor of
with an all-day meeting,
Capt and Mrs. Oscar Ellis of Brewer.
Sat., Feb. 26,
Mrs. Amy Hall Blair of Brewer visited with 21 members present. One candiher sister, lllrs. Herman Harriman, late- date was instructed in the 3d and 4th
degrees, after which a picnic dinner was
ly.
enjoyed by the members in the upper
Mrs. Carl Grant lately underwent a
hall. Officers absent,
Secretary, Lectursurgical operation at the Waldo County
er, Overseer, Chaplain and
Pomona.
Hospital.
Those offices were filled by Sister Fannie
H. A. Blanchard was in Belfast Feb. Clements, Bro. Fred E.
Stevens, Jr.
25th to attend the funeral of his brother- Bro. J. T. Kingsbury, Sister Abbie Kingsand S.ster Annie
bury
Stevens, respectin-law, Atwood A. Gilmore.
ively. The next regular meeting will be
Mrs.
Edith Haley and Mrs. Grace Saturday
evening, March 5th, and an
Haley spent Feb. 19th in Bangor, the all-day session March 12th with a picnic
latter’s daughters, Mrs. Harriet Vinal dinner as before, the grange to furnish
and Mrs. Georgia Robbins of Derby, join- coffee and sugar.
ing them for the day.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
I
MONWOE
PRODUCE MARKET I PAID PRODUCER

Thorndike totally destroyed by fire

tage possible of the recent light fall of
by hauling pulp wood, railroad ties,
The patrons of Wardwell’s moving pic- lumber, etc., to the station to be shipped.
ture show are looking forward with Six cars were being loaded at one time,
pleasurable anticipation to March 12th, recently.
when they have the promise of Once to
Burnham A. A. B. B. T. was scheduled
Every Women.
to play Brooks A. A. B. B. T. in Union

who has been the guest of his grandparents for the past week, returned home
Coal

checking

a

day.

Sam Calderwood of Roxbury,

2 Per Cent Interest

Porter, Horace
yer,
Davis,
Mrs. Aflie Crockett was called to DamPorter, Adelaide Curtis. All took their ariscotta Saturday by ti e illness of relaparts well and those who had charge de- tives.

-ALSO MAKERS OF-

in

on

Manager

Don

Mina

Scott & Bo woe, Bloomfield, N. J.

day

Pays

lively

very finished
manner by Miss Anderson and the scholars were Edith Williams, Elizabeth Saw-

teacher

of super-refined Norwegian cod-liver oil
is so helpful to
those of any age
who are rundown in body.

or

Christine A. Jones,

chorus of girls and boys singing a Chinese
The climax of the entertainment
song.
The part of the
was a Chinese school.

scorn
EMULSION

(Tablets

BROOKS BRANCH

NORTH

TELEGRAPH

CUM
Orris J

ADMINISTRATRIX M
scrib'er hereby Rives
duly appointed admimstr

ABBIE E. GREENLAW.
in

the county of Waldo
bonds as the law direct
demands aRainst the esta
are desired to present ?
ment, and all indebted tb-.:
to make payment imme.li>'
EULALIA
Belfast, Me., Feb. 8. 19*J1

CARD OF

THANKS

We wish to thank all w
to us during the illness >'i
of our husband and lath?1
beautiful flowers eontribu

MRS.WmrR°N
AND

fAMII

1

